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Foreword
As part of the mission of providing safe, economical, and effective transportation networks
for the people, commerce, and communities of Oklahoma, the Oklahoma Department of
Transportation (ODOT) routinely undertakes or sponsors planning and research studies
aimed at providing cost-effective streamlining in project development and improving
project delivery. As part of the environmental process for federally sponsored projects,
ODOT considers the potential effects that proposed construction activities may have on
historic properties and cultural resources. This report represents the first in a series of
archaeological context studies intended to assist ODOT and our regulatory partners in the
identification and evaluation of 20th century archaeological sites in Oklahoma.
Oklahoma is a relatively young state. As such, the most common type of cultural resource
encountered within the areas of proposed transportation projects are archaeological sites
representing the locations of late nineteenth to mid-twentieth century rural residences and
farms. The Oklahoma State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) at the Oklahoma Historical
Society previously developed a series of informative Fact Sheets to assist the public,
agencies, researchers, and preservation groups in understanding the National Historic
Preservation Act (NHPA) and implementing effective compliance. Fact Sheet 12 specifically
addresses historic period archaeological resources and defines the characteristics of
these properties that must be evaluated to determine significance and integrity. While
an extremely useful tool in defining methods for assessing eligibility for inclusion in the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), ODOT seeks to identify broad themes and key
concepts that can be identified early in transportation project development to help identify
significant resources.
As part of this effort, the ODOT Cultural Resources Program (ODOT-CRP) proposed this
specialized study of late nineteenth to mid-twentieth century historic farms and ranches
to characterize and define the significant aspects of those sites—and to identify which
aspects may be most useful in helping ODOT streamline future evaluations. The results
of this study will be used—along with other planning criteria and historical information—
to better understand the most significant aspects of this type of cultural resource and
facilitate expedited identifications and evaluations in the future.
For this study, ODOT-CRP partnered with two local environmental firms—CP&Y, Inc. and
AmaTerra, Inc.—to compile the existing archival and historical information and collect new
information for eight centennial farms and ranches located in the Oklahoma Panhandle,
which comprises ODOT Division 6. The specific farms and ranches and the broad themes
of the study were identified and developed in coordination with the SHPO. The compilation
of existing archival and historical information was supplemented with oral interviews of
the landowners and limited archaeological documentation. Each of the farms and ranches
selected for this study are listed on the Oklahoma Centennial Farms and Ranches register
maintained by the SHPO.
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The eight Centennial Farms and Ranches selected for the study—because of their long
history of occupation and continued use—serve, in effect, as a control group for identifying
specific criteria and research themes that can be used to help identify and evaluate the
archaeological significance of other sites of this type throughout western Oklahoma. As
noted above, archaeological sites representing late nineteenth to mid-twentieth century
farms and ranches are the most common type of resource encountered in ODOT project
areas. As such, the regional historical themes and resource type-specific criteria for
significance identified in this report will greatly assist ODOT in accurately identifying and
characterizing those sites that are important for understanding Oklahoma’s rich history.
ODOT-CRP would like to thank all the Centennial Farm and Ranch owners and families for
their invaluable cooperation and participation in the study. This effort would not have been
possible without the many interviews granted and your support and dedication to furthering
our understanding of the history and development of ranching in the Oklahoma Panhandle.
In addition, ODOT-CRP would also like to thank the following agencies and individuals for
their participation in this project: Oklahoma State Historic Preservation Office, Oklahoma
Historical Society, Oklahoma Archeological Survey, Oklahoma Department of Libraries and
Archives, No Man’s Land Museum in Goodwell, Local History and Genealogy Room of the
Guymon Library, Cimarron Heritage Center in Boise City, Jones and Plummer Trail Museum
in Beaver, Pioneer Library in Beaver, and the ODOT Environmental Programs Division.

Scott A. Sundermeyer
Director, Cultural and Natural Resources Program
Oklahoma Department of Transportation
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Chapter 1

Chapter 1

Introduction: Archeology of Farms and
Ranches in the Oklahoma Panhandle
This report develops a historical and archeological context for homesteading in the
Oklahoma Panhandle. This report is intended to provide a framework for identifying and
evaluating archeological sites associated with farming and ranching. It has been prepared
at the request of the Oklahoma Department of Transportation (ODOT) and the Oklahoma
State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) to assist agency review and planning projects
that fall under the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA).
The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, articulates that it is in the
public interest to protect and preserve significant resources that reflect our shared
national and cultural heritage. Under the NHPA, significant resources are considered
historic properties that can be eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic
Places (NRHP). The Criteria for Evaluation (36 CFR 60.4) of historic properties outlines
the four primary criteria of significance as A) resources associated with events or themes
that contribute to the broad sweep of history; B) resources associated with people that
are important to national, state or local history, C) resources that embody distinctive
characteristics, methods of construction, represent the work of a master or that have high
artistic value, and D) resources that can yield important data about history or prehistory. In
addition to these criteria, a resource must have enough integrity to convey its association
and significance.
Prehistoric archeological sites are almost always evaluated under Criterion D, while
buildings, objects, districts, and landscapes are typically evaluated under one or more
of the Criteria A–C. However, historic period archeological sites often fall in a gray zone
where they can be evaluated under any of the significance criteria. Because these sites are
usually composed of ruins and lack structural integrity, they are often assumed to be not
eligible for consideration as significant historic properties. Their data potential is often
overlooked by researchers who assume that the documentary record for these properties
is complete. However, utilizing a new framework based on the information that has been
pulled together from this research we believe that many nineteenth and twentieth century
farms and ranches in the Panhandle do have archeological data potential that will enhance
the historic record if the right questions are framed.
In 1995, the Oklahoma State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) prepared an overview
of historical archeology in Oklahoma. At the time, the author commented that scholarly
interest in archeology was primarily limited to the prehistoric periods (Gettys 1995:1).
This situation for the Oklahoma Panhandle was particularly acute, with only two historic
archeological sites— a sod dugout (34BV30) and Old Hardesty (34TX51)—investigated with
enough detail to warrant inclusion in the general discussion. More than twenty years later,
1

the situation remains unchanged. This comes in spite of the fact that under compliance
surveys historic period farm and ranching complexes represent one of the most commonly
recorded site types throughout the state, and the Panhandle is no exception (CP&Y and
AmaTerra 2016). To date, there have been no thorough archeological investigations of any
sites of this type in the Oklahoma Panhandle.
Lack of academic interest is one reason more nineteenth and early twentieth century
homesteads have not been investigated in the Panhandle. However, some have questioned
whether archeological research at such sites can contribute anything beyond what is
already known from the historical record. After all, what more can archeology contribute
when we have photographs, buildings, documents, and even memories of these places?
For agencies responsible for complying with and administering the NHPA, this question is
an important one because it sets the agenda for archeological research efforts in advance
of public undertakings. However, without a clearly articulated context and research goals,
it is largely impossible to assess the archeological data potential at homestead sites.
This context offers that frame through which to view archeological remains of homesteads
in the Panhandle. In it, we examine the specific history of ten Centennial farms and ranches
to develop a baseline understanding for construction, evolution, and human interaction
with such resources (Figure 1.1). Each site is deeply situated in the environment, history,
and culture of the Panhandle. Combining historical data from documents, archives, oral
histories, and site visits, we then develop broad themes as well as more specific questions
for archeological research that could be undertaken at these sites and others.

1.1

Organization of the Report

This report is organized into nine chapters, the first six of which are primarily descriptive.
Chapters 2 and 3 situate Panhandle homesteads environmentally and historically.
No discussion of Panhandle history can be understood without some reference to the
environment and landscape, whose featureless prairie has a quiet, desolate beauty all
its own. The landscape is inextricably linked to the human culture of No Man’s Land.
Therefore, Chapter 2 discusses the environment, while Chapter 3 delves into the human
interactions that have shaped the Panhandle from the beginning of the nineteenth century
to the present day. Chapters 4–6 discuss the ten farms and ranches researched for this
study. They are divided by county. In Chapter 4, farms in Beaver County, we discuss the
Hodges, J. D. Key, Logan Hill and Maphet family farms. In Chapter 5, Texas County, we
discuss the Heard Farm, the Miller Ranch and the massive Hitch Ranch, which today is one
of the largest in the country, covering thousands of acres in Oklahoma and Texas. Chapter
6 covers three ranches in Cimarron County: the Clark Ranch, the Skelley Ranch and the
Sparkman (Scipio Fry) Ranch (see Figure 1.1).
In Chapter 7 we define periods of historical significance for archeological properties of this
type and then outline key research themes and questions. Chapter 8 integrates all the data
to offer a model for evaluating archeological resources and framework for undertaking
future research. The final chapter, Chapter 9, presents a few concluding thoughts and
remarks related to the overall project and its utility for the future.
2

Figure 1.1. The Oklahoma Panhandle showing ten farm and ranch properties examined in this study.
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1.2

Project Methodology

The historic context was developed using ten farms or ranches listed in the Centennial Farm
and Ranch program administered by the Oklahoma Historical Society and co-sponsored
by the Oklahoma Department of Agriculture. This joint program honors properties that
have been in the same family for more than 100 years and have been continuously farmed
or ranched during that time. Additional criteria to qualify as a Centennial Farm or Ranch
include: a working farm or ranch of at least 40 acres, $1,000 in annual sales, and operation,
occupation or leased out by a member of the family. The long history of these Centennial
properties made them ideal as case studies to develop a context and framework for
archeological investigations.
Research for this project drew from archival sources, online, and secondary sources, oral
histories, and brief field reconnaissance to gain a better sense of geography, layout, building
materials, styles, and potential for archeological remains. The project team included staff
from CP&Y, Inc and AmaTerra Environmental, Inc. CP&Y took the lead on much of the
archival research, deed research and oral history transcription, while AmaTerra assisted
with research, oral histories, and took the lead on assembling data and reporting.
Over the course of work, which took place from October 2017 to May 2018, the project
team visited the Panhandle three times to interview landowners, conduct deed research
and visit properties. Of the ten properties included in this context, the team was able to
visit seven of them and interview descendants of the original patent holder. During field
reconnaissance it was discovered that one property, the Miller Ranch, had only a portion
of the original homestead lot remaining under a direct descendant’s ownership. While the
majority of the 160-acre lot upon which the original ranch once stood was sold off in 1991,
the property has still been included in this study, as one member of the family, Laurie Miller
Green, still does own part of the Centennial Property lot. In the case of one property, the
Skelley Ranch, the granddaughter of John Skelley, Kay Prather, died just before she could
be interviewed. The team was never able to successfully contact descendants of the Logan
Hill farm, and therefore no oral histories were available for that property and no site visits
occurred. Finally, family members from the Heard Farm declined to be interviewed for
this project, however, they had already given an interview to Oklahoma State University
historian, Kathy Boyd in 2014, and that interview was used for this project. Research
was conducted at the Oklahoma Historical Society in Oklahoma City, the Oklahoma
Archeological Survey in Norman, the Department of Libraries and Archives in Oklahoma
City, at the No Man’s Land Museum in Goodwell, the local history and genealogy room
of the Guymon Library, the Cimarron Heritage Center in Boise City, and the Jones and
Plummer Trail Museum and Pioneer Library in Beaver. Deed research was conducted at the
Cimarron, Texas and Beaver County courthouses and general research was undertaken at
various libraries in Oklahoma City, Austin, and online. The team gathered historic maps,
photographs, aerial photographs, local histories, oral histories, archeological sites files,
deed records, census data, published Panhandle histories, other context documents, and
thematic archeological studies pertinent to farming and ranching.
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A typical field reconnaissance involved two or more team members accompanied by a
property owner. The field visits were not designed to locate and assess archeological
remains in any systematic way. Rather, the point of the field visits was to observe and
document condition of the property and its buildings, understand the orientation and
layout of each property, and assess where archeological deposits might be located.
Essentially field visits aimed to get a sense of the placeness of each property so that
worthwhile research goals might be framed.
All documents, maps, photographs, and interviews were maintained in a centralized
folder on Google Drive, allowing the multiple team members to access everything from
any location. Report sections were also written and stored in the online project folder.
Ultimately, these documents will be downloaded, printed and archived on a stable archival
quality DVDs and delivered to ODOT.
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Chapter 2
“The land sharks are deceiving them and pushing a vast army of emigrants into a famine region.”
~ L. P. Prockett, 1882

Chapter 2

Environmental Setting of the
Oklahoma Panhandle
American settlers who came to the Oklahoma Panhandle for the first time in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century encountered an extreme and often challenging
physical environment (Figure 2.1). Human interaction with this environment over more
than a century has shaped the lives of the people who have chosen to make it their home.
To understand the history of the region it is important to briefly discuss its environmental
setting.
The Oklahoma Panhandle is a long narrow (34.5 x 167-mile) strip at the northwestern
corner of the state comprising three counties: Cimarron, Texas, and Beaver Counties.
These three counties were created in 1907 when Oklahoma gained statehood. Prior to this
time, all of the area in the Panhandle was a single entity known as the Public Land Strip, or
No Man’s Land because until 1890 it was effectively under no formal government control.
It was declared Native American hunting territory in the Medicine Lodge Treaty of 1867.
At that time most Americans viewed the Panhandle as marginal land, good for hunting
buffalo and nothing else.

Figure 2.1. Typical Panhandle landscape in Cimarron County.
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Indeed, for most of the nineteenth century, the area comprising the Panhandle was
considered the Great American Desert, “wholly uninhabitable by a people depending
upon agriculture for their subsistence.” (Marcy quoted in Egan 2006:23). For this reason,
the Panhandle remained unsettled and vacant until the end of the nineteenth century.
The Oklahoma Panhandle is located in the High Plains geomorphic province (Figure 2.2).
Mostly flat and treeless, the High Plains are a vast surface of Tertiary and Pleistocene-aged
alluvial and eolian sands. Sand dunes and playas are commonly found throughout the
province. Areas along rivers and major streams are deeply dissected (Curtis et al. 2008).
Northwestern Cimarron County sits within the Cimarron River Valley geomorphic province
where deeply dissected valleys have exposed flat Mesozoic sandstone and shales such as
the Morrison Formation, Dakota Sandstone, and Purgatoire Formation (Johnson 2008a).
These underlying geological formations have created unique topography in the Panhandle.
Black Mesa, which is the highest point in Oklahoma at 4973 feet above mean sea level
(amsl), is in western Cimarron County. From Black Mesa elevation gradually decreases to
the east, with eastern Beaver County averaging an elevation of 2000 feet amsl (Johnson
2008b).
Soils in the Panhandle consist mainly of brown to dark brown loams and clay loams formed
on slopes . Narrow strips of silty to sandy alluvium surround major streams. Soil depth varies
greatly across the Panhandle; in very broad terms, soil depths tend to increase moving from
west to east. Much of the soil in Cimarron County is shallow and formed on steep slopes,
while soils in Beaver County are very deep and formed on flat to gentle slopes (Carter and
Gregory 2008). The makeup of local soil is an important determining factor in the type of
agriculture undertaken in a particular area. Steep slopes and shallow soil make much of
Cimarron County more suitable for livestock ranching, though some wheat, sorghum, and
alfalfa are grown in flat bottomlands. Soils in Texas and Beaver Counties are generally more
suited to growing crops (mainly wheat, sorghum, and broomcorn), though cattle ranching
is also an important agricultural undertaking. Historically, agricultural overuse of soil in the
Panhandle has been a major issue facing farmers in the area. Overplowing and overgrazing,
especially when combined with low precipitation, has led to major wind erosion of topsoil,
most dramatically exemplified by the Dust Bowl of the 1930s. In fact, the Soil Conservation
Service (now the Natural Resources Conservation Service) was created within the USDA
in 1935 to respond to the environmental devastation of the Dust Bowl. Since then the
agency has helped farmers implement a number of soil conservation techniques such as
residue management, crop rotation, planting of cover crops, windbreak establishment,
and prescribed grazing (Littlefield 2008).
The climate is classified as semi-arid. Between 1981 and 2010 average precipitation was
less than 20 inches per year, though the actual amount can vary greatly from year to year;
droughts are a regular occurrence in the climactic cycle (OCS 2018). Since climatological
records have been kept for the region starting in the 1890s, the worst droughts have
occurred in the late 1890s, 1932–1940, 1952–1957, and 2008–2012 (Littlefield 2008; OCS
2018; South Central Climate Science Center 2013).
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Figure 2.2. Geology of the Oklahoma Panhandle.
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The mean annual temperature in the Panhandle is about 55 degrees Fahrenheit. In the
winter months the average daily temperature is typically in the mid 30s and in the summer
the low 80s (South Central Climate Science Center 2013).
The Oklahoma Panhandle is prone to several types of natural disasters besides drought.
Tornadoes are common threat throughout Oklahoma. While central and southwestern
Oklahoma see the most tornado activity, tornadoes are not uncommon in the Panhandle.
Between 1950 and 2000, 112 tornadoes were reported across Cimarron, Texas, and
Beaver Counties (H. Johnson, 2008). Historically, floods along the Cimarron and Beaver
Rivers were not uncommon, but human-made dams have helped to decrease flooding in
recent decades. Sudden snow and ice storms also occur with some regularity, crippling
communication and decimating livestock (Maphet 2017, Clark 2017). Finally, wildfires pose
a constant danger. A cowhand on the ZH Ranch described it as one of people’s greatest
fears:
“If a fire started during a dry period, it didn’t take long to spread in dry grass,
especially the tall buffalo grass when a fair or high wind was blowing. A prairie fire
of considerable extent is not only destructive to the grazing feed but to animal life
also. There is absolutely no chance to hold cattle from stampeding in all directions
when a fire is traveling behind the animals” (Federal Writers Project 1941).
The predominant natural vegetation type across the Panhandle is the shortgrass high
plains. The most prevalent species are blue grama and buffalo grass, though much of
this area has been converted to cropland or rangeland (Hoagland 2008). Narrow strips
of bottomland forest are found along the major streams across the region. Sandsage
grasslands are common on deep sand deposits and dunes, which are often at the edges of
bottomland forests. Sandsage shrubs and grasses such as sand reed and little bluestem are
the predominant species. The pinon pine-juniper mesa is located in the far northwestern
corner of Cimarron County. In addition to pinon pine and juniper trees, mesquite, Gambel
oak, shrubs, and grasses such as buffalograss and grama species are common (Hoagland
2008).
Two major rivers run through the Oklahoma Panhandle. The Beaver River flows east
across all three Panhandle counties. The Cimarron River flows near the northern border
of Cimarron County and northeastern Beaver County (Figure 2.3). Both rivers and their
tributaries often experience periods of little to no flow and have therefore been unreliable
as a major water source, especially during drought conditions. Instead, people in recent
history have dug wells to tap into the vast groundwater resources underlying the region.
Most of the Panhandle (except extreme northwest Cimarron County) sits atop the Ogallala
aquifer. The Ogallala geologic formation and its associated aquifer spans from northwest
Texas to southern South Dakota. It is mostly comprised of unconsolidated clay, silt, sand,
and gravel. The aquifer is recharged almost entirely through rainwater and snowmelt, but
because of the semi-arid climate of the High Plains, water is only replenished at an average
rate of one inch per year across the region (Kromm 2018). The Ogallala aquifer provides
approximately 98 percent of the total water consumption in the Oklahoma Panhandle, the
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vast majority of which goes to agricultural use (Taghvaeian et al. 2018). Beginning around
1950, irrigated agriculture began to greatly expand in the High Plains. Between 1950 and
2015 approximately 3000 irrigation wells have been drilled in the Oklahoma Panhandle,
over half of which are in Texas County (Taghvaeian et al. 2018).
While irrigation has greatly improved agricultural yields and therefore economic success in
the Panhandle, it has also considerably decreased the Ogallala aquifer. Aquifer depletion,
which varies significantly across the region, has been worst in places with the most
irrigation wells. Texas County has seen the greatest drop in water level in Oklahoma, in
some places decreasing more than 70 feet since 1950 (Taghvaeian et al. 2018). The quality
of the water being drawn from the aquifer has been an increasing area of concern since
the 1990s when traces of pesticides and nitrates from irrigated agriculture and confined
livestock feeding were found in some areas (Kromm 2018). Over the last few decades
government agencies, universities, and stakeholder groups have implemented changes in
irrigation practices to preserve the aquifer. Changes include regulating well spacing and
pumping rates and switching from flood to center pivot irrigation (Taghvaeian et al. 2018).

Figure 2.3. Rivers and streams of the Panhandle.
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“They were bound, each in their way, to the High Plains, because it was home and because a new decade
was dawning, and it had to be better than the last year of the old one, and because they knew this was
the only roll of the dice left” (Egan 2006:Chapter 5).

Chapter 3

Human History of the Panhandle from
the Nineteenth Century to Present
3.1

1800–1886 Early Travellers, Historic Native Americans,
Origin of No Man’s Land Geographical Borders

The story of the Oklahoma Panhandle embodies not only the frontier spirit that dominates
the American psyche, but also nineteenth century geopolitical interests intersecting
around slavery, national unification, and westward expansion. Until the twentieth century
the Panhandle was known as the Public Land Strip or No Man’s Land because it was
practically unclaimed territory from the perspective of white Americans. After a brief stint
under French control in the early 1800s, the area was claimed by Spain under the AdamsOnis Treaty of 1819. Under that treaty, the western limit of Arkansas Territory-- which at
the time encompassed the bulk of what is now Oklahoma and defined the western limit of
American power in the area-- was set at the 100-degree meridian line. While the Panhandle
area was under Spain’s control in the 1830s and 1840s, the country issued land grants that
covered nearly the entire modern area of the Panhandle. All such grants were voided,
however, when Spain relinquished claim to the territory (Anders et al. 1984).
Meanwhile, the battle over slavery that dominated American politics of the mid-nineteenth
century had a profound impact on land divisions in the Midwest and West. After the
Mexican-American war ended in 1848, there was considerable debate over boundaries
and whether the new territories acquired in the west (California, New Mexico, Texas, and
Utah Territories) should be admitted to the country as free or slave states and territories.
In 1850, the Clay Compromise resolved the issue, allowing Texas to enter the union as a
slave state and California to enter as a free state. New Mexico and Utah territories could
use popular sovereignty to choose whether slavery would be allowed.
An important aspect of the Clay Compromise was that Texas ceded all claim to territory in its
panhandle north of the 36°30’ latitude, which was the same line drawn during the Missouri
Compromise of 1820 (Figure 3.1). This line divided territory west of the Mississippi into
areas where slavery would and would not be legal. However, a few years later when the
Kansas and Nebraska territories were organized under the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854,
the law effectively repealed the Missouri Compromise and allowed popular sovereignty
to decide the slavery issue for new western territories. An important provision of that act
was that the southern border of Kansas Territory was fixed at the 37 ° latitude.
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Figure 3.1. Treaties and geopolitical boundaries that shaped No Man’s Land.

This left a small strip of unassigned land between the 100° meridian that formed the
western boundary of Oklahoma and the 103° meridian that formed the eastern boundary
of New Mexico (Turner 2009). This area had several informal names over the years, such
as the neutral strip, the Public Land Strip, or No Man’s Land, because it seemingly belonged
to no one territory.
The fact was, few Americans wanted it. Well into the last quarter of the nineteenth century,
No Man’s Land was like a great inland ocean, a vast, dry, treeless expanse of grassland
as far as the eye could see. The Cimarron Cutoff of the Santa Fe Trail from Missouri to
New Mexico territory came through the northwest corner of the Panhandle, and the
people who travelled along it reported going days without finding water. The wind blew
ceaselessly and locating a place to shelter weary people and animals was nearly impossible.
Even more harrowing was the threat of Indian attack. Kiowa, Apache, and Comanche still
hunted buffalo in the grasslands of the southern plains and those Native American tribes
considered the steady stream of European and American immigrants that passed through
to be intruders (Weaver 2009; Egan 2006). Relations between Native Americans and white
settlers grew even more strained leading up to and after the Civil War, when the United
States began pushing its transcontinental railroad agenda, a project that drove deep into
the heart of Plains Indian territories. .
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Native American attacks on caravans in the southern plains became common enough
that in June 1865, the U.S. government ordered Colonel Christopher (Kit) Carson, a noted
Indian fighter, to establish a camp near the Cimarron River to protect travelers along the
Santa Fe Trail. Camp Nichols was established on a bluff overlooking a tributary to the
Cimarron River. Carson ordered a fortified stone enclosure be built, along with a hospital,
commissary, and officers’ quarters. Enlisted men slept in canvas tents. For a brief time,
Camp Nichols housed about 300 soldiers who would escort wagon trains travelling along
the Santa Fe Trail between New Mexico and Fort Dodge or Larned in Kansas. However, the
camp was abandoned by December of 1865 when Carson and his men were pulled away
to serve other priorities.
For a time, No Man’s Land was once again left mostly to the native tribes that camped
along the waterways and passed through on their seasonal buffalo hunts, though a few
non-Native Americans came through the area. Traders, buffalo hunters, and settlers
continued to follow the Santa Fe Trail between Missouri and New Mexico, though such
travelers mostly passed through the area and had little impact on what local economy
existed in the Panhandle at that time (Baxter 1986:3). That is, little impact except on the
buffalo herds, which by rights and by treaty were the domain of the Native Americans (Egan
2006). Buffalo hunting in No Man’s Land was part of a deliberate effort to disempower the
Native American population who hunted in the area (Chrisman 1961:38; Egan 2006). The
near-extinction of the great buffalo herds removed the major resource that drew people,
both Native Americans and Euro-Americans, to the area, and for a short while the great
grasslands were “fallow,” grazed by neither the buffalo herds nor the longhorn herds that
were soon to arrive (Chrisman 1961:16)
The draw of the railroads coming into southern Kansas combined with tales of vast
grasslands in No Man’s Land enticed cattle ranchers in Texas to move their herds through
the area en route northward to the rail stations (Chrisman 1961). The great cattle drives
of the 1870s brought cowboys through the Panhandle along the Jones and Plummer Trail,
which ran through what is now Beaver County in the eastern portion of the Panhandle.
Other trails through the Panhandle include the Fort-Bascom-Fort Dodge military road
between New Mexico and Kansas, which crossed through the southeast corner of what
is now Texas County and led northeast through Beaver City. Such trails could be up to 100
feet wide and three feet deep, the earth churned and eroded by the action of thousands
of hooves (Baxter 1986; Chrisman 1961).
Because these trails constituted the transportation network in the region at the time,
they were used by most Euro-American travelers through the area: cowboys, traders, and
settlers alike (Baxter 1986). This traffic inspired Jim Lane to build a supply depot in 1879
where the Jones and Plummer Trail crossed Beaver Creek. This depot became an important
stopping and supply point for cattle drives. Lane opened a post office and general store,
which attracted others to the region, and his settlement soon became Beaver City, the
Panhandle’s first official town in 1886.
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Meanwhile, the end of the Civil War, the completion of the first railroads, and the
Homestead Act of 1862 created a wave of homesteaders who flooded into Kansas and
Nebraska west of the Mississippi River. Under the Homestead Act any settler was entitled
to claim 160 acres of surveyed land as long as they plowed a portion and could demonstrate
that they lived on it for a period of five years or more. Settlers began pouring into the
Plains territory, and by the 1880s homestead tracts in the Kansas and Nebraska territories
were almost completely claimed. Soon, homesteaders began eyeing the still-vacant lands
of the public strip. No Man’s Land, however, had not yet been surveyed into one-mile
sections (although it had been surveyed into six-mile-square townships) and, therefore,
remained officially closed to settlement. This did not deter squatters, large numbers of
whom entered illegally (Anders et al. 1984:3). More commonly, however, ranchers began
using No Man’s Land as open range for their livestock, and most of the early ranches were
situated near the Beaver and Cimarron Rivers to take advantage of the water sources. Even
with access to the rivers, ranchers still needed to dig wells and use windmills to increase
their water supplies (Anders et al. 1984). However, economic development was limited
by the lack of transportation options. “The movement of bulky items was restricted to
waterways in eastern Oklahoma and to draft animals in overland travel. Each of these
forms of transportation was slow and commercially unreliable” (Baxter 1986:2). Supplies
were expensive and hard to get.
At the western edge of No Man’s Land, where New Mexico and Colorado abutted the
territory, sheep herders from New Mexico known as pastores ran their herds, setting up
temporary camps and even small settlements. They built houses out of native stone and
cedar posts gathered from trees found in the breaks between the Cimarron and Beaver
Rivers and along the creeks near Felt. New Mexico’s sheep ranchers included the Lujan
and Baca families (Anders et al. 1984); Antonio Baca reportedly had 25,000 sheep running
in the Oklahoma Panhandle during the 1870s, herded by local Mexican pastores, many of
whom stayed around through the early years of homesteading. Most of their homestead
claims were bought by white settlers after statehood in 1907, and by late mid-century
there were almost no Mexican families left in the county. The Skelley family lived near
the Hispanic community of pastores at the western edge of Cimarron County. In fact, the
Skelley store and school at Mineral served as a focal point for that community. Skelley
himself was a regular guest at local pastores’ family weddings and quinceaneras.
In the early 1870s and 80s, while pastores from the southwest were pushing into the
Panhandle, so too were cattlemen from Kansas, Texas, and Colorado, like James Calvin
Neal, who settled Logan Hill Farm after encountering it when returning to Texas after
driving cattle to Kansas. No Man’s Land was one of the last open ranges where cattle
could graze freely. It was also a place where a man could lose himself. “There was an
understanding among the people living in No-Man’s-Land, that one should not ask
questions about a stranger, relating to his name, where he was from or what his former
business was” (Federal Writers Project 1941). A number of syndicates, many of them
bankrolled with English, Scottish, or Welsh money, began grazing their cattle in the free
rangeland of the Oklahoma Panhandle. Some of the larger ranches included the Prairie
Cattle Company, the Kramer Cattle company, the 101 Ranch, the ZH, and the OX (Anders et
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al. 1984; Chrisman 1961). Use of the Santa Fe Trail declined in 1880, when Santa Fe gained
a rail connection, but the trail continued to be used locally (Baxter 1986:10).
Starting in 1885, mining was another industry that brought immigrants to the Panhandle.
The discovery of coal in western Cimarron County generated a short-lived mining boom
that ended with a fizzle when the coal seam played out after less than a year. To support
the boom, a town called Mineral City sprang up, and for a brief time it had a general store,
a hotel, saloon, and a rowdy population of about 100 men (Young 1991). When the coal
played out and the miners departed, Mineral City withered until it was practically a ghost
town (Smith and Askew-Wilson 1986).

3.2

1886–1909 First Settlers/Squatters and Ranching

By 1885, the end of the period of open range in No Man’s Land was in sight. The U.S.
Secretary of the Interior made a decision about Native American land rights that essentially
designated the Panhandle as public land--potentially suitable for settlement under the
Homestead Act. It was finally surveyed into one-mile sections in 1890 (Baird and Gebhard
1992). But during the previous two years, even though the land was not yet eligible for
Homestead Act allotments, people had been moving into the area from Kansas and other
parts of Oklahoma and squatting on the land. An estimated 15,000 such squatters were in
place by 1888, with the earliest wave entering the Panhandle via what is now northeastern
Beaver County and then spreading south and west (Baird and Gebhard 1992; Bays 2011).
Ultimately “squatter homesteads extended some 90 miles west of the eastern border of
the Panhandle, beyond which the cattleman still reigned” (Baird and Gebhard 1992:16).
“No Man’s Land was settled, finally, when there was no other land left to take” (Egan
2006).
During this period of uncertainty, and given the dearth of trees in the area, most squatters
lived in tents or sod houses, most of which were quite simple--four mud walls and a roof.
A typical size seems to have been 16 x 24 feet. Wood would have been used for the door
and window frames and for roof poles. Half-or full-dugout structures were often dug into
the bank or wall of a ravine and were apparently common in the river breaks. Dugouts
sometimes had floors of sandstone slabs or fire-hardened clay (Baird and Gebhard
1992; Gettys 1995). Sod structures that originally served as residences, and that were
subsequently replaced with more formal residential structures, were typically repurposed
as storm shelters, root cellars, or livestock holding areas (Gettys 1995). Cast iron stoves
were commonly used, rather than built-in fireplaces (Gettys 1995).
Some farmers built small one-room wood-frame structures, but since materials had to be
hauled to the homestead, such structures were typically small and simple. A few tworoom examples or structures with an upper half story could sometimes be found, though
no formal styles could be ascribed to them. Such houses were frequently added on to
when financial circumstances allowed. Native stone was used occasionally, sometimes in
the form of “rubble rock” foundations, which were undressed, uncoursed, and mortared
with concrete (Gettys 1995).
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Simple barns were often built while the farmer was still living in a dugout. “Until the means
of making a living was constructed, there was little point in building a permanent abode”
(Bays 2011:36), and a barn was sufficient demonstration of improvement to the land to
support a homestead claim (Phillips 2011). The construction of larger structures, such as
larger barns and wooden houses, typically had to wait for economic stability before the
building materials could be purchased (Baird and Gebhard 1992). Eventually, the railroads
(discussed later in this section) provided locals with easier access to construction materials,
such as milled wood and windows, which began to change the building forms throughout
the Panhandle (Baird and Gebhard 1992; Phillips 2011).
Since the area was not yet supported by the bureaucratic infrastructure to process titles
to the land settled under the Homestead Act, claim jumpers would occasionally oust a
“legitimate” squatter from his land. Such events eventually led the local residents to
create “vigilante committees” to maintain law and order, to form an informal claims
committee to verify legitimate land claims, and to lobby Washington DC to respond to
their needs (Anders et al. 1984 Baird and Gebhard 1992). Unfortunately, the efforts to
organize “Cimarron Territory” and gain federal recognition seem to have been deliberately
and strategically led by George Scranage and his colleagues, who were some of the most
successful land thieves in No Man’s Land. They originally took possession of land around
Beaver City with the backing of their vicious vigilante organization known as “The Vigilance
Committee” and used violence and threats to enrich themselves (Chrisman 1961).
In 1887, the first of many drought cycles to hit the Panhandle began, which put a damper
on the lobbying efforts. The Panhandle is a remarkably dry place for the amount of animals
and agriculture it supported. The Ogallala Aquifer, which underlies the region, served as
a dependable water source for domestic needs; it was reachable via wells that could be
dug by hand. The energy needed to pump irrigation water, however, often cost more than
the crops would sell for so irrigation was rarely used on farmland and agriculture was
typically rainfall dependent (Baird and Gebhard 1992; Summars 2017). In 1889, Washington
DC decided to make the non-Panhandle Oklahoma lands subject to the Homestead Act.
Combined with the drought, this caused an exodus from the Panhandle, and the population
is estimated to have dropped from around 15,000 to 3,500. The cattle ranchers once again
had free access to their open range (Baird and Gebhard 1992).
When the section surveys were completed in the Panhandle in 1890, the squatters were
given Homestead Act credit for up to two years of occupation of their land, legitimizing
their efforts (sometimes underhanded, illegal, or violent efforts) and tenacity (Baird and
Gebhard 1992). After section surveys were completed, organized regional infrastructure
followed, such as section roads and small towns (often only a general store and post
office) at the intersections of section roads (Baxter 1986). By about 1896, the drought
eased, which inspired homesteaders to move to the area. Settlers came from Arkansas,
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, and Missouri; German Lutherans and Mennonites
came from Bohemia (now the Czech Republic) and Russia (Baird and Gebhard 1992; Bays
2011; Egan 2006). The dominant cultural influence seems to have been midwestern, since
even the German immigrants had often spent years in the Midwest before moving to the
Panhandle (Bays 2011).
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Despite this influx of settlers, the Panhandle did not fill up quickly. “In 1894, only 2
percent of the land available for homesteading was claimed” in the Panhandle (Smith
and Askew-Wilson 1986:14). However, the rate of settlement increased significantly after
1902 because most of the homesteading lands in the rest of Oklahoma Territory had been
claimed at that point (Smith and Askew-Wilson 1986). Settlement was also encouraged
by fraudulent real estate speculators, two of whom were sentenced to federal prison for
their outrageous lies and swindles around Boise City. Hyperbole was commonly employed
to entice settlers. “The flattest, driest, most wind-raked, least arable part of the United
States was transformed by government incentive, private showmanship, and human
desire from the Great American Desert into Eden with a haircut” (Egan 2006).
With settlement, the large cattle ranches mostly dissolved. Some tried to have relatives
stake homestead claims, which they would then turn over to the ranch. But with settlement
came barbed wire fencing and the end of the free range--along with conflict between
settlers and ranchers. When some of the ranches went out of business, their former
cowboys would sometimes purchase or take over some of the stock or equipment to set
themselves up as small-scale cattle ranchers. This was the case with Robert Clark, who
bought livestock and homesteaded land that was once the ZH Ranch. Ranches became
smaller, more diversified, and more carefully managed. The Hitch Ranch, founded in 1884
in southern Texas County, is one of the few that survived this turbulent period; it ran
8,000-10,000 head of cattle in the 1880s (Anders et al. 1984).
At the beginning of this period, no railroads extended into the Panhandle. In 1888, the
closest railroads were the Chicago & Rock Island (C&RI) line that stopped in Liberal,
Kansas (with a stock loading facility in Tyrone, in northeast Texas County, just across the
state border from Liberal) (Anders et al. 1984; Bays 2011; Smith and Askew 1986), and the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe (AT&SF) Railway line that stopped in Englewood, Kansas.
Both towns are located at the southern border of Kansas and could be accessed--with
effort--by Panhandle ranchers and farmers (Figure 3.2). Some local farmers, such as JD
Key, would supplement their farm income by hiring out themselves, their wagons, and
horse or mule teams for freight hauling from local towns or homesteads to the railroads in
Liberal and elsewhere (Summars 2017).
The C&RI Railroad finally extended into the Panhandle (in what is now Texas County)
in 1902, where it led to the creation of towns along its route, such as Hooker, Optima,
Guymon, and Goodwell (Baird and Beghard 1992; Bays 2011; Baxter 1986). The railroad
towns were important to the farmers and ranchers since they increased local access to
markets to and from the region. “Profitability required farms to be located near a loading
station; the profitability of farms producing bulky grain crops declined rapidly beyond
this critical distance” (Bays 2011:110). Proximity to railroad lines was a major influence on
the locations of the earliest homestead claims in the Panhandle (Baxter 1986; Smith and
Askew-Wilson 1986).
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Figure 3.2. Map showing counties, major towns and railroads in the Oklahoma Panhandle.

The presence of the railroads, when combined with successful harvests, led to a dramatic
increase in the Panhandle population, to an estimated 35,000 in 1907 when Oklahoma
became a state (Baird and Gebhard 1992; Baxter 1986). With statehood also came better
administrative support for homesteading. The Panhandle was divided into three counties:
Beaver, Texas and Cimarron Counties.
The primary crop during this period was sorghum (also called milo), followed by wheat
and corn; in later years, these crops switched their relative importance (Baird and Gebhard
1992). Individual farmsteads typically relied heavily on their own kitchen gardens, farm
animals, and agricultural produce for subsistence; infrequent forays to the nearest store
were made to procure staples such as salt and flour. Commercial establishments did not
typically carry perishables (Baird and Gebhard 1992; Summars 2017). By the end of this
period, homesteaders were beginning to harvest bumper crops. Cattle ranching and
some sheep herding in the Panhandle were also major contributors to the local, state, and
regional economies.

3.3

1910–1929 Intensification of Farming
and the Great Plow Up

Successful cultivation of crops continued for the next two decades in what Timothy Egan
calls the Great Plow Up (2006). Rain was relatively abundant and wheat crops from the
Panhandle helped Oklahoma become the third-largest wheat producer in the nation.
Sorghum and kafir corn were also major crops (Baird and Gebhard 1992). Converting virgin
topsoil to farmland was encouraged not only by land speculators, but also by government
policy, which sought to entice additional settlement and dryland farming in marginal
lands such as New Mexico, Southern Colorado, West Texas, and the Oklahoma Panhandle
(Phillips 1999). For incentive, the federal government passed the Enlarged Homestead Act
in 1909, which doubled the allotment size to 320 acres. Land promoters and the federal
government even offered free train rides to settlers into the Panhandle (Egan 2006).
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In 1916 the Enlarged Homestead Act was amended, doubling the acreage again to 640
to encourage ranching. The promise of free land coupled with strong crop yields in the
early decades of the twentieth century sparked rampant land speculation and absentee
farming of No Man’s Land, and this affected the cohesion of local communities (Egan
2006). Caroline Henderson, a homesteading woman, wrote in 1913 in a letter to a friend
that, “The population is shifting all the time, and there is so little of common interests or
neighborly feeling...In the nine sections or square miles of which this is the center there
are just twenty-four people! Thirteen of those are in two families, so you see there is a
good deal of vacant space” (Henderson 2001:59).
During the Early Settlement period, the lack of local access to a rail line was one factor
that dampened economic growth in much of the Panhandle, since the only rail line was
the C&RI through Guymon. However, in 1912, the Wichita Falls and Northwestern Railroad
entered Beaver County from the east. Crushing the hopes of the business community in
Beaver City, the line terminated north of the Beaver River in a new town called Forgan.
This prompted the boosters in Beaver City to organize their own small rail line, the Beaver,
Meade, and Englewood (BM&E),1 to connect Beaver City with Forgan (Baird and Gebhard
1992; Baxter 1986). The BM&E then expanded westward through Texas County (connecting
with Hooker) and eventually into Cimarron County by mid-1931 where it connected to the
town of Keyes (Baird and Gebhard 1992).
During the Great Plow Up, economic focus was largely geared toward farming. The
dispersed population and lack of significant water or mineral resources meant that other
industries developed slowly. In 1909–1910, the most common industry was printing, with
nineteen facilities. Bakeries and flour and feed mills were the next most common, though
most of the wheat was milled outside the Panhandle. These conditions persisted through
the 1920s. “By 1929, the U.S. manufacturing census did not report on Beaver or Cimarron
counties and listed only four industrial establishments in Texas county that employed just
ten workers” (Scarpino and Askew-Wilson 1986:11).
The western Panhandle where the cattle ranching still dominated continued to lack direct
access to a rail line until 1925, when a predecessor of the AT&SF Railroad finally expanded
from Elkhart, Kansas, to the southwest through the area, connecting Keyes, Boise
City, and Felt. The C&RI line also expanded from Liberal, Kansas, through the western
Panhandle (through the towns of Baker, Adams, and Hardesty) to Amarillo, Texas. Finally,
the AT&SF connected Boise City to Amarillo, Texas, in 1931 (Baird and Gebhard 1992). With
this construction, the rail network in the Panhandle was relatively complete.
Rail access significantly changed the economic environment in the Panhandle: “The
railroad revolutionized transportation in Oklahoma and had an unprecedented effect
on the region by bringing in thousands of white settlers, contributing to the destruction
of Indian sovereignty, and stimulating tremendous economic development” (Baxter
1986:2). And with the extension of railroads into all three counties of the Panhandle, the
homesteaders were connected to the nation’s commodity markets and could procure
consumer goods and news.
1

Originally the Beaver Valley and Northwestern Railroad.
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Vigorous economic activity was necessary to justify these investments in infrastructure.
Between the bumper crops and the demand for agricultural products created by World
War I (WWI), the investments were easily justified and prices for the crops soared (Baird
and Gebhard 1992:25). “In 1914, the eruption of WWI in Europe drove up the price of
U.S. wheat, and by 1917, the price paid for wheat at Oklahoma elevators had set a record
that stood until 1947” (Scarpino and Askew-Wilson 1986:10). The high prices incentivized
farmers to plant more and more wheat.
This successful economic period prompted many of the homesteaders to improve their
domestic and agricultural structures and equipment. Some built silos, whether above
ground or pit silos (Henderson 2001). Settlers began to replace their sod houses with oneand two-room frame houses. Most were the informal hall-and-parlor style with clapboard
siding, though many in the WWI era were eventually sided with stucco (Baird and Gebhard
1992). Occasionally, when frame construction was unaffordable, sod structures would
be covered with wood siding to create the illusion of prosperity (Gettys 1995). In many
cases, the more well off the family was, the more elaborate the residence. However,
formal residential styles had still not made it to most of the Panhandle, and the residential
structures are most commonly classified as folk houses (Baird and Gebhard 1992).
Isolated rural schools built bigger, more formal structures, and talk of bringing telephone
infrastructure to the area began to be heard. Telephone service had already reached some
parts of the Panhandle by the first decade of the twentieth century. The Skelley family
maintained a telephone line from the post office at their ranch that connected 13 families
(Murdock 1978). But some places were slower to connect. In 1918 Caroline Henderson
(2001:84) wrote, “Our long-proposed telephone line is at last a reality. Those to whom such
service has long been a commonplace can hardly realize all that is suggested to scattered,
lonely people by the singing wires and the possibility of this daily miracle.”
To pay for these improvements homesteaders took out loans, which were encouraged by
both banks and government policy. Financing homesteaders’ dreams was encouraged by
the Federal Farm Loan Act of 1916, which offered forty-year loans at six percent interest
(Egan 2006). “People who had come to the Panhandle wanting only to own a small piece of
something now realized that through easy loans, they could own a large piece of anything,
and with tractors and threshers they could do the work of a wagonload of field hands”
(Egan 2006). In order to efficiently cultivate larger areas, farmers had to invest in tractors,
trucks, and combines. The first combines appeared in the Panhandle around 1915. The pace
of mechanization was almost brutal in its swiftness; while tractors were scarcely present
in 1910, they were widespread by 1920 and even more so by 1925 (Baird and Gebhard 1992).
By 1935, tractors had almost entirely replaced work animals (Bays 2011:101). Given the high
price of commodities during WWI and the abundance of still vacant land, banks were all
too willing to offer loans to pay for land, technology and improvements.
As is typically the case for the Panhandle, however, the WWI boom was followed by a
crisis. In the early 1920s, prices for agricultural commodities dropped precipitously. Price
pressures caused farmers to cultivate more and more acres, which caused prices to
plummet further (Baird and Gebhard 1992:26–27; Scarpino and Askew-Wilson 1986:10).
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Farmers who had used debt financing to expand their land holdings or to build larger
structures on their property sometimes lost everything when they couldn’t make the
payments. Most of those who survived this period had diversified their strategies to
increase their self-sufficiency (into crops, cattle, hogs, and chickens). During the 1920s, “If
they did not already have one, virtually every Panhandle farmstead added chicken houses,
pig pens, and small general purpose barns” (Baird and Gebhard 1992:26-27). This period
of economic diversification should be identifiable in the archeological record based on
the footprints of razed structures and in the extant standing historical structures on the
farmsteads.
As some farmers went under, other farmers purchased their lands to grow their own
holdings, and the number of individual farmsteads decreased steadily throughout the
1920s. However, the number of acres under cultivation increased to compensate for
the lower incomes farmers were earning due to falling commodity prices. The economic
challenges experienced by farmers in the area were one of several factors that ultimately
contributed to the Dust Bowl and the Great Depression. Despite these pressures, most
Panhandle farmers survived the 1920s, and some even managed to prosper. Some were
able to improve their houses or make major improvements to their existing house; for
the first time, formal styles such as the Craftsman and (less frequently) Tudor styles begin
to appear. The advent of formal house styles provides one potential avenue for dating
archeological remnants of historical structures when no documentary evidence is available
(Baird and Gebhard 1992).
This reinvigorated economic activity was supported by the development of new roads
once federal road construction money became available after WWI (Baxter 1986). Better
transportation infrastructure and increasing reliance on motorized vehicles meant that,
“After 1930, the internal combustion engine--for transportation as well as farm power-initiated a trend of directing rural farm populations to towns and cities” (Bays 2011:113).
The downside of such mobility, however, is that it “helped to bring about the end of many
small towns whose existence was justified by the limits of animal powered vehicles”
(Baxter 1986:8). However, the homesteaders pressing forward with all this construction,
expansion, and mechanization would soon face unimagined pressures, both environmental
and financial.

3.4.

1930–1945 The Dust Bowl and its Impact on
Economy, Settlement, and Agriculture

The earliest days of the October 1929 stock market crash that heralded the onset of the
Great Depression did not have an immediate effect on the Panhandle homesteaders since
most of the farmers didn’t own stock. In fact, the stock market crash of 1929 had very little
impact on the economy in the Panhandle region, and instead was boosted by record crops
and new railroad construction. (Egan 2006). But the stock market crash was a harbinger of
the commodity price crash, which would affect all the Panhandle wheat farmers.
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Expansion of the railroads, including the expansion of the AT&SF Railroad from Amarillo,
Texas, to Boise City, Oklahoma, laid the foundation for many of the factors that led to the
Great Depression and its specific effects on homesteaders in the Panhandle. In the 1920s,
greater access to markets and the need to compensate for lower commodity prices led many
farmers to adopt the pattern of taking on debt to acquire land, increasing mechanization,
and building farm structures and infrastructure in order to increase their cultivated area.
Even when not debt-financed, some homesteaders plowed their earnings into increasing
and improving their landholdings, leaving them little in the way of a cash cushion. And the
great plowing up was exacerbated by speculators who swept into the Panhandle, plowed
up the grasslands, and planned to return just in time for the harvest. When wheat prices
plummeted, they never returned, leaving great swathes of the Panhandle as bare ground,
exposed to the wind (Egan 2006).
By the time the Great Depression hit, many farmers lost any savings they had had in the
bank collapse. Even those who had managed to hang on to a little cash savings were forced
to use it to simply meet day-to-day expenses, even though such expenses had been pared
back substantially. Caroline Henderson, a homesteader, describes their economizing
measures: “By sacrificing the small reserves we had held against the days of drought or
disaster, we have succeeded so far in keeping on a cash basis. We have disconnected the
telephone, our only insurance in case of accident or emergency; stopped the daily paper;
postponed our annual gift to the Grenfell Mission…; made hand towels out of the cement
sacks which are no longer returnable; substituted cheap lye for washing powder, so that
my hands are rough and uncomfortable from week to week; abandoned regretfully our
emergency shelf in the cupboard” (Henderson 2001:110–111).
In the early years of the Great Depression, even in years with bumper harvests, price
pressures meant that homesteaders experienced no relief from their money woes:
“Bewilderment, distraction, despair, would come nearer to suggesting the common state
of mind as people are forced into selling their most important means of livelihood for
less than the cost of production” (Henderson 2001:99). The Hendersons, who were “free
from indebtedness on land or machinery, used home-grown seed, hired no outside help,
and were fortunate enough to produce a crop somewhat above the average,” would
have cleared only $130 on their 294 acres of wheat if they hadn’t had some flexibility on
when to sell to get the best price; that net income would not have even covered the $200
annual property tax bill, much less other expenses (Henderson 2001:99). And most of
the homesteaders had no choice but to keep planting and harvesting: “When all of one’s
investment is in land and equipment for working it, there is nothing else to depend on for
taxes, repairs, the upkeep of buildings and fences, and the maintenance and education of
a family” (Henderson 2001:116).
Even with such hardships, these behavioral patterns were somewhat sustainable over
the short term‑—so long as the rain came. “One bad year was hardly a disaster, but the
1930s served up a succession of bad years for Panhandle farmers” (Baird and Gebhard
1992:29). Drought conditions returned, this time exacerbated by the loss of the grasslands
that previously dominated the region and kept the soil from being blown away. “During
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the 1930s, drought, changing market conditions, overproduction, and the Agricultural
Adjustment Act brought the wheat boom tumbling down” (Scarpino and Askew-Wilson
1986:10). When the massive quantity of acres under cultivation combined with drought
conditions, the Dust Bowl was the result. Yields plummeted; all three Panhandle counties
suffered, but Cimarron County was particularly hard hit. Caroline Henderson lamented in
a letter to a friend, “In nothing that we can produce here is there at present the slightest
chance of any return on our labor. Yet we keep on working--really harder than ever”
(Henderson 2001:107).
Dust storms had always
been an occasional event in
the Panhandle; now, their
intensity and frequency had
increased beyond anything
previously
experienced
(Baird and Gebhard 1992,
Figure 3.3). The dust storms
were so intense, they
caused multi-day delays of
trains and even derailments
because of drifted dust piled
on the tracks (Boise City
News 1935a). The mental
and physical effects of the
dust storms were difficult
to convey. Dust pneumonia,
bronchitis, silicosis, and
other dust-related ailments
took many lives, often
Figure 3.3. Boy in Cimarron County covering his
very quickly (Egan 2006).
face to protect it from dust (photograph taken by
Arthur Rothstein for the Farm Service Agency).
Caroline Henderson wrote
that “Nothing that you see
or hear or read will be likely to exaggerate the physical discomfort or material losses due
to these storms. Less emphasis is usually given to the mental effect, the confusion of
mind resulting from the overthrow of all plans for improvement or normal farm work”
(Henderson 2001:154). The devastation was so severe, the government developed various
proposals, some using traditional methods, others more unusual, to stop the dust storms.
Such plans included sending cash to farmers to buy gasoline, oil, and tractor parts; paying
farmers to deep plow their fields and plant cover crops; paying farmers to shovel dusts
from the streets of Guymon, Liberal, Boise City and other towns; or planting a 100-milewide swath of trees (in which bands of trees would alternate with cultivated land) from
the Canadian border to the Texas Panhandle (Boise City News 1934, 1935b, 1935c; Egan
2006).
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For most of the homesteaders who managed to stay on the land, government payments
were what made it possible to stay. In 1934, “the government estimated that 4,000 of the
5,500 families in six counties of the Oklahoma Panhandle [region] were getting some form
of relief, from a few dollars a week to work on road crews to forced scarcity payments. All
told, nearly a million dollars came from Washington to the distant corner of No Man’s Land”
(Egan 2006:Chapter 12). Discussions on how to fund and distribute government relief and
how to address the environmental devastation became occasions for airing long-standing
grievances between subcultures in the Panhandle. The crisis exacerbated existing rifts
between the homesteaders and the cattle ranchers since it was the homesteaders who
had plowed up the prairie, causing the Dust Bowl and eliminating the ranchers’ means of
sustaining their cattle herds (Egan 2006).
However, dust storms were far from the only natural disaster inflicted upon homesteaders
in the Panhandle--freak hailstorms could demolish crops and gardens, break windows,
crack and dent cars and houses, and even kill chicks (Egan 2006; Henderson 2001). Caroline
Henderson wrote that “I was so occupied with trying to save the chickens that the storm
was nearly over before I realized that garden, truck patch, and wheat fields were all involved
in one common ruin. Although stubs and stems remained almost everything above the
ground except the screened-over lettuce and tomato plants was either destroyed or so
seriously damaged as to give little hope of recovery” (Henderson 2001:110).
The Dust Bowl had a decimating effect on the population of the Panhandle. Although
people had been leaving the area in the years leading up to the worst period of the
natural disaster, the pace of depopulation increased dramatically. During the main years
of the Dust Bowl, departures of homesteaders were often perceived to be temporary-that homesteaders were leaving to temporarily rent farms elsewhere in Oklahoma or in
Texas, Kansas, or Arkansas. This view of departures as short-term coping mechanisms was
maintained even in the face of the wave of departures: “While it is true that between
50 and 100 Cimarron county families have moved or contemplate moving, the whole
migration takes on the aspect of a temporary activity. And with benefits from the Federal
relief bill in the form of FERA allocations and soil erosion funds coming in this month, in all
probably the tension of the situation will be relieved” (Boise City News 1935d). However,
in reality, many of the original homesteaders were forced to leave because of financial
hardship and never returned. Caroline Henderson wrote that, “After twenty-nine years,
eight places in our township, out of the possible 136 (excluding the two school sections),
are still occupied by those who made the original homestead entry” (Henderson 2001:151).
By 1940 the Panhandle population was only 22,198, down from 30,960 in 1930, and the
number of farms had also decreased dramatically (Baird and Gebhard 1992).
During this period of economic and environmental stress, upkeep and maintenance of
domestic and agricultural structures and infrastructure faltered. Some homesteads
were simply abandoned, and their homes and farms left to decay. Even on properties
where the families were able to endure the Dust Bowl, maintenance on their structures,
whether from the 1890s, 1910s, or 1920s, was simply not possible. When supplies were
provided, such as tree seedlings from the State Forestry Department, finding the time and
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energy to plant them or make other improvements was nearly impossible (Henderson
2001). Improvements were infrequent; a survey conducted in 1940 noted that only one
in four houses had electric lights--a remarkable disparity in comparison to the rest of the
country. As Caroline Henderson wrote during the depths of the Great Depression, “Not
only radio and telephone, but running water in the house, furnace heat, modern lighting
and refrigeration, have all passed beyond our dreaming. Even the three-cent postage is a
burden” (Henderson 2001:118). This prolonged period of forced neglect and unaddressed
maintenance needs meant that few of the earliest agricultural and domestic structures
survived beyond the post-WWII period, even on properties that have remained in the
same family for over one hundred years (Baird and Gephard 1992). Complicating matters
is the continual reuse of structures for purposes unrelated to their original function, such
as the use of a former house for hay storage (Gettys 1995:56).
Although crop yields began to recover in 1940 when precipitation began to return, it took
decades for the Panhandle counties to recover and match their pre-Great Depression
population numbers. Nevertheless, the return of the rains and a few years of good crops
enabled the homesteaders to begin to once again invest in their properties. A new wave
of construction began, particularly of barns and granaries (Baird and Gephard 1992).
By 1945 the Panhandle’s relationship to the rest of the world had fundamentally changed.
It was no longer No Man’s Land. Electricity and plumbing came to many more of the farms
and ranches of the region around this time, though every step in the process was difficult.
In 1945, Caroline Henderson (2001:186) wrote, “We have at last assembled most of the
materials for piping water into the house with a [sink] in the kitchen and indoor toilet in
the bathroom. But we need a Superman to do the work.” These modern conveniences
began to change the character of the area. “Because the farm had to respond to a variety
of outside forces and ideas, it is a microcosm of those changes in broader society” (Adams
1992:101).

3.5

1946–Present Modern Day Panhandle

In the 1940s, “Modernization encouraged construction of specialized buildings such as
machine sheds, pole barns for baled hay, granaries for feed, and sanitary milking parlors.
Wherever possible, traditional pre-1940s barns were converted to provide storage of
equipment and baled hay” (Bays 2011:101). Most of the earlier agricultural barns were
covered with corrugated metal sheeting after 1945. However, the protection provided by
the sheet metal was only temporary since the sheet metal is stripped away by high winds,
exposing the wooden structures to moisture and rot and eventual collapse. Tornadoes
and fire are other causes of barn destruction (Bays 2011).
In 1946 most of the counties began reorganizing their school systems. Prior to World
War II (WWII), the area had many dispersed one- and two-room schools serving 20-60
children; starting in 1946, schools consolidated in the towns. Many of the one- or tworoom elementary school buildings were torn down, and their construction stones were
reused in other buildings.
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The importance of oil and gas exploration and production increased after WWII. Although
the oil boom hit eastern Oklahoma in the first decade of the twentieth century, petroleum
exploration in the Panhandle did not truly begin until about 1928 (Lambert 2015). It
increased steadily through the Depression and Dust Bowl years becoming an important
supplement to many farm and ranch incomes. In the early years of exploration many
farmers and ranchers like Robert Clark bought into the Farmers Royalty Company which
allowed landowners to pool their land and the revenues from successful wells (Lambert
2015). “Well the pipelines, really, they’ve helped us,” said Ernestine Maphet of Beaver
County. “I had gas off this one here for how many years? Quite a while” (Maphet 2017). By
1981, “Texas County produced more natural gas than any other county in the state” (Baird
and Gebhard 1992). During the late 1950s and 1960s, a helium extraction plant near Keyes
was a point of pride for Cimarron County (Boise City News 1959). Today, Cimarron County
is almost entirely ranch country (Bays 2011).
Currently, the area is relatively sparsely populated compared to other areas of Oklahoma
and elsewhere in the country. But--following general national trends--a higher percentage
of Panhandle residents live in cities and towns than ever before (Baird and Gebhard 1992).
As a consequence of this urbanization and associated depopulation of the countryside, as
documented by a survey of historic barns in northwestern Oklahoma, “the vast majority
of historic barns surveyed are in a state of neglect, abandonment, or ruin...they suffer
the fate of obsolescence quietly, out-of-sight and out-of-mind in the mostly depopulating,
rural northwest Oklahoma landscape” (Bays 2011:15-16). Nevertheless, in spite of the
sparse population and decline in the economic influence of farming, “Farm communities
value economy and stewardship of the natural resources of a region. Cultures thrive when
they know and understand their history” (Phillips 2011:51).
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Centennial Farms and Ranches
in Beaver County
4.1

Hodges Homestead

History of the Hodges Homestead
Gilbert “Gib” Hodges and his wife Lillie Hodges founded the Hodges Homestead on a 154.88acre parcel in section 18, township 5 north, range 24 east of Beaver County (Figure 4.1).
Gib was born in Wayne County, Illinois in 1876. He and his family moved to Washington
County, Arkansas when he was about 13 (Hodges et al. 2018). Here he met Lillie Carney.
Lillie was born in Washington County in 1882. She and Gib were married on January 5,
1898 (Ancestry.com 2018a). Gib came to Beaver County in 1906 from Washington County,
Arkansas. Lillie did not accompany him in 1906 since she had just given birth to the couple’s
fifth child, Albert (OHS 2009). After staking his claim and beginning improvements on the
land he returned to Arkansas to bring his family to live in the one-room sod dugout he had
built near the southern end of his property. In 1908 Gib applied for his homestead patent,
and in January of 1915 he received his Homestead Certificate (Table 4.1).
Lillie went back to Arkansas in 1908 to give birth to their sixth child. Shortly after she
returned to Oklahoma, a tornado destroyed the one-room dugout (OHS 2009). With
the help of neighbors and friends the family built a new, two-room half dugout further
north on their property. Three more children were born in the two-room dugout, but one
daughter died shortly after birth. In 1913 Gib built a two-story frame house in front of the
dugout, where the two youngest Hodges children were born, completing the family of 12
(OHS 2009).
From the beginning, the principle crops grown on the Hodges farm were wheat and milo,
and these continue to be the crops grown on the property today. Gib and Lillie also raised
milk cows and chickens and kept a large vegetable garden to help feed the family. During
the first few decades of the twentieth century the plowing and harvesting on the farm
was done with teams of mules and horses. The three oldest Hodge boys did most of this
work. For Lillie, daily life mostly revolved around taking care of her large family. With all
the food being made from scratch, cooking would start at the beginning of the day. Jerry
Hodges even recalled his grandmother Lillie making pies from scratch every day. Overall,
the Hodges farm was largely self-sufficient, though unlike other many other farmers in the
Panhandle, the Hodges family could get easily make the one and a half mile trip to town to
get basic supplies. Forgan was founded in 1912, just four years after Gib staked his claim on
the homestead. Forgan began as a railroad town that was the last stop on the Wichita Falls
and Northwestern Railway, which was the first railroad built in Beaver County.
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Figure 4.1. Topographical map showing the location of the Hodges Farmstead.
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Table 4.1. Deed History for the Hodges Homestead.
Grantor

Grantee

Instrument

Date

Book

Page

Notes

U.S.A.

Gilbert
Hodges

Homestead
Certificate

1/23/1915

General Land
Office Records

Homestead
Certificate

Patent for lots 1-4 of section
18, totaling 154.88 acres

Estate of
Gilbert Hodges,
Deceased

Wayne
Hodges

Final Decree

5/15/1952

129

103

–

Wayne Hodges

Jerry Ray
Hodges

Deed (?)

12/22/1954

166

160

–

Thanks to the railroad the town quickly grew to have 53 businesses and four medical
doctors (Hodges 2009). Several grain elevators and a broomcorn warehouse were also
built in Forgan to store crops prior to shipment on the railroad.
Having multiple sources of income has always been important to the farm’s survival.
In addition to farming, Gib worked hauling freight from Forgan to Liberal, Kansas. This
journey took two-three days with wagons over dirt roads (OHS 2009). Over the course
of his lifetime Gib acquired two more quarter sections of farmland near the original
homestead that added to the farm’s productivity. Having multiple sources of income
probably helped the family survive the lean years of the Dust Bowl. Despite extreme
drought and falling wheat prices, the family continued to farm wheat and milo on their
land. Gib and Lillie’s younger children remember money being very tight during the Dust
Bowl years, but they were able to keep ownership of their land. By the 1930s, several of
the older Hodges children had moved out and had families of their own. Raymond, Gib
and Lillie’s fourth child, was living and working on a farm a few miles north of the Hodges
Home place when the Dust Bowl began. Dust was a constant fact of life. Growing up, Joe
Hodges heard stories from his grandfather, Raymond, about dust drifts that would come
into the house, sometimes as high as six feet tall. Floors and window sills were constantly
swept in an effort to keep dust out of the house (Hodges et al. 2018).
Conditions eventually grew so bad that Raymond and his wife, Edith, packed up their
belongings and took their two young children, Jerry and Winona, to live in Orange County,
California. But unlike many who left the panhandle for California, Raymond Hodges and
his family came back to Oklahoma two years later. U.S. census records show that the
family had returned to their farm in Beaver County by 1940 (U.S. Census 1940). Raymond’s
grandson, Joe, described the family’s tenacity: “To move to Orange County and to come
back to that, you’d have to love the land a lot…and miss your family to want to leave there
and come back to kind of a more challenging plight” (Hodges et al. 2018).
Throughout the Dust Bowl and beyond, Gib and Lillie stayed on their farm, which became
a focal point and gathering place for their children and growing numbers of grandchildren
(eventually 30 in total). Lillie Hodges passed away in October 1949 and Gib followed her
a little over a year later in 1950 (OHS 2009). After Gib’s death the two additional quarter
sections that Gib had purchased were sold, but the original 154.88-acre homestead was
left to Gib and Lillie’s youngest child, Wayne (see Table 4.1).
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Wayne sold the property to
his nephew, Jerry, in 1954,
though he continued to live
on the property for several
years after this. Around 1962
Jerry decided to live on the
Hodges Homestead, and
he built a brick house to
replace the two-story house
his grandfather had built in
1913 (Hodges et al. 2018).
This brick house still stands
today (Figure 4.2).
After Jerry moved back to
the homestead, he began
Figure 4.2. The brick house Jerry Hodges built in 1962.
looking for new ways to
farm the land and expand
the farming business. He purchased several thousand acres of land in Meade and Clark
Counties, Kansas where he began cattle ranching, eventually expanding his holdings
to 15,000 acres. In addition to the new cattle ranching operation, he continued to farm
wheat and millet on the original homestead. Jerry was a science teacher for many years,
and he was always looking for new scientific approaches to improve his farming. Perhaps
more than his ancestors, Jerry brought a conservationist perspective to his farming. For
example, he did not use irrigation on his farm and even spoke out against using irrigation
systems in the panhandle because they depleted the aquifer more quickly than natural
rainfall could replenish it (Hodges et al 2018).
After Jerry passed away in 2013 his wife, Sherry, continued the Hodges farming and
ranching operation. Their children, Joe and Shannon, grew up helping their father with
work on the farm, but both now live in Oklahoma City with families of their own. Like so
many others of their generation, Joe and Shannon left the Panhandle to go to college and
have not returned. Joe believes this trend is due largely to economics since it has become
difficult to make a living with a small farm and, “The economic and business opportunities
for people to live in those communities outside of farming, school, or government, or
oil and gas are pretty small.” Still, the Hodges farm continues to operate, and Joe and
Shannon’s children continue to visit the homestead and learn about the farm started by
their great-great-grandparents.

Natural and Built Environment of the Hodges Homestead
The Hodges Homestead is located in north-central Beaver County, a little over a mile
east of the small town of Forgan. The property is bounded by Highway 64 on the north
and Highway 270 on the west. Unlike most quarter section homesteads, the Hodges
Homestead is long and narrow, measuring approximately one quarter mile wide by one
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mile long and encompassing 154.88 acres. Although the Hodges farming and ranching
operation currently includes 15,000 acres, the original homestead in section 18 is the only
portion included in the Centennial Farm program. There are few natural sources of water
on the Hodges farm. The tip of an ephemeral unnamed stream flows into the southeastern
quarter of the property and a pond sits northeast of the house. Today, the pond is usually
only filled with water after a hard rain. Aerial images from 1941, 1954, 1959, 1969, and 1972
show that water levels in the pond varied historically too.
Gib Hodges built his first home on the property when he arrived in 1906. The exact location
of this one-room dugout is unknown, though it was supposedly near the southern end of
the property. It might have been built here to be near the creek, one of the few natural
sources of water. In 1908 this dugout was destroyed by a tornado. When the Hodges
rebuilt, they replaced their home with a two-room half dugout that was built just behind
the currently standing house. No structural evidence of this house is still visible above
ground, but Sherry Hodges remembers of her backyard, “I was always running across little
pieces of broken dishes, china, an old flat iron, things like that… this was where the two
room dugout was.” No one is exactly sure why the second house was built further north,
but it could have been a combination of factors such as closer proximity to Highway 64
that leads directly into Forgan and the chance to be closer to neighboring farms along that
road. Probably shortly after the two-room dugout was built, a well house was constructed,
which protected the newly dug well and was used for storing foods such as milk and cream
that needed to be kept cool. The well house is the only structure built by Gib and Lillie that
still exists today, though it has been given a new roof, doors, and paint (Figure 4.3). It
is situated about 130 feet northeast of the present house and is being used as a storage
shed.

Figure 4.3. The Hodges well house.

In 1913 Gib built a two-story
frame house in front of the
two-room dugout. With the
coming of the railroad to
Forgan in 1912, it probably
became much cheaper and
easier for the Hodges to
get the lumber they would
have needed to build such a
house. Other than the well
house, no one is sure what
additional buildings were
on the farm, but it is almost
certain that there was a barn
for the horses and mules and
probably another building
used for storing farming
implements.
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An aerial photograph from 1941 shows a large building about 200 feet northeast of the
house that might have been a barn as well as two smaller buildings (including the well
house) about 120 feet northeast of the house (Figure 4.4). Aerial photographs from 1954
and 1959 show the house and outbuildings in this same configuration, though the house
may have been added on to.

Figure 4.4. Aerial photograph of the Hodges Homestead in 1941.
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In 1962 Jerry tore down the two story frame house and built a brick ranch-style house in
its place, incorporating some of the lumber from the old house (see Figure 4-2). Based
on aerial photographs, Jerry made several other changes to the property over the next
decade such as planting trees around the new house and creating the semi-circle driveway
in front (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5. Aerial photograph of the Hodges Homestead in 1969.
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He also acquired
an early twentieth
century steel quonset
hut, a common type
of structure on farms
in the Panhandle
(Figure 4.6). This
structure used to
be located about 60
yards northeast of
the house but was
moved to the edge
of the driveway,
about 25 yards from
the house. Today it is
used for mechanical
work and storage.
Jerry also added a
two car garage and
an aluminum sided
building about 50
yards southeast of
the house.

4.2

Figure 4.6. Early twentieth century quonset hut now
used as a workshop and storage area.

J. D. Key Farm

History of the J. D. Key Farm
The J. D. Key Heritage Farm in Beaver County, Oklahoma, was accepted into the Oklahoma
Centennial Farm and Ranch Program on July 13, 2011 (OHS 2011). According to Joseph
Devol (J. D.) Key’s granddaughter, Dorla Summars, J. D.’s first experience of the Oklahoma
Panhandle was in 1906 on a visit to his first wife’s cousins in Elmwood. His enthusiasm
for the area caused him to arrange for a mortgage with a bank to purchase the land that
would ultimately become the J. D. Key Farm; his land in Chandler, Oklahoma was used as
collateral. He originally purchased 160 acres but added to that over time (Summars 2017,
Figure 4.7).
J. D. was born in 1880 in Missouri, the oldest of six siblings and three half-siblings
(Figures 4.8 and 4.9). By 1890, his family had moved to Chandler, Oklahoma, where he
married his first wife, Nora Blanche (Mason) Key in 1903. They had planned to homestead
together; unfortunately, she died three days after giving birth to their second child, Nora,
in Chandler, Oklahoma, in December of 1906. (Their first child, Cecil, did not survive his first
year [Ancestry.com 2018b].) Nevertheless, J. D. Key stuck to his plan and moved to the
farmstead in the spring of 1907 to settle his newly purchased land. The Oklahoma cousins
of J. D.’s first wife took care of the newborn while J. D. farmed.
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Figure 4.7. Topographical map showing the limits of the J.D. Key Farm (Original
source: 1973 [ed 1976] Elmwood quadrangle 7.5-minute topographic map).
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Figure 4.8. Photograph of JD Key (Source
Guymon Daily Herald, November 29, 1980).

Figure 4.9. Joseph Devol age 100 (Source
Guymon Daily Herald, November 29, 1980).

His first crop was 105 acres of wheat, which was a new crop for the area (Jackson et
al. 1982). He occupied the land and was fully engaged in turning it into a productive
agricultural enterprise, and the homestead certificate for his farm was formally issued on
June 10, 1912 (Table 4.2).
Table 4.2. Deed History for the J. D. Key Farm.
Grantor

Grantee

Instrument

Date

Book

Page

U.S.A.

Joseph Key

Homestead
Certificate

6/10/1912

Misc. 20

457

U.S.A.

JD Key

Homestead
Patent

Misc. 27

61

Joseph D. Key and
Lucy G. Key, (H & W)

Clyde R. Key

Warranty Deed

Signed:
12/16/1953 Filed:
12/29/1953

Misc. 139

44

Clyde R. Key & Gladys
Mae Key, and JD
Key & Lucy Key

Travelers
Insurance
Company

Mortgage
Relinquishment

2/13/1964

Misc. 323

444

Joseph D. Key and
Lucy G. Key, (H & W)

Clyde R. Key

Quit Claim Deed

Signed:
12/16/1966
Filed: 1/6/1967

Misc. 304

170

Clyde M. Key &
Gladys Mae Key

Bank of
Beaver City

Real Estate
Mortgage

Signed & Filed:
4/11/1968

Misc. 322

339

Clyde R. Key

Gladys
Mae Key

Final Decree

Signed & Filed:
9/4/1980

Misc. 538
(Secondary Cited
Location: Misc. 161)

417 (Secondary
Cited Location:
Page 91)

Gladys Mae Key

Gladys Mae
Key Trust

Warranty Deed

Signed: 1/12/1991
Filed: 4/9/1991

Misc. 0846

461

Gladys Mae Key Trust

Dorla Rhea
Summars

Real Estate
Deed

Signed:
12/19/2000 Filed:
12/28/2000

Misc. 1053

0364
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After a year of homesteading, J. D. Key remarried on March 1, 1908, to Lucy Gertrude
(Day) Key, who went by “Gertie” throughout her life (Ancestry.com 2018b; findagrave.
com 2018a; Summars 2017). They moved via covered wagon to the homestead (Jackson
et al. 1982).
Lucy gave birth to Clyde Randle Key on November 25, 1908, the same year the farmhouse
was built on the J. D. Key Farm. Clyde’s birthplace is listed as La Kemp, Oklahoma, the
nearest town to the farmstead, although he was born at home since the town was only
saloons, a church, and a store at the time (Summars 2017). Lucy had a second child, Gladys
Fay, on March 6, 1911 (Ancestry.com 2018b). The five-person family lived full-time on the
farm (U.S. Census 1910, 1920). Lucy was a determined and capable homesteader. She told
her granddaughter about the time she was determined to get the skunk who had been
getting into their chicken house and killing their chickens. She got the skunk, but she had
to take her dress off outside since it smelled so strongly. Eventually, even after multiple
washings, she had to give up on the dress and J. D. buried it for her (Summars 2017).
The J. D. Key Farm mostly grew wheat and milo (grain sorghum that is well adapted to hot
and dry areas), raised cattle, and kept a few horses. In addition to his agricultural pursuits,
J. D. Key would travel to the nearby town of La Kemp, Oklahoma (a few miles north of
the farm), and later to Booker, Texas (a few miles south of the farm), to hire out himself,
his team (horses or possibly mules), and his wagon for a dollar a day (including dinner,
the midday meal). He provided freighting services throughout the area, from La Kemp
and Booker to the towns of Miami, Texas, and Liberal, Kansas, and into New Mexico. Key
hauled grain and other products to the railroad at Higgins or Glazier, Texas (Jackson et
al. 1982). For a time, Liberal was the end of the Chicago, Kansas & Nebraska railroad line
and reaped the benefits of servicing all the big cattle hauls from the Panhandle and Texas
(Chrisman 1961). According to his granddaughter, J. D. freighted everything. For a time,
her grandparents’ living room “was a storehouse for salt and flour and rice...because he
would bring it in and the neighbors would come over and pick it up” (Summars 2017). Thus,
because of his freighting business, J. D. Key’s property served as an informal distribution
point for the area.
During the earliest years of the J. D. Key Farm’s existence and J. D.’s freighting business,
La Kemp was the nearest town. However, in 1919, the structures in the town of La Kemp
were put on skids and moved seven miles south to Booker, Texas, to be near the railroad
(Summars 2017). Dorla Summars recounted that her half-sister, Nora, remembered “being
in the yard and watching the town move by” (Summars 2017:10).
J. D.’s freighting business was occasionally the source of harrowing adventures. Heading
home from Kansas after a freight trip, he was caught in a blizzard. “He got into the back
of the freight wagon, wrapped himself in blankets and a tarp, let the horses continue on,
and hoped he wouldn’t freeze to death. When he realized the wagon had stopped, he got
up and saw that the horses had stopped in front of his own barn--at home” (Summars
and Carruthers 2011:3). On a different trip to New Mexico (or possibly Mexico), J. D. heard
a big storm was coming. He hurried home to his family and arrived just as his wife was
“breaking up the kitchen chairs to use for firewood” (Summars 2017:8).
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The early years on the J. D. Key Farm were a time when neighbors traditionally helped
each other bring in their harvests, although for most of the year the farmsteads were selfsufficient. The farmstead had a large kitchen garden since travel to the local towns was
difficult and slow and the stores in town didn’t carry fresh produce. Days were long, hard,
and full of work: “You get up when the sun’s up. And you go to bed when the sun goes
down” (Summars 2017:5). As a farmer in the early twentieth century, J. D. Key felt that
harvesting three acres per day was a full day of work, and he wasn’t averse to a little rest
around midday--for himself and his horses.
In 1925, the Key family moved to Goodwell, Oklahoma so their older children could attend
school (Jackson et al. 1982). In 1926, J. D. “sold his livestock and implements and bought
an interest in the Chevrolet Agency of Guymon and moved there, a prescient move since
the Chicago and Rock Island Railroad would eventually run through Guymon in 1929. After
teaching school for ten years Nora went to work as bookkeeper for Western Chevrolet.”
(Jackson et al. 1982:203). J. D. bought the dealership outright in 1930 and operated it
until 1955. (Nelson and Sides 2001). In 1938, after getting a tip about the imminent U.S.
entry into the war from a General Motors manager, J. D. invested in a Case agency, which
thereafter operated as the key-Singleton Implement Company (Guymon Daily Herald 1980;
Northwest Flats Heritage 1990). Even after retirement, he remained active and continued
visiting his old dealership even after he was 100 years old (Jackson et al. 1982).
During the Dust Bowl, “things were pretty lean” said Dorla Summars, J. D. Key’s
granddaughter (Summars 2017). They had to make do, which was challenging since
the family didn’t have much savings to draw upon. The hardships were exacerbated by
isolation; no doctors or midwives were nearby. As Summars (2017:13) recalls, “You either
got well or you died.”
At some point during the mid-twentieth century, J. D. Key stopped raising beef cattle and
switched to dairy cows. By the time J. D. Key passed away in 1978, they had stopped raising
dairy cows and were down to a few cattle and a horse, which were all sold shortly after
his death. According to his granddaughter, at the time of his death, J. D. Key owned five
quarter sections: three quarter sections around the main farmhouse, one quarter section
across the road from the main property, and one quarter section about two or three miles
west of the main property (Summars 2017). Only the original 160 homestead acres in the
southeast quarter of Section 26 are included in the J. D. Key Heritage Farm boundary.
The first stage of passing the farmstead to the next generation occurred in 1953 via a
warranty deed from J. D. and Lucy to Clyde Key (see Table 4.2). Over the next two decades,
J. D. and Lucy eventually relinquished all claim to the property and Clyde held it with his
wife, Gladys Mae (Prater) Key, whom he had married on August 2, 1931 (Ancestry.com
2018c). After Clyde’s death in 1978, Gladys Mae Key was the sole owner of the property
before it passed to Dorla Rhea Summars, her daughter, in 2000. Clyde and his family lived
in Guymon, Oklahoma, not on the J. D. Key Farm itself. His wife, Gladys Mae, taught with
her sister in a two-room schoolhouse near Bryan’s Corner, Oklahoma. Although Clyde and
Gladys Mae were from the same part of the Panhandle, they didn’t meet until they were
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at school in Goodwell, Oklahoma. Late in her life, Gladys Mae was in a nursing home in
Beaver, and many of her former students would visit her there since she had been such an
important part of their community (Summars 2017).
At the time the property was accepted into the centennial farms program, Odell Cates,
a neighbor and friend of the current owner, Dorla Summars, was cultivating wheat on it
(OHS 2011).

Natural and Built Environment of the J. D. Key Farm
The quarter section on which the homestead sits is only about one mile from Highway 23,
which leads to Booker, Texas. It is a very flat parcel; the only topographic relief is a drainage
that cuts across the property from the northeast corner to the southwest. A review of
early USGS aerials and historical photographs of the Key Farm indicates that, sometime
between 1941 and 1954, a dam was constructed across this drainage, which caused a pond
to form; the pond was likely intermittent and would have depended heavily on seasonal
rains. The Panhandle environment, particularly its rainfall patterns, was challenging and
unpredictable. “Some years it rains, and some years it doesn’t... I’ve heard it related to,
like, going to a casino,” recounted Dorla Summars (Summars 2017:10). Historical photos,
however, show evidence of substantial water in the pond (Figure 4.10). There is no direct
evidence of use of the pond for irrigation, although the water was surely used to water the
farm animals and may have been used for irrigation. In contrast to many of the farmsteads
in the Panhandle, the house and agricultural buildings are located within the south half of
the east edge the property, situated next to the road and at a comparative distance from
the drainage crossing the parcel to the north and west.

Figure 4.10. Bird’s
Eye View of the
Key Farm, date
unknown. Facing
roughly north.
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The only local tornado in memory happened more than 40 years ago. It destroyed a brick
farmhouse located between the J. D. Key Farm and Booker. Pictures and household goods
ended up in the Key Farm’s fields. Once they knew whose house had blown away, the Keys
returned the items to the owners (Summars 2017).
J. D. and Gertie Key lived in a dugout while they built their main house (Nelson and Sides
2001). The main compound is near the east edge of the original homestead, just north
of the southeast corner of the property. Residential structures and most agricultural
structures are clustered within a one-acre area (two acres if the area between the house
and the main road is included). The earliest available aerial photograph, from 1941, shows
the main compound with at least six structures that are still extant today (Figure 4.11). Two
additional small structures are shown near the midpoint of the east edge of the quarter
section. Only one of the small structures is still visible on the aerial from 1954, and neither
are visible in subsequent aerials (Figures 4.12).
The main farmhouse on the property was built in 1908, and lumber for its construction,
including hardware, cost $475. J. D. Key’s granddaughter recalls that when he “started to
build his house, he wanted it to sit ‘square with the world.’ At night, he sighted by the stars
and marked the corners where the house would be. Many years later, a surveyor checked
it and said it was off less than 3 degrees” (Summars and Caruthers 2011:3). The J. D. Key
house was the first one in the area and was used as a local landmark. Later, J. D. Key built a
tall, bright red barn with a cupola (Figure 4.13) that ended up serving as the area’s landmark
since more houses had been built in the area over time (Summars and Caruthers 2011). In
addition to enhancing a barn’s appearance, a ridge-top cupola provides ventilation to the
barn and reduces the risk of spontaneous combustion that can be caused by the process
of fresh hay composting (Bays 2011).
The original house is still standing on the property, although it has been modified by
the enclosure of the sun porch in the 1970s and the addition of metal siding after 1999
(Figure 4.14). A three-car garage was added to the property in the late 1950s or early 1960s
(Figure 4.15).
Early farm structures included a one-car garage or a calf shed (no longer extant), a chicken
house (still standing, Figure 4.16), a granary (still standing, Figure 4.17), and a cattle barn
that was replaced with a dairy barn built in the mid-1950s (Summars 2017). The red barn with
a cupola (which may have been the cattle barn) has been replaced by another structure.
No treeline windbreaks seem to have been planted near the structures, although trees
appear close to the house by the time of the 1959 aerial photograph. Roughly seven main
structures still standing on the farmstead were present by 1969. About 500 feet from the
main area, following the curved edge of the cultivated area, is an elongated oval area
that appears to be free of vegetation. Its function is unknown, though it may have been a
staging area for storing hay bales or the location of a temporary structure. It appears as a
defined area by 1959 and is not shown on earlier aerial photos.
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Figure 4.11. Aerial photograph of the JD Key Farm from 1941.
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Figure 4.12. Comparison of 1954 aerial photograph with the 1972 photograph of the Key Farm.
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Figure 4.13. Bird’s Eye view of the
Key farm from the early twentieth
century showing the red barn
that served as a local landmark.

Figure 4.14. View of the
original house facing north.

Figure 4.15. Three car
garage built in the 1950s.
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Figure 4.16. The Key
family chicken house.

Figure 4.17. The Key
Family granary.

Behind the barn is an irrigation well used during the early decades of the farmstead
(Figure 4.18). Sometime after 1978 (when Clyde died), the motor for the well stopped
working, and the family bought a new gas-powered motor. As Dorla recalls, “They watered
twice. Just minimum water. And the gas bill was higher than the wheat brought. So they
never irrigated again” (Summars 2017:11). Subsequently, a relative sold the motor for them.
The main agricultural use patterns of the quarter section remain quite consistent over
time. The western half of the parcel is sometimes treated as one 80-acre field, sometimes
as two 40-acre fields, but never appears to have been further subdivided or used for a
different purpose. Most of the quarter-quarter section on which the house and agricultural
outbuildings are located was cultivated; the fields and domestic space were separated by
a long fence line running from the road on the east edge of the property to the center of
the property; the fence runs directly west from the road, then curves to the north to carve
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an arc around the domestic
space before running due
west again to the center
of the property where it
meets the east edge of
the western half of the
property. This demarcation
of space appears to have
been established early in the
history of the property and
to have been unaltered over
time.
The northeastern quarter
Figure 4.18. Irrigation well and pump on the Key farm.
of the property has a little
more variation in the extent
of land under cultivation
around the creek (or dry meander, depending on the rainfall each year), but even so,
the use patterns are quite consistent and do not vary dramatically. The most noticeable
alteration in this area is the construction, sometime before 1954, of what appears to be a
dam across the creek to create a small pond (see Figures 4.12 and 4.13).
Pipelines were installed across the property years ago, but no wells are on the farmstead.
Based on aerial photographs, the first pipeline appears to have been constructed by
1954, the second pipeline by 1959, and a third utility corridor of some sort is apparent by
1969 (see Figures 4.12 and 4.13). One of the pipelines supplies the house with natural gas
(Summars 2017).

4.3

Logan Hill Farm

History of the Logan Hill Farm
The Logan Hill Farm in Beaver County, Oklahoma, was accepted into the Oklahoma
Centennial Farm program on May 3, 1989 (OHS 1989). The original 160 acres of the farm
were first occupied in 1887 by James Calvin Neal, and the formal homestead patent was
issued in 1894 (Table 4.3).
Table 4.3. Deed History for the Logan Hill Farm.
Grantor

Grantee

Instrument

Date

Book

Page

U.S.A.

James C. Neal

Homestead Certificate

1/25/1894

General Land Office Records

Homestead Certificate
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Although the documents provided by the family state that the original homestead grant
was on the southeast quarter of Section 19, Township 1 N, and Range 26, in fact, the grant
was on the southwest quarter of Section 19 (Figure 4.19).

Figure 4.19. Topographical map depicting the original land grant of the Logan Hill farm
(Original source: 1971 [ed 1973] Clear Lake SE Quadrangle 7.5-minute topographic map).
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James Calvin Neal, Sr. was born in 1854 in Crystal Springs, Mississippi (Ancestry.com
2018d). Eventually, he ended up in Kerrville, Texas. Neal first encountered the Logan Hill
property on the return leg of a trip driving cattle to Dodge City, Kansas. Neal bought the
farm as a relinquishment--purportedly from a family named Chitwood who were horse
thieves. Family lore states that the Chitwoods “stole horses from Texas and Kansas and
brought them into No Man’s Land to hide from the law” (OHS 1989:2). At the time Neal
purchased the property, the local population was growing and lawmen were becoming
more numerous, which made it increasingly difficult for the Chitwoods to maintain their
illegal entrepreneurial enterprise. They decided to sell and move on to New Mexico (OHS
1989).
Neal planned the move to Beaver County during the winter of 1886-1887, and the original
plan was for 20 families from Kerrville to move to Beaver County. However, when the
departure day arrived in April of 1887, Neal’s wagon was the only one to leave. Neal left
Kerrville with his second wife, Rachel, but she was killed in a buggy wreck en route. Neal
seems to have had a wife prior to Rachel, but her name and the date of her presumed
death are not known (Ancestry.com 2018d; OHS 1989). By the time of Rachel’s death,
James Calvin Neal, Sr. had five children: Edward Neal, Theadore Neal, Claud Neal, Etta Neal,
and Aaron Neal. It is unclear whether Rachel or the unnamed first wife was the mother of
these children (Ancestry.com 2018d).
After Rachel’s death, Neal remarried in 1893, to Anna Wilhemina (Straus) Neal. Anna was
Neal’s neighbor and was previously married to a man named Elfers. Born in Grand Prairie,
Illinois in 1861 (Ancestry.com 2018e), it is unclear when or how Anna came to Oklahoma.
However, she had patented the section adjacent to Neal’s under her name, Anna Elfers in
February of 1892.
Anna had two children from her first marriage, Belle A. Elfers and Charles Henry Elfers
(U.S. Census Bureau 1910, 1920). Once married, Anna and James Calvin, Sr. had three more
children: William, Hazel, and James Calvin, Jr. (Figure 4.20). An undated historical photo
shows James Calvin and Anna Neal on the porch of what may have been the original
farmhouse (Figure 4.21).
By 1910, the only family members living on the farm were James Calvin, Sr., Anna, Hazel,
James Calvin, Jr, and Belle Elfers (U.S. Census Bureau 1910). By the time of the 1920 census,
Hazel had departed and only four family members remained on the farm: James Calvin,
Sr., Anna, James Calvin, Jr., and Belle Elfers (U.S. Census Bureau 1920).
Wheat cultivation, cattle, and horses have been the primary foci of agricultural and
husbandry activities at the farm throughout its history, though wheat and cattle were the
only crops and animals tended at the farm when it was designated a Centennial Farm (OHS
1989).
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Figure 4.20. James Calvin and Anna
Neal with William and Hazel.

Figure 4.21. James and Anna on their
front porch in Beaver County.
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Natural and Built Environment of the Logan Hill Farm
James Calvin Neal patented the southwest quarter of Section 19, Township 1N, Range 26E
in 1894, after living on the property for at least five years prior. The quarter section on
which the property is located is relatively flat with a creek meandering along the northern
edge. Other old creek meanders are visible in the topography of the quarter section,
and these create some slight relief on the property. The existing cluster of domestic and
agricultural buildings are located near this creek and near the road abutting the property,
which is a common spatial organization for Early Settlement period farms and ranches
within the region (Young 1989; Nykolaiszyn et al. 2014).
Although Maxine Neal Roper, who submitted the Oklahoma Centennial Farm and Ranch
Application for the Logan Hill Farm, reported that the main farmhouse was built around
1900 (OHS 1989a), the original structure appears to have been razed sometime prior to
1941 since the house does not appear on the historical aerial photograph from that year,
although a house is depicted along the road in the 1936 Beaver County Highway map
(Figure 4.22).

Logan Hill Farm

Figure 4.22. 1936 Beaver County Highway map depicting the Logan Hill Farm.
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The 1941 aerial shows a bladed area where the original farm complex may have stood,
though no buildings are discernable (Figure 4.23). By 1954, a barn is evident on the aerial
photograph, and the shop and house may also be present (Figure 4.24).

Figure 4.23. 1941 aerial photograph showing the original
quarter section owned by James Calvin Neal.
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Figure 4.24. 1954 aerial photograph showing the original
quarter section owned by James Calvin Neal.
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Although Roper also mentions a chicken house, its location on the property is unclear
(OHS 1989). The post-1941 structures are all in the northwest corner of the quarter section,
near the road abutting the western edge of the quarter section and near the creek running
through the north edge of the property.
Possible structures present at the time of the 1941 aerial photograph are located near the
center of the property, all within about 50 meters of each other. The resolution of the
photograph is not adequate to determine what function the possible structures may have
had, and they have all disappeared by the time the 1954 aerial photograph was made.
Within the property, the general boundaries and patterns of cultivated fields and other
use areas have been relatively similar over the decades (Figure 4.25). Some changes
have occurred, such as when a cultivated field on the central-east boundary of the
parcel expanded to the north, obliterating an informal vehicle trackway. In all the aerial
photographs examined, the primary access from the adjacent road, Hollow N1510 is
consistent and does not change. It originates near on the west edge of the property
near the northwest corner, travels straight east into the property, then angles southeast
toward the center of the property.
In the 1941 aerial photograph, no trees are visible in the area where the main house and
agricultural buildings will eventually be constructed. Although some of the buildings
appear by 1954, the first windbreak of trees appears in a 1959 aerial photograph in an
east-west line along the north edge of what may have been a large garden area in the very
northwest corner of the property, between the main house and the road. This windbreak
was joined by 1969 by a north-south running line of trees abutting the same possible
garden area and extending south to protect the house and other structures .
An underground linear utility corridor was constructed across the property sometime
between 1959 and 1969; construction may have been relatively closer to 1969, based on
the raw appearance of the construction corridor in the 1969 photograph.

4.4. The Maphet Family Farm
Maphet Family History
The Maphet farm was placed in the Centennial Farm and Ranch Program in 2002 at the
request of Ernestine and Terry Don Maphet. The original homesteader was Charles Luther
Maphet, who was born in Zenith, Kansas, on April 7, 1881. His World War I draft registration
card described him as man of medium height and build, with brown eyes and black hair
(Figure 4.26). In 1900 he came to Oklahoma to help his uncle Dick Maphet build the Ditch
Valley Irrigation System canals off the Cimarron River. Remnants of this canal are still
extant in Beaver and Harper Counties and it is listed on the National Register of Historic
Places. Dick and Nese Maphet, Charles’ uncles had been in the Panhandle since 1886,
homesteading on land just south of the Cimarron River. One of them eventually moved
into Gate and set up a successful bakery and hotel becoming a founding member of the
community (Nyland 1920).
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Figure 4.25. 1959 and 1969 comparison photographs depicting the Neal farmstead.
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While working on the canal with his
uncles, Charles staked a homestead
claim a few miles southeast of the
canal’s headgate on the river, near
his uncles’ places. On September 5,
1902 he registered for 160 acres of
land comprising the south half of
the southeast quarter of Section 3,
and the east half of the northeast
quarter of Section 10 in Township 5N,
Range 28E (Table 4.4, Figure 4.27).
He received an official homestead
patent on May 21, 1908 (OHS 2002).
In 1903 Charles married Elizabeth
Combs, a girl from Kansas and
brought her back to his homestead
in Oklahoma. They lived in a oneroom shack Charles had built and
drove two miles to haul water from
the irrigation ditch off the Cimarron
River. Charles Maphet dug a well in
Figure 4.26. Charles Luther Maphet as a young man.
1904 powered by a windmill so the
family could have reliable water.
In 1910 Charles replaced the one-room shack with a three-room house. The house had a
kitchen, living room and bedroom (OHS 2002).
Charles and Elizabeth had eight children, six of whom lived to adulthood: Everett (b. 1904),
Lillian (b. 1906), Delma (b. 1910), Lawrence (b.1913), David (b. 1921), and Alta (b. 1924).
Edith (b. 1918) and Elodine (b. 1927) both died as toddlers (Beaver County Historical Society
1992). The children were all born in the Maphet’s three-room house. The large family never
had enough space, and after they were old enough most of the children just slept in the
barn (Maphet 2017).
Table 4.4. Deed History for the Maphet Family Farm.
Grantor

Grantee

Instrument

Date

Book

Page

U.S.A.

Charles L. Maphet

Homestead Patent

Filed 11/12/1907
Signed 5/21/1908

8

96

Elizabeth Maphet (dcd.)

David Maphet

Sheriff’s Deed

9/20/1966

300

31

Ernestine Maphet

Terry D. Maphet

Warranty Deed

5/15/1994

924

564
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Figure 4.27. Topographical map of the Maphet Farm (Original source: 1970
[ed 1972] Gate NE quadrangle 7.5-minute topographic map).
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Charles and Elizabeth farmed wheat, oats, maize, and broom corn. They raised cattle and
horses, but for household use only. Chickens, on the other hand, were an important part
of the Maphet economy. Charles built a large chicken house where he usually kept at least
200 hundred chickens at a time. They raised the baby chickens in a brooder house next
door. These were sold along with the excess eggs produced by the hens. The Maphets
planted apple and peach trees in an orchard across the road from their house. And they
planted a big garden where they grew tomatoes that they would take into the nearby
towns of Gate and Beaver City to sell for a dollar a bushel. The women would harvest (and
still do) wild plums from the creek bottom to make plum jelly and plum butter (Maphet
2017).
During the early years of settlement most families lived a pioneering lifestyle and the
Maphets were no exception. Clothes and toys were homemade, and people mostly traveled
with wagons and buggies. The Maphet children attended the local one-room school on
the southeast corner of their property. According to Ernestine Maphet, Charles donated
the land and the Maphet children attended the school with German immigrant children
from the surrounding community. Charles believed strongly in education, reasoning that
with education his children could do anything they wanted in life (Maphet 2017). Most of
the children, however, stayed in Beaver County and are buried in the Gate Cemetery along
with Charles and Elizabeth (Findagrave.com 2018b).
Unlike other farming families of the Panhandle, the Maphets never took out loans or
mortgages to expand their operations during the great plow-up of the 1920s. All their
improvements, down to the cement foundation and blocks Charles used to build his
chicken house were made on site, or with materials available from the land. So when the
lean years of the Dust Bowl came around, they still managed to make enough to feed
themselves and pay the taxes, on their farm. However, one year during the 1930s there
was a clerical error at the tax office. Charles sent his money into Beaver City to pay his
taxes, and received a receipt that taxes had been paid. A few months later, however, the
family began receiving delinquent tax notices, and then a notice that their homestead
would be auctioned off the next tax sale. After some investigation, the family discovered
that their tax money had, in fact, been applied to another Charles L. Maphet’s land.
It was Charles Luther’s cousin, Charles Leon Maphet, who apparently just accepted that
the taxes had been paid on his land and spent his tax money on other things. The family
was never able to recover the money from him. Fortunately, Elizabeth had put a little aside
to purchase new winter coats for her daughters. She used that money to pay the taxes on
the correct homestead, narrowly saving the farm from the auction block (Maphet 2017).
Ernestine Maphet recalls that her father-in-law, Charles, was a notable character. At some
point during the 1920s Charles bought himself a Model T Ford that he loved like a child.
He was known for driving the car at top speed down the center of the dusty ranch roads.
He never yielded to oncoming cars, instead playing a game of chicken with them, making
them move out of the way. He even sheared the hubcaps off an oncoming car that drove
too close to him. One day some of the community school kids set fire to his barn. Charles
managed to save the Model T and a set of harnesses that were in it, but let everything else
burn to ground. (Maphet 2017).
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Charles died in 1958. His wife Elizabeth died in 1966 and at her death, the youngest son
David and his wife Ernestine purchased the farm (Findagrave.com 2018c, OHS 2002). David
had been living there off and on since before World War II. David registered for the draft
during the war, but he does not appear to have fought . He married Ernestine on December
26, 1945 (Findagrave.com 2018d). At first, the couple purchased a feed store in Rosston,
where they sold cream, eggs, feed, kerosene and other essentials. David also drove a
school bus to supplement their income. David hated town life, even though Rosston was,
and still is, a very small town, and in 1948 they moved back out to the Maphet family farm
where they eventually raised three boys, Tony, Terry Don, and Victor.
In 1950, David and Charles built a new four-room house for the couple from concrete
blocks they made themselves. They purchased $400 worth of lumber in Liberal for the
floors and roof. The house had an indoor bathroom, electricity and indoor plumbing, a first
for the Maphet family. They built another bedroom using reclaimed lumber from a church
in Rosston that Ernestine’s father had purchased and torn down. Around that same time,
they also added indoor plumbing and electricity to the original house (Maphet 2017).
The early 1950s were also dry years, particularly the drought of 1953. The Maphet family
barely scraped by selling cream and eggs from their farm. Practically nothing grew. David
began working as a carpenter, building homes for people around the county, while
Ernestine embroidered and crocheted, selling her work to neighbors and through mail
order. Ernestine recalls that after World War II it was never really possible to make a
living entirely from farming, at least not the way the Maphets did it, without commercial
irrigation. They leased their land a little for oil and gas lines and this provided extra income,
as well as free gas. Ernestine went to work at the post office in 1963, and in 1972 became
the postmaster. That also helped supplement their income, allowing them to stay on the
farm (Maphet 2017).
David was an accomplished banjo and guitar player, who often regaled guests at family
gatherings with his music. When David died in 1993, Ernestine had a guitar and banjo
inscribed on his headstone (Findagrave.com 2018d). Today Ernestine still lives on the farm
with her son, Terry Don. She has also set aside land for her other two sons to inherit after
her death.

Natural and Built Environment of the Maphet Farm
The land Charles Maphet chose to homestead in 1902 was level farmland, that dropped
off into heavily dissected terrain leading down to Horse Creek and the Cimarron River to
the west and north. They built their home on high ground at the head of a draw leading
down to Horse Creek. Their first home, a one room-shack, fronted the east edge of their
property, along a road that led into the town of Gate.
Charles Maphet next dug a well and pumped water from it with a windmill. He built a water
tank out of cement and copper for the livestock. This is one of the few original structures
on the farm that remains standing and is still in use. Next, Charles took the advice of his
uncle, who told them, “a barn will build a house, but a house won’t build a barn.” They
built a barn, which was the same barn that burned down in the 1920s, when Charles was
able to save nothing except his Model T and some harnesses.
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Despite the barn’s ultimate fate, Charles’ uncle’s words proved to be sage advice: In 1910,
Charles and Elizabeth Maphet completed a new three room house for their family. They
built the house of poured cement. There was no indoor plumbing except for the cold
water the family piped in from the windmill. Hot water and electricity did not come to the
Maphet Farm at the end of the 1940s. An outhouse behind the house served bodily needs
until 1950.
Next Charles built a
large chicken house
constructed almost
entirely of materials
made on site. It had a
sod block foundation
made from clay
from the creek,
and its walls were
homemade cement
blocks. Finally, in
1920 Charles built
a granary, which
was expanded and
doubled in size in
1938 (Figure 4.28).

Figure 4.28. View of the granary looking north.

According to Ernestine Maphet, this granary and the cement water tank are still in use.
The water tank is still in its original location. However, the granary appears to have been
moved; a 1941 aerial photograph does not depict it in its current location, but a 1969 aerial
photograph does.
A 1941 aerial photograph shows the configuration of the Maphet Farm on the northeast
quarter of the northeast quarter of Section 10 (Figure 4.29). At that time the compound
comprised about eight or nine buildings which would have included the three-room house
(built 1910), the chicken house (built ca. 1920), the granary (built 1920 and expanded 1938),
a coal shed (built 1938), an outhouse (built ca. 1902), a windmill (ca. 1904), a pump house,
a hog house (built 1940), and perhaps a few other small barns or sheds (OHS 2002) . What
was left of the orchard the family planted appears to have been across the road from their
house at the head of the draw next to what is now the granary. According to Ernestine,
most of the orchard trees the Maphets planted during the early years never made it
through the Dust Bowl. The remainder of the Maphet land was cleared and plowed for
farmland.
Until trash collection was organized in the county, the Maphet’s disposed of trash in the
draw just west of their family compound. Ernestine and Terry stated that much of the
debris they dumped there has been collected and removed. During World War II, scrappers
came around to collect metal objects to donate to the war effort. In a 2017 interview, Terry
implied that other scrappers had come by more recently to collect anything else that was
of value (Maphet 2017).
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Figure 4.29. 1941 aerial photograph showing the Maphet farm.
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A set of colored
pencil drawings
that hang in the
Maphet
house
now show what a
few of the original
farm
buildings
looked like around
1940. A windmill
and pump house
are depicted in
the foreground
adjacent to the
hog house (now
Figure 4.30. Colored pencil drawing of the Maphet Farm as
at
Ernestine’s
it appeared around 1940, facing roughly northeast.
place). The three
room house and a small shed of some sort are in the background and in the far background,
a small outhouse is depicted. The painting appears to be facing northeast (Figure 4.30).
Aerial photographs from 1954 and 1969 shows the farm in much the same configuration
(Figure 4.31). The main difference between the time periods is that by 1954, David and
Ernestine had moved out of the house permanently and built their home on Section 3,
about a half-mile west of the original family compound. David had built a four-room house
for his new family in 1950. He also built a cement water tank. Eventually the large hen
house Charles built was moved to David and Ernestine’s compound, where they now use it
as barn. The coal shed was moved to David and Ernestine’s place and served as a brooder
for baby chicks. The 1940 hog house was also moved to David and Ernestine’s place and
became a hen house (Figure 4.32).
The old three-room house, outhouse, windmill, pumphouse, and various other sheds
and barns are also gone, replaced by newer barns and sheds to house the machinery of
modern farm life.
Of the original buildings Charles constructed on his farm, only the cement water tank is in
its original location (Figure 4.33). Like so many working farms, the built environment of
the Maphet farm is constantly evolving. As buildings age, they lose their purpose. In the
Maphet family’s case, old buildings have either been moved, repurposed, or torn down to
make way for newer structures that serve the needs of current residents.
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Figure 4.31. 1969 aerial photograph depicting the Maphet Farm.
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Figure 4.32. A) cement water tank, B) hen house that is now a barn, C) former coal shed
turned chicken brooder, and D) former hog house, now a hen house (source: OHS 2002).
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Figure 4.33. Original building locations superimposed on modern aerial photograph.
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Farms and Ranches in Texas County
5.1

The Heard Farm

History of the Heard Farm
The Heard Farm has been active since just before 1904, when Oscar Neil (O. N. for short)
Heard filed homestead paperwork for the Southeast quarter of Section 4, Township 4N,
Range 14E Table 5.1, Figure 5.1. Topographical map depicting the original Heard homestead
tract and the current Heard Farm).
Table 5.1. Deed History for the Heard Farm.
Grantor

Grantee

Instrument

Date

Book

Page

Patent Office

O.N. Heard

Homestead
Patent

1-15-1904

N/A/

N/A

Oscar N. Heard, et ux.

O.R. Heard

Warranty Deed

Misc. 201

541

Oscar N. Heard

O.R. Heard

Quitclaim Deed

Misc. 237

589

O.R. Heard

O.R. Heard & Mildred Heard Trust

Warranty Deed

Misc. 629

561

O.R. Heard, et ux.

O.R. Heard & Mildred
Heard Rev. Trust

Warranty Deed

7/28/1997

Misc. 952

411

O.R. Heard & Mildred
Heard Rev. Trust

Kathryn Gale Boyd

Deed

9/19/2007

Misc. 1166

16

O. N. was born in Tennessee in 1862. As a young man, he worked for the Florida Lumber
Company, which operated sawmills up and down the Mississippi River. O. N.’s job was to help
build the mills and get them running. Once that was done he would move on to the next one.
As a result, O. N. worked in a number of states along the Mississippi River. In 1899 he married
Minnie L. Reed in Madison, Tennessee (Ancestry.com 2018g). Their oldest daughter Ruth
was born in 1900 in Missouri. His second daughter, Elizabeth was born in 1903 in Louisiana
(Boyd 2014; US Census 1920).
In 1903, O. N. was diagnosed with Malaria and told he only had six months to live if he stayed
along the Mississippi River. His doctors recommended that he move out west to a drier
climate. He had heard that homesteads were still available in No Man’s Land so he came out
to see for himself. The arid air and open prairies were so unlike anything he had ever seen
before, he thought he had found paradise. He wrote back to his wife that there was endless
blue sky, stars at night, no mosquitos, and that it never rained. He filled out the papers on
a claim and went back to his wife and daughters to settle business. When he came back six
months later to begin improvements, he discovered the land office had filed on the wrong
quarter section, so the process began again. Over the next year and half, O. N. would go
back and forth between Oklahoma and Tennessee while he made improvements to his claim
(Boyd 2014).
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Figure 5.1. Topographical map depicting the original Heard homestead tract and the current
Heard Farm (Original source: 1973 [ed 1975] Hough quadrangle 7.5-minute topographic map).
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The first improvement O. N. made was a wooden shack, which was actually stolen from
the property around 1905. This was a fairly common occurrence in No Man’s Land, where
there was virtually no official law, and all one needed to jump an unoccupied claim was to
remove evidence of improvements (Green 2017, Hitch 2017). This may be one reason why
homesteaders built dugout houses instead of above-ground frame homes. Fortunately, O.
N. received a letter that someone had stolen his shack, so he decided to head back up to
Oklahoma permanently to occupy his homestead. His wife Minnie, however, did not want
to live in a dugout home, so he built a half-dugout, which had two rooms over the top. In
late 1905 O. N. brought his wife and two daughters out to Texas County to live permanently
(Boyd 2014).
A neighbor helped O. N. break out the first 20 acres of sod for farming. He planted fruit trees
and a small vegetable garden. Over the next few years, O. N. experimented with a number of
different crops -- cantaloupes, watermelons, locust trees, mulberry trees, and cotton--he was
never able to make enough money on any of them to make farming profitable. Eventually
he discovered a red winter wheat about which he had read. He had such a good crop the first
year he was able not only to sell it but also to give some of the seed to the neighbors who
helped harvest it. This began a small wheat boom in the area. At one time prior to the 1930s,
Texas County was the largest wheat producer in Oklahoma thanks to Heard’s wheat seed.
Later, the Heard family also grew milo. Whatever cash crop they planted, the Heard family
always had a garden where they grew fruits and vegetables for the family. They canned what
they did not eat to save for winter months. They kept a few head of cattle, mainly for milk
and meat for the family; and they had a hen house for eggs and chicken. In this way the farm
eventually became self-sustaining (Boyd 2014).
By 1912 O. N. and Minnie Heard had four children, Ruth, Elizabeth, Flossie (b. 1908) and
Oscar R. (b. 1912) (Figure 5.2). The couple had two sons that died as infants in 1906 and 1911
( US Census 1920, Findagrave.com 2018e).
Around 1918 O. N. had also purchased the northeast quarter of Section 4 for $10 an acre.
Eventually Heard also purchased land in the northwest quarter and across the road. When
the farm was listed as a Centennial Farm in 2004 it covered 940 acres. O. N. allowed the
community to use a half-acre of the northeast corner of his land for a school and church
house. He and the neighbors built a one room building which became the Eula School that
served about sixty of the community children. At times the teacher for the Eula school would
board with the Heard family. According to the 1930 census, Elizabeth Heard taught the Eula
School that year (US Census 1930). During severe storms, instead of going home, the teacher
and all the students would just spend the night at the Heard home. The three Heard girls
attended the school through eighth grade, which was the highest grade the school offered.
When classes were out the school also served as a church and community gathering place
where box suppers, ice-cream socials and meetings drew neighbors from the area (Figure
5.3 (photograph taken from Northwest Flats Heritage 1990).
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Figure 5.2. O.N. Heard, Minnie Heard and their four children
taken approximately 1920 (photograph taken from Sides 2001).

In 1922 O. N. built a new
home on his property. At
that time, Minnie and the
children were spending their
weeks in Guymon so that the
older ones could attend high
school. Oscar also attended
grade school in Guymon
while his sisters were in high
school. They would come
back on weekends and spend
their summers on the farm.
In 1925, O. N. purchased his
first tractor and a few years
later he took a bank loan to
expand farming operations.
The stock market crash of
1929 and the dust bowl years
that followed, however,
nearly
bankrupted
the
overextended Heard.

The mid-1930s were hard
times for the Heard family
and everyone was forced to
economize. Minnie Heard
kept a diary of her daily life
on the farm in the year 1936
and it captures the routines
of a struggling farm. Minnie
Figure 5.3. The Eula Schoolhouse and Church looking
documented canning and
west (photograph taken from Panhandle History 1990).
quilting and other household
chores of farm life. She made
notes nearly every day on how many eggs the hens laid. Other entries evoke the quotidien
drudgery of life in the Dust Bowl: “Elizabeth did a big washing today, she washed quilts and
blankets,” or “they have gone to Hough, and I got two eggs (Boyd 2014:8-9).”
By 1935, Heard’s youngest child Oscar R. was 23. He helped his father work the farm, but
the dry years of the early thirties left the Heards in danger of losing the farm all together.
O.R. married Mildred Baker, who worked at the county clerk’s office in 1935 and the couple
moved onto the farm with O.N and Minnie. Shortly after, O.R. was offered a job in the
nearby community of Hough working as a factor distributing gas and petroleum to retail gas
stations. The job was lucrative enough that O.R. was not only able to support himself and
his wife, but also help keep the banks from foreclosing on the farm for another year. This
was just long enough. In 1937, Texas county had enough rain that the Heards made twelve
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thousand dollars on their wheat and paid off their bank loans. After that, neither father nor
son ever took out another loan (Boyd 2014).
Oscar R. and Mildred had three children: Barbara (b. 1938), Patricia (b.1940) and Kathy (b.
1947). The Oscar R. Heard family lived in Hough during the 1940s, purchasing a small bungalow
there. The indoor plumbing thrilled the elder Mrs. Heard, who had never had such a luxury in
her own home. Minnie Heard died in 1945. At that time O. N. and Minnie were probably living
with their youngest daughter, Flossie, her husband and young son (US Census 1940). By the
late 1940s or early 1950s, Oscar R. Heard and his family wanted to return to the farm. Oscar
R. began work on a new house on the farm. His father O. N. Heard died in early 1951 before
the new house could be completed. Oscar R. finished the project, however, and moved his
family back out to the farm, where he and his wife lived out their remaining years. In his
spare time, he built wooden furniture, helped build the Straight Christian Church, and served
on the Straight School board. Mildred was known for her excellent cooking, quilting, sewing
and crocheting. Oscar R. lived to be 94, while his wife Mildred lived to be 89 (Findagrave.com
2018e).

Natural and Built Environment of the Heard Farm
The Heard farm is located along an upland prairie overlooking a first order tributary of Goff
Creek. The property is basically flat, sloping gently toward the tributary to the east. The first
permanent Heard
home was a halfdugout that O. N.
Heard built on the
southeast quarter
of Section 4. The
family lived in this
house until 1922,
when Heard built
a new house. It is
Eula School
likely that the new
Heard Farm
house was built
over the original
half-dugout. A 1936
County Road map
shows the location
of the house in
the very northeast
quarter of the
southeast quarter
of the section
(Figure 5.4).
Figure 5.4. 1936 Texas County Highway Map detail
showing the Heard Farm and Eula Schoolhouse.
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A 1954 aerial photograph shows the building complex occupying an area of about seven
acres and straddling the southeast and northeast quarter section line; at some time in the
early twentieth century Heard had purchased the northeast quarter section (Figure 5.5). The
remains of a structure in that same location can be seen clearly on a 1971 aerial photograph
(Figure 5.6).
During their first few years on the farm, the Heards went all the way to Goff Creek to get their
water. Around 1908, they drilled a well and powered it with a windmill. The first two Heard
houses were built without electricity or indoor plumbing.
Over time the Heard living compound came to occupy about five acres fronting a farm road
that ran between Guymon and Sledgeville. The Heard home was the midway point between
the two communities and travelers would often stop there for a break. Within their living
compound, in addition to the house, the Heards had a barn, a garden, an orchard, outhouses,
a windmill and probably sheds for chickens, farm machinery and livestock. A photo from 1907
shows the Heard family in front of their house which is shown as an above ground woodframe structure attached to a half-dugout. A windmill, a shed-roof barn, and a circular corral
are also in the frame, along with chickens, horses and a cow (Figure 5.7). This first house was
rebuilt on the same site in 1922.
In the early days of farming, the Heards irrigated their fields using pipes attached to a well
that would flood the furrows of the fields. The pipes had to be moved manually from place to
place to irrigate all the field, a laborious task that Kathy Boyd recalls with disdain (Boyd 2014).
Eventually the Heards drilled new wells and switched to center pivot sprinklers, making the
task of irrigation much easier.
About 1950, the Heards built a new barn out of a metal Quonset hut. The following year O.
N. and his son began construction on a new house about 100 feet north of the old house. O.
N. died before the house could be finished, but O.R. and his family moved into the house
in December of 1951. This was the first time the family had electricity and indoor plumbing
on the farm. In 1979 O.R. and Kathy’s husband Jack built a red horse barn over the location
of the former house and dugout. These three buildings are still standing today (Figure 5.8).
The Heard farm today is still in operation. Kathy Boyd, O.R.’s youngest daughter moved out
to the farm with her husband in 2007 after O.R. passed away (Boyd 2014). Although none
of the original buildings are standing, the size and location of the homestead footprint has
changed little since O. N. Heard first started farming it in 1905 (Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.5. 1954 aerial photograph depicting the Heard farm straddling
the southeast and northeast quarters of Section 4.
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Figure 5.6. 1971 aerial photograph detail showing the Heard
Farm and the former Eula Schoolhouse location.
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Figure 5.7. 1907 Photograph of O.N. and Minnie Heard in front of their farm
with children Ruth and Elizabeth (taken from Panhandle History 1990).

Figure 5.8. Photograph of the Heard farm showing the house,
red barn and quonset hut, facing northwest.
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Figure 5.9. Original Heard farm building locations superimposed onto a modern aerial photograph.
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5.2

The Miller Ranch

Miller Family History
Charles R. Miller came to Texas County with his brother, Tom, and father W.D. sometime
between 1888 and 1890. His first glimpse of the No Man’s Land area was on a hunting trip
that occurred “around 1888 or 1889. The country was covered in a heavy coat of grass and
hardly anything was living there” (Miller 2014). To Miller, No Man’s Land was so quiet it
seemed like a “lost world” (Miller 2014).
Originally from Indiana, the Miller family moved to Maryville, Missouri in 1867, then to the
end of the train line in Liberal, Kansas in 1887, before heading south to homestead along
the Coldwater Creek in No Man’s Land. Sources are inconsistent as to the exact timing of
the Miller Family arrival in the Panhandle. The documentation for the 1991 Centennial Farm
application indicates that Charles R. Miller arrived in 1888 and that the original homestead
was in the SW quarter of Section 25 Township 2N, Range 16E (OHP 1991). Another source
written by Miller’s grandson Charles Dean Miller indicates the year was 1890 (Miller 2014).
Patent records and deeds indicate that Miller actually patented the SE quarter of Section 26
in June of 1891 and then later acquired the property where he built his headquarters from an
earlier squatter, Andrew Hownstine in 1893 (Table 5.2).The timing of Hownstine’s patent was
identical to Miller’s, so it is possible that Hownstine was, in fact, a friend or part of the Miller
extended family, acting on their behalf. The land remained in the Miller family until 1991,
when Charles Dean Miller sold it to the Stephens Land & Cattle Company.

Table 5.2. Deed History for the Miller Ranch.
Grantor

Grantee

Instrument

Date

U.S.A

Charles R. Miller

Patent 195

6/23/1891

U.S.A.

Andrew Hownstine

Patent Homestead 188

6/23/1891

Andrew Hownstine

Charles R. Miller

Warranty Deed

3/24/1893

Temp. County Judge
Hayman M. Foster

Charles R. Miller Estate

Final Decree

7/16/1952

Clay R. Miller

Clay R. Miller Trust, et al.

Eugene R. Miller,
Trustee, et al.

Book

Page

165
Misc. 292

181

Quitclaim Deed

Misc. 771

279

Eugene R. Miller, et al.

Warranty Deed

Misc. 826

845

Charles Dean Miller

Charles Dean Miller
1991 Revocable Trust

Quitclaim Deed

Misc. 842

99

Eugene R. Miller, et ux.

Charles Dean
Miller, Trustee

Quitclaim Deed

11/8/91

Misc. 851

784

IRS

Clay R. Miller Estate
Note: Date of Death
– 4/23/1989

Estate Tax
Closing Letter

1990

Misc. 851

787

Jo Marie Miller, et al.

Stephens Land & Cattle

Warranty Deed

11/8/1991

Misc. 851
(Pics 62, 63)

793
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Although the original homestead acreage covered 160 acres in Section 25 of Township
2 North, Range 16 E, the Miller family eventually owned 6,400 acres of land along the
Coldwater Creek and prairies of Texas County (Miller 2017, Figure 5.10). The Miller family’s
operations included cattle, dryland and irrigation farmland, and a cow-calf business. C. R.’s
great-granddaughter, Laurie Miller Green still owns the portion of the Miller Ranch that
was adjacent to the initial 160-acre Miller property and homesteaded by the Grimmer and
Vanderwork families.
Charles R. Miller went into partnership with his father W. D. Miller who was already in the
cattle business. Miller’s first house was a dugout, built along the banks overlooking the
Coldwater. He built a well-house and then a barn around 1890 (Figure 5.11). In 1898 Charles
married Anna Shaffer, who was working on the neighboring Hitch Ranch at the time. For
their wedding, James Hitch gave the couple a set of 12 glass fruit dishes. The gift became
a point of pride for Anna Miller, who brought them out on her 50th wedding anniversary,
without a chip or break on any of them (Miller 2014).
Charles’ and Anna’s first house was made of native stone quarried from Coldwater Creek.
This stone house was replaced by a wood-frame ranch house, built in 1922 (Figure 5.12).
Charles and Anna raised Hereford cattle bearing a brand that resembled an open A, so it
became known as the Open A-Bar Ranch. They bought calves with money Anna had made
while working for the Hitches. The couple had three children: Clay (b. 1903), Ada (b. 1900)
and Alta (b. 1899).
In the early years, the ranch had no electricity, the only light source being kerosene lamps.
The main source of heat and fuel for the stoves came from cow chips collected from the
pastures. In her memoirs, Alta Miller recalled that the family could collect enough cow chips
in the summertime to carry them through the winter months.
Anna baked fresh biscuits for breakfast every morning, along with homemade bread and
fresh-churned butter in the cow-chip burning stove (Miller 2014). She bought her first coal oil
stove in the 1920s when the new wood frame house was built. And it wasn’t until 1939 that
the Miller house gained electricity and indoor plumbing. Even after the house had running
water, the family still had to hand-carry buckets of water out to the orchards and gardens to
irrigate them (Miller 2014).
The orchards had apricot and apple trees. Wild plums, blackberries and mulberries grew
down by the creek. The Millers had a garden for vegetables that grew beans peas, and turnips
(Miller 2014).
The three Miller children were first educated at the Eubank school near the ranch. However,
in later years Anna took the children to Liberal, Kansas to attend high school. It was at
the Liberal High School that Clay Miller met Montry Barbour. They married in 1924, when
Clay was 21 years old. Clay and Montry Miller built a house on the Coldwater north of his
parents’ home. In addition to ranching Clay farmed, growing wheat and cattle feed. He also
raised chickens, turkeys, pigs, and dairy cows. Clay and Montry had two children of their
own: Eugene and Charles Dean. Montry and Clay eventually divorced after several years of
separation. Laurie Miller Green believes that Montry just never got used to ranch life.
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Figure 5.10. Topographical map depicting the original Miller Homestead
on Section 25 (Original sources: 1968 [ed 1970] Guymon SE, 1968 [ed
1969] Optima Dam quadrangle 7.5-minute topographic maps).
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Figure 5.11. Original buildings of the Miller Ranch: A) rock corral built in the
1880s, B). barn and rock wall, C) well house built in the 1880s, and D) original
Miller dugout built in 1888, taken from 1991 SHPO documentation.

Figure 5.12. 1922 Miller House, taken from 1991 SHPO documentation.
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Eugene grew up hardy, growing so tall he eventually towered over his father, brother, and
grandfather. Charles Dean, however, was sickly, and the Dust Bowl of the 1930s only made
matters worse. In 1934, when Charles was four years old, he came down with what the doctor
called whooping cough, but which may have in fact been the what Panhandlers were calling
dust pneumonia. At six, he was diagnosed with asthma. Instead of running around with the
other boys riding horses, and climbing trees, Charles most often played with model airplanes
and read indoors. He made homemade arrows with bits of old shingles and tried to shoot
rabbits with them; and he made homemade slingshots with a clothespin and rubber from an
old inner tube. By 1938 his health was so bad that Montry decided to take Charles to the west
coast for part of the year to improve his lungs. This seemed to help and for the next several
years Charles spent his summers in San Diego. Although Charles returned for part of the year
to help out on the farm, he never did make Texas County his permanent home. He attended
Oklahoma A&M in Stillwater (now Oklahoma State) and then went to work for the railroad
in Denver, eventually ending up in Albuquerque (Miller 2014).
Eugene, however, stayed on the ranch. After serving in World War II, he returned to the
Panhandle, married his high school sweetheart, Jo Marie, and began to raise wheat, milo,
bundle feed, and corn. With the help of his grandfather, he purchased 50 head of cattle to
start a herd. A few years later he purchased his grandfather, C. R.’s herd when he and Anna
moved into Guymon (Miller 2014).
Eugene eventually moved into his own house on neighboring land that was originally
patented by the Vanderwork family. Laurie Miller Green, Gene’s daughter recalls that her
father used to hire high school boys from the football team to help work the farm during the
busy seasons. As generations had done before them, Gene’s three children would fish and
swim in a swimming hole in the creek during summer months and have Sunday picnics along
the banks.
Like most ranching families of that time, the Millers had a house in Guymon so that their
children could attend school there. They would go to the house on weekends and during
the summer, something the Miller children looked forward to with anticipation. Everyone
drove a Ford International harvester to get around the dirt roads of the ranch land along the
Coldwater (Green 2017).
To expand operations, in 1953, Gene and Clay drilled an irrigation well on their prairie land.
However, the water came up sandy. A severe drought that same year caused the well to run
dry, and cattle prices tumbled. It was not until 1964 that the Millers attempted to drill another
irrigation well to farm the prairies. Eventually they added a feed to their ranch operations.
Even though much of the total 6,400-acre Miller Ranch property was sold in 1991, Laurie
Miller still lives on the land her father, Eugene, farmed and ranched. Her oldest daughter
lives in the house Eugene and Jo Marie built during the 1940s and continues to oversee the
ranch operations.
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The Natural and Built Environment of the Miller Ranch
The first structure on the Miller Ranch was the dugout Charles R. Miller built to stake his
claim. A rock house was built around the dugout. C. R. built a well house and barn around
1890. According to the family, except for the barn, these were built of limestone rock quarried
from the Coldwater Creek bottom. The Millers also constructed a rock and wood enclosure
to serve as the corral and as a windbreak. A newer wood-frame house replaced the dugout
and rock house in 1922. Clay and Montry Miller built their own two-story home on the ranch
in the 1930s (Figure 5.13).
In addition to these buildings, the Miller ranch complex had a windmill that pumped water
into a large four-foot high square concrete tank. In the summer Charles Dean and Eugene
Miller played in that tank, and the ranch hands would use it to wash up (Miller 2014). Later
this tank was replaced by a circular metal tank, called “the horse tank.” Barns and sheds were
built for the livestock, comprised of horses and pigs. The Millers’ family garden was located
next to the two chicken houses so they could be fertilized with the chicken manure (Green
2017).
Report authors did not have access to the original 160-acre Miller Ranch complex. That
portion of the Miller property was inherited by Charles Dean Miller, who sold it in 1991.The
current property owners, Stephens Land & Cattle Company, did not allow the project team
to visit the ranch. According to Laurie Green, the Clay and Montry Miller house burned down
before she was born. The C. R. Miller house from the 1920s burned in the 1990s shortly after
Charles Dean Miller sold the property. The new owners have demolished most of the original
remaining buildings and replaced them with newer structures.
Laurie Miller Green, who owns her father Eugene’s portion of the ranch, however, did allow
the project team to visit her home located two miles east of the original Miller Ranch. This
was also part of the Clay Miller ranch, though not the original homestead. The remains of
the old Vanderwork/Grimmer place on the Coldwater are about half a mile from Laurie’s
home and these remains offer a useful proxy for the Miller Ranch since they are roughly
contemporaneous with the establishment of the Miller Ranch. John L. Grimmer was one of
the original homesteaders in the area, having patented 160 acres of land in the northeast
quarter and northwest quarter of Section 20 and 21 in 1900 (OHP 1991).
Laurie Green stated that the Vanderwork and Grimmer families were related and came to
the Panhandle together. Louis and Elinor Grimmer are listed as neighbors of the Miller family
in censuses from 1900–1930.
Like so many homesteaders, the Vanderworks and Grimmers built out of the native rock
from the Coldwater Creek: first a dugout, then a barn and rock house. When the project team
visited this former homestead in 2017, this homestead was in ruins. But the ruins were still
identifiable as a once-living homestead. A stone dugout is still in its original location, built
into the side of a low hill overlooking the Coldwater Creek. Just to the south of this, the
timbers of a fallen windmill sprawl down the hill (Figure 5.14). The remains of a rectangular
water tank are west of the dugout. A half limestone-half wood frame house lies about 30 feet
downslope of the dugout (Figure 5.15). Metal poles for a clothesline are in front of the house.
A grave of one of the Grimmer children is 50 feet west of the house (Figure 5.16).
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Figure 5.13. 1969 aerial photograph showing the Miller Ranch complex on Coldwater Creek.
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Figure 5.14. Grimmer
dugout (left) and the fallen
windmill, facing north.

Figure 5.15. Grimmer
house, facing north.

Figure 5.16. Child’s grave
at the Grimmer place.
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The entire complex is still fenced. The barn is missing, and this was likely located in the
northwest corner of the fenced homestead enclosure (Figure 5.17). According to Laurie
Green, Florence Grimmer lived at this site until her death sometime in the 1980s.

Figure 5.17. Aerial photograph depicting the layout of the Grimmer farm.
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The Vanderwork/Grimmer homestead never became the large operation that the Miller
ranch became, but the homestead changed little from the time it was built to the time it was
abandoned, and for this reason it serves a poignant example of a Panhandle homestead ruin
and the archeological potential embodied in sites of this type.

5.3

The Hitch Ranch

The Hitch Ranch was listed as an Oklahoma Centennial Ranch in 1989. In 2016 the Henry
Hitch House, the largest and earliest house in the ranch complex, was added to the Oklahoma
Landmarks Inventory.

History of the Hitch Ranch
In 1979 Donald E. Green published the book
Panhandle Pioneer: Henry C. Hitch, His
Ranch, and His Family. This book details the
history of the Hitch Ranch and Hitch family
in Texas County, Oklahoma from James K.
Hitch’s journey to the Panhandle until what
was then the present (the late 1970s). Green,
a professor emeritus of history, had access
to the Hitch Ranch’s extensive collection
of documents relating to land purchases,
loans, business agreements, Christine
Hitch’s diaries, and more. He also conducted
in-depth interviews with many members of
the Hitch family who are no longer living,
including Henry C. “Ladd” Hitch, Jr. The
book published from these research efforts
is by far the most thorough source on the
history of the Hitch Ranch; therefore, what
follows is a brief summary of Green’s 1979
book unless otherwise noted.
Figure 5.18. J.K. Hitch circa 1890.
James Kerrick (J.K.) Hitch was the founder
and patriarch of the Hitch Ranch in Texas
County, Oklahoma (Figure 5.18) . J. K. Hitch was born near Maryville in Blount County,
Tennessee on Feb. 15, 1855. In 1875 he left home in the middle of the night, leaving a note for
his family explaining his desire to explore westward.

With only ten dollars, he made his way to Knoxville where he bought a railway ticket that
would take him as far west as Springfield, Missouri. There he got a job as a roustabout in a
wagon factory. A few months later, fellow former Tennessean, Henry Westmoreland, hired
him as a farmhand, paying him twice the wages he earned in the factory. While working on
the farm, J. K. met and got to know one of Westmoreland’s daughters, Mary Frances, who
he later married.
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In 1876 Henry Westmoreland decided to try his hand at the cattle ranching business and
bought a herd of 1500 cattle. With the help of his sons, Westmoreland drove the herd from
Springfield to what was then still public land on the Great Plains of southwestern Kansas. At
the end of this first drive he built a dugout on Medicine Creek in Barber County, Kansas.
J. K. Hitch did not accompany Westmoreland on the first few drives. Instead, he stayed behind
to work the farm in Springfield and court Mary Frances. On March 6, 1879, James Hitch and
Mary Frances Westmoreland were married. In 1880, J. K.’s now father-in- law invited him to
join the cattle business. J. K. secured a bank loan to purchase 200 head of cattle and joined
the Westmorelands on the drive to Kansas; after his first successful year he purchased 500
more.
In 1880, J. K. and Mary’s first child, Della, was born. About a year later Mary and the baby left
the farm in Springfield and moved into the small dugout J. K. had built in Barber County. By
1880 more and more settlers were moving into the public lands in Kansas. With the flood of
settlers came “herd law” which resulted in private land, fences, and the end of open grazing,
forcing the cattlemen to drive their herds further west. In 1882 Westmoreland and Hitch
stopped their herds west of Barber County near Meade, Kansas, where the family stayed for
a short time. The following year they drove the herds even further west to Seward County,
Kansas. On September 5, 1883, J. K. Hitch filed a homestead claim in Seward County. Despite
his homestead claim in Seward County, J. K. and the Westmorelands continued to drive their
herds further south, into the last public land strip that would later become the Oklahoma
Panhandle.
J. K. first came to the Coldwater Creek valley in the public land strip in 1884 or 1885. On
March 1, 1886, he cancelled his homestead claim in Kansas and filed a new one for a short
quarter section (150 acres) on the northwest side of Coldwater Creek (Figure 5.19). These 150
acres became the center of what would eventually grow into the massive Hitch Ranch. The
Coldwater valley was ideal because it offered a windbreak for the cattle and the valley floor
had natural hay meadows. In 1886, J. K. and some cattle hands built a series of sod houses
along Coldwater Creek for himself and the Westmorelands. J. K. chose to build his own
house below the valley rim, about a half mile from the creek. That fall, Mary and the children
(Della [b. 1880], Josephine [b. 1882], and Henry [b. 1884]) along with most of the remaining
Westmoreland family moved to the ranch on Coldwater Creek. In the late 1880s, some of
J. K.’s family from Tennessee also moved to Coldwater valley, including his sister Della and
brother Charlie. In 1887, J. K. and Mary’s youngest child, George, was born (Figure 5.20).
Isolation was a major challenge in the first years at the Coldwater ranch. Although the Hitches
were surrounded by extended family, the area still lacked the basic services people in more
populated parts of the country were accustomed to. For a while the nearest post office was
10 miles away; one was opened two miles from J. K.’s ranch in 1891. At first there were no
ministers or churches. As a devout Methodist wanting to raise her children in the church,
Mary Hitch wrote to the Methodist church requesting an itinerant preacher. In 1888 they
sent someone to start a circuit in No Man’s Land. Congregations typically met in abandoned
sod houses. The difficult lifestyle and harsh conditions of No Man’s Land resulted in a very
high turnover for these preachers.
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Figure 5.19. Original Hitch homestead boundaries on a modern topographic map (Original
source: 1968 [ed 1970] Guymon SW quadrangle 7.5-minute topographic map).
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It wasn’t until the early 1890s that the first
permanent church opened in the nearby town
of Roy. There were also no schools near the
Hitch Ranch, so in 1889 Mary moved to Liberal,
Kansas with the children so they could attend
school. Near the end of that school year they
returned to the ranch. In 1890 the Hitches,
Westmorelands, and some neighbors started
a subscription school and hired a teacher.
This first school met in an abandoned sod
claim house about a mile and a half from
Hitch headquarters. When a bigger school
was eventually needed J. K. bought a vacant
store in Hugoton, KS and moved it down to the
Coldwater.
The southwestward expansion of the railroad
was an important factor in easing the isolation
of the Panhandle. Until 1888, J. K. got most
of his supplies from Dodge City, Kansas, a
journey of over 100 miles. In 1888 the Rock
Island Railway built southwest of Dodge City
and platted the town of Liberal just north of
Figure 5.20. J. K. and Mary Hitch’s children.
the Kansas/No Man’s Land border. For the next
13 years J. K. took the wagon road that passed
near his property to Liberal to get supplies. In 1902 the railroad built even further southwest
and created the town of Guymon only eight miles northwest of the Hitch Ranch. Guymon
quickly grew into the social and business hub of the surrounding area.
In May of 1891, tragedy struck the Hitch family when Mary Hitch became ill and passed
away. After the death of his beloved wife, J. K. threw himself into his work and significantly
expanded the Hitch ranch throughout the 1890s. In 1892, he tore down the original sod
house and built a two-story stone house in its place. A drought in northern Mexico and New
Mexico starting in 1890 made Mexican cattle very cheap. As a result, J. K. and Charlie Hitch
were able to buy several hundred cattle at a discounted rate. By the late 1890s, J. K. had
about 5000 head in his herd. During this time the Hitches also began expanding their grazing
range to the southeast, into Texas. With the influx of farmers to the public land strip, by 1900
J. K. could no longer rely on the public land to graze his herds and he started buying as much
land as he could near his ranch. He bought several sections along the Coldwater and also
some in Seward County, Kansas and in Hansford County, Texas. J. K. Hitch and other ranchers
used the homesteading laws to their advantage to acquire as much land as possible. It was
not unusual for ranch owners to have the single women of their family or their ranch hands
file claims on adjacent sections with the intention of buying the property from them at a
low price once they received their patents. J. K. also bought cheap land whenever he could
such as relinquished claims or through the state of Texas which offered discounted prices for
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land at the time. To make such large purchases, he secured lines of credit from Kansas City
financiers, usually mortgage and insurance companies. By the time J. K. Hitch passed away
in 1921 he had amassed 30,223 acres (12,080 in the Oklahoma Panhandle, 9,440 in Seward
County, Kansas, and 8,703 Hansford County, Texas).
J. K. Hitch’s large land purchases allowed the Hitch ranch to survive the transition from open
range to enclosed cattle ranching; something many large cattle ranches could not manage.
By about 1900 J. K. began to diversify his operation by planting alfalfa near the Coldwater
and loaning out teams of horses or mules. But it was J. K.’s son, Henry C. Hitch, who truly
brought greater economic diversity to the Hitch Ranch. Henry began managing the Hitch
lands in Seward County around 1900. While living there he met Christine Walker at a literary
society meeting. Henry and Christine married on June 22, 1910 and moved back to the Hitch
Ranch on Coldwater Creek soon after. They moved into the stone house where Henry grew
up, which had been vacant for several years since J. K. had moved into Guymon with his
new wife and their children. Three children were born to Henry and Christine on the ranchMarjorie (b. 1911), Joyce (b. 1916), and Henry C. “Ladd” Jr. (b. 1918).
Henry Hitch did more than just manage his father’s ranch- he acquired land, cattle, and other
assets of his own. Like his father he was not afraid to go into debt to acquire more land, but
he also diversified his business more than his father. He owned stock in several oil and gas
ventures, though he didn’t make much money on them in the first two decades of the 20th
century. Instead, he made his money through land and cattle, buying up both at cheap prices
whenever he could. When WWI started J. K. and Henry began farming wheat on the plains
above the valley; by 1916 they had 1,000 acres sewn in wheat. WWI greatly increased the
demand for agricultural products to feed the military, which therefore greatly increased the
price of beef and wheat. Farmers and ranchers across the country saw huge financial gains
during the war years, but when the war ended they were dealt a major financial blow when
the price of agricultural products dropped steeply. Most farmers and ranchers, including the
Hitches, were deeply indebted and relied on each year’s crop to pay their creditors. Henry
bought the most technologically advanced farm equipment to try to be more efficient in
wheat production and offset the low price of wheat. Improved efficiency did little to help the
financial situation, but wheat and beef prices started to go back up in 1925 and Henry was
able to significantly decrease his debt.
When J. K. Hitch died in 1921, his estate was divided so that half went to his 4 children from his
first wife and the other half to his second wife and his children through her. All beneficiaries
agreed to sell the land in Texas to pay off some of the debts against the estate. The rest of
the land was divided up so that J. K.’s second wife, Josephine, and her children got the land in
Kansas and the other four children got the Coldwater Creek land. Henry leased the Coldwater
ranch with the understanding that he would eventually buy out his siblings. By the end of the
1920s Henry had bought out the Coldwater ranch from his siblings and had largely recovered
from the depression of the early twenties. He started buying more land both bordering and
not bordering the ranch. By 1929, Henry owned 19,000 acres in Texas County, Oklahoma;
800 acres in Seward County, Kansas; and 160 acres in Hansford County, Texas. Like his father,
Henry’s main sources of credit were outside commercial banking. He relied on loans from
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friends, family, business partners, insurance companies, and farm mortgage companies.
This was fortunate given the economic disaster that closed many banks in the 1930s.
In 1929, Henry initiated several business ventures that turned out to be failures. He went
into townsite development, founding the town Hitchland just south of the Oklahoma/Texas
border. Hitchland failed to attract residents for a number of reasons, mostly relating to a
dispute over the true location of the state line and the onset of the Great Depression. He and
fellow rancher John Knight began an oil and gas retail business that had to close by 1931.
These setbacks were insignificant, though, compared to the plummeting prices of wheat
and beef starting in 1930. Henry and his brother George were the largest wheat producers
in Oklahoma in 1931, which also meant they were the hardest hit that year when the price
for a bushel of wheat fell below 30 cents per bushel. Henry’s significant debts soon became
unpayable, though most of his creditors were lenient. Cash was almost nonexistent; at one
point in 1932 he had to get a loan of $10 from the bank in Guymon to pay for groceries. The
Hitch family tried to adjust to their poverty by hunting for food and growing more produce
in their garden, “re-making” clothes, and not buying new cars even when the ones they had
were constantly breaking down.
The Hitches also used government programs created to help farmers. In 1932, Henry applied
to the Regional Agricultural Credit Corporation for a $41,000 loan that probably saved the
Hitch ranch. In 1933, he sold most of his cattle to the government under the Emergency
Cattle Purchase Program. He also closely followed the work of H. H. Finnell and the Soil
Conservation Service and began contour plowing part of his fields in 1935, even before the
government was offering incentives to do so. Oil and gas leases on Hitch land throughout
the 1920s and 1930 provided some cash.
As the drought began to come to an end in the late 1930s the ranch began to prosper again,
and the 1940s were a period of major growth and change for the Hitch ranch. The start of the
Second World War meant higher prices for agricultural products once again. Profits were so
high during the war years that by the end of 1944 Henry had paid off most of his debts and
added more land to his holdings. Henry diversified his investments even further during this
time by going into the citrus tree business with his son-in-law in Florida. Gas wells drilled
on the property in the 1940s provided additional income. In 1940 Henry bought a wind
generated electric plant for the ranch, bringing electricity to the main buildings (although
variable winds could make it unreliable). In 1950 the Rural Electrification Administration
extended its lines to the ranch providing it with true electricity for the first time. Extra cash
flow during the 1940s also allowed Henry and Christine to become involved in a number of
philanthropic endeavors such as the Methodist Church and the No Man’s Land Historical
Museum and Society at Panhandle A&M.
Despite the hard times of the 1930s, Ladd Hitch left the ranch during the Dust Bowl to go
to college at Oklahoma A&M (later Oklahoma State University) where he majored in animal
husbandry. When he returned home after graduating college he began working for his father
as co-manager of the ranch. Ladd married Lala Moores on November 4, 1940. In 1942, he
had a two story house built for them on the ranch, just west of the big stone house. Ladd and
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Lala had three children: Paul (b. 1943), Jane (b. 1946), and Jim (b. 1953). As he co-managed
the ranch with his father, Ladd also began to acquire land of his own in Texas and Cimarron
Counties.
Ladd convinced his father to make significant changes to the ranch and its operations
throughout the 1940s and 1950s. The first was his creation of the daily meetings where all the
family and ranch hands would gather after breakfast to discuss what needed to be done that
day. These meeting became a staple of the Hitch ranch that Ladd continued throughout his
life, but more importantly they signified the growing size and complexity of the ranch. The
first transformative change that Ladd brought to the ranch was the introduction of irrigated
farming. The Hitches dug their first irrigation well in 1947. At the time there were only two
other wells in the county outside of Panhandle A&M’s experimental farm. It produced 800900 gallons a minute. When a drought started in 1951 Ladd drilled several more wells. By
1958 there were 19 wells on the ranch watering 4000 acres. The well pumps were fueled by
natural gas that was obtained from existing gas wells on the property. The rapid spread of
irrigated farming in the 1950s saved the Hitches and other farmers in the Panhandle from
experiencing the crop failure and soil erosion that came with the 1930s drought.
The success of irrigated farming allowed Ladd to make what is probably the most significant
change the ranch has undergone: the creation of feedlots. Up until this time ranchers in the
Panhandle sent their cattle to feedlots in Arizona or the midwest to be “finished” on grain
before being sold; the cattle were often fed in these distant lots with grain that was grown
in the Panhandle. Although Henry Hitch was skeptical about the idea, in 1953 the Hitches
constructed the first modern feedlot on the ranch to use their own grain to finish the cattle. In
the first few years Ladd hired Cecil Reedy, an experienced feeder, to manage the lot. Despite
expert management, with the low prices of beef in the early 1950s, the feeding operation
lost money from 1953-1957. But thanks to Henry’s efforts over the previous decades, the
ranch was economically diversified enough by this time that the losses from the feedlot were
not economically crippling.
When the prices of beef started to go back up in the late 1950s, the feedlot began to see
profits. In fact, profits from the feedlot became so great that in the late 1950s the Hitches
started culling their cow-calf commercial herd to focus solely on feeder cattle. As Ladd’s
grandson, Chris Hitch, explained, the climate and conditions of the Panhandle were perfect
for feedlots since less rain and warmer temperatures prevent the cattle from shivering in cold
mud. Improved technology also helped the feedlot business expand. By 1960 the ranch had
a grinder-mixer plant installed. With this, feed trucks would drive onto stationary scales and
Reedy would push a button that released a specific amount of pre-mixed feed into the truck.
It only took Reedy and 4 hired hands to manage the whole operation of several thousand
head. The Hitches were one of the first feedlot operators on the Southern Great Plains, and
their success on their own ranch led to growth of the feedlot business. By the mid 1960s
Ladd had begun building commercial feedlots outside of the Hitch ranch. The success of the
feedlots also fueled the success of crop production; by 1970 virtually all Hitch crops were
marketed through Hitch feedlots.
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Henry C. Hitch, Sr. died in 1967 at the age of 83, leaving the Hitch ranch much larger and
more prosperous than it was when he inherited it. That same year Ladd’s oldest son, Paul,
finished his MBA at Stanford and returned to the ranch to work with his father in the feedlot
business. By that time the ranch had practically become “a modern beef factory” (Green
1979:215). As early as 1950, Ladd purchased a Cessna airplane for the ranch so that he and
his father could fly to nearby cities like Oklahoma City or Dallas to conduct one-day business.
Ladd Hitch spent his days running the ranch in a very different fashion than his father or
grandfather. Less of a cowboy and more of a businessman, Ladd spent most of the day in
his office, on the phone, or in meetings. Before his death Henry put most of his land into a
trust. To manage the vast holdings, the Hitch family created several corporations that lease
the land from the family trust. The Hitches feedlot business also attracted other types of
businesses to the Guymon area, such as a meat packing plant. By the late 1970s, the various
corporations tied to the Hitch ranch employed over 300 people.
Interviews with Chris Hitch and Rick Furnish (2014) and Jason and Chris Hitch (2017), reveal
that the ranch has continued to change into the twenty-first century. In the early 1990s Paul
Hitch introduced pig farming to the Hitch ranch. This has turned out to be a very successful
endeavor, and as of 2014 Chris and Jason had an operation of about 15,000 sows that would
produce 300,000 head of pigs and planned to grow even further. Simultaneously, the cattle
side of the operation has shrunk in size and importance. One reason for this is the steady
decline in the market price of beef over the last decade. Another reason is the reduction
in the amount of grass and grass diversity that has allowed invasive species such as yucca,
sage, and cactus to proliferate on the Hitch ranch, which limits the number of cattle that can
be grazed on the land. This drastic change in vegetation is the result of periodic droughts
coupled with overgrazing that went on for most of the twentieth century. In the last 15–20
years the Hitches have invested a significant amount of time and money trying to remove
invasive species and encourage native grass growth.
Technological advancements over the last few decades have also brought major changes to
the Hitch ranch. In particular, more advanced tractors and irrigation systems require fewer
workers to manage the same amount of land. As ranch manager Rick Furnish recalled in 2014,
“When my dad was working here in the 1970s, we had seventeen guys on payroll here. Now
I got five.” The rapidly changing agricultural technology also requires workers with different
skill sets since much of the equipment used in raising both crops and livestock is computer
based. Like their father, Paul, Chris and Jason focused their education on the business
needs of the Hitch operation, but the next generation will probably be more technologically
focused. Jason’s son, Tyler, plans to get a college degree in computer science or a related
field and eventually put it to use working on the Hitch ranch.

Natural and Built Environment of the Hitch Ranch
The Hitch ranch began like most other ranches in the public land strip in the 1880s, but over
the last 130 years it has developed into a unique place on the Panhandle landscape. J.K. Hitch
chose to make his home in the Coldwater Creek Valley of what would one day be Texas County,
Oklahoma. The lush valley is bordered by limestone cliffs. Above the deeply dissected cliffs
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surrounding streams is a flat, high plain. Today, Coldwater Creek often has low flow or no
water at all, but when J. K. first arrived it had constant flow and even deep pools where his
children would spend summer days swimming. J. K. built his house at the base of one of the
limestone cliffs, about half a mile northwest of the creek in 1886. This was a 20 by 40-foot sod
half dugout. That same year J. K. and hired cowhands built similar sod houses along Coldwater
Creek for members of the Westmoreland family. Just a year later he built an 18 by 24-foot
addition to the dugout that was made of limestone. A painting of the early Hitch homestead
by Augusta Metcalf depicts the sod house with a cellar and a well nearby. A small barn sits
perhaps a few hundred yards northeast of the house (Figure 5.21). In the naturally irrigated
land around the creek, J. K. planted orchards of fruit trees, though almost none survive today.
In 1892, J. K. tore down the original sod dugout (but not the limestone addition). He had a twostory,
20 x 40-foot
limestone house with
two-foot thick walls
built in its place, with
part of the original
dugout incorporated
as a small basement.
The
stone
was
quarried from the cliff
behind the house. The
builder J. K. hired was
“Dad” Morris who
was a well-known
stonemason that had
built several large
stone structures in
southwest
Kansas
Figure 5.21. Augusta Metcalf painting showing
and elsewhere in
the original Hitch homestead.
No Man’s Land. The
entire building project
cost about $1800.
The stone house underwent major renovations in the 1920s while Henry Hitch and his family
were living there (Figure 5.22). In 1920, Christine convinced Henry to add indoor plumbing,
and a bathroom was installed off the lower front hall. That same year the roof of the house
was raised six feet to create a large attic and sleeping room above the front porch. In 1925
an office was added to the east side of the house, using the same limestone construction
as the rest of the house. Around this time the kitchen on the north side of the house was
enlarged and the old spring house was converted into a laundry room with a half bathroom.
Sometime in the 1920s Henry installed an electric generating plant in the house that used
a one cylinder gasoline engine. Henry also changed the landscape immediately around the
house by planting trees. Henry and Christine continued to live in this house until Henry’s
death in 1967, at which time Christine moved in with Ladd.
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Figure 5.22. The Hitch house after renovations in the 1920s.

Around this same
time
Paul
Hitch
was returning from
Stanford, and he
soon moved into the
house with his new
wife. They remodeled
the house in the late
1970s, removing the
office and redoing
the upstairs interior.
Sadly, the house
burned down in 1993.
A new house, similar
in style to the old, was
built in its place; Linda
Hitch still lives there
today (Figure 5.23).

Figure 5.23. The new main
house built to replace the
one that burned in 1993.

In 1942, two years after marrying Lala, Ladd Hitch had a two-story house built for them just
west of his parents’ house (Figure 5.24). Soon after WWII ended, Joyce Hitch Gray moved
back to the Hitch ranch from Connecticut and built a house just west of Ladd and Lala’s
(Figure 5.25). In 1971 Joyce’s daughter, Christina, finished college and moved back to the
ranch with her husband; they built a house to the southwest of Joyce’s house. Today, Chris
Hitch lives in this house with his family. Over the years the Hitches built housing for their
workers near their own homes. It is unclear exactly when the bunkhouses were built, but Rick
Furnish remembers them clearly as a child growing up on the ranch in the 1940s. These were
simple houses that held three to four sets of bunk beds for men working on the ranch. The
workers would take their meals at the cookhouse, a separate building.
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Figure 5.24. Ladd and
Lala’s house, built in 1942.

Figure 5.25. Joyce and
John Gray’s house, built
in the early 1970s.

Sometime in the 1960s the bunkhouses were converted to single-family homes for workers
and their families. Today, five houses are located on the ranch property north of the line of
houses built by members of the Hitch family. These are typically occupied by people who
work for the Hitch ranch and their families. In the last few years the Hitches have brought
two mobile homes to the ranch to provide housing to summer interns (Figure 5.26).
The various ranch outbuildings have evolved over the years just as the domestic structures
have. Throughout the ranch’s history, the main house (originally built by J. K. Hitch) has been
a focal point. In general, ranch outbuildings and corrals have expanded to the east of the
main house while additional domestic structures were built to its west, all staying relatively
close to the cliff wall to the north. One of the oldest out buildings still in use is the milk barn,
which was probably built sometime in the 1920s. The roof of this structure has been replaced
at least once, and a series of metal horse stalls were added to either side of it sometime
between the 1940s and 1980s. The old livery, office, and storage areas northeast of the main
house were probably built in the first two decades of the twentieth century; a new wooden
facade was recently added to these structures.
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Figure 5.26. Recent aerial photograph showing the main habitation
area and outbuildings of the Hitch Ranch.
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About 50 feet east of the
storage building is the barn.
The barn standing there
today was brought to the
ranch already assembled
in the 1950s (Figure 5.27).
An aerial photograph from
the 1940s shows a different
barn in approximately the
same location (Figure 5.28).
Southeast of the barn are
two WWI-era steel quonset
huts that are used today
as workshops. Chris Hitch
believes these were probably
purchased and brought to
the ranch shortly after the
war ended. The feedlots
first built by Ladd Hitch and
expanded over the years
are approximately 2.5 miles
north of the main house.

Figure 5.27. Barn brought to the Hitch ranch in the 1950s.

Outside of the small habitation part of the ranch, land use is largely determined by
topography. The flat, high plains are suitable for growing crops while stream valleys are ideal
for grazing. Gas wells and their gravel access roads dot the landscape. What remains of a few
old dugout houses can still be seen on Hitch property, especially during droughts when there
is little grass cover. Unlike the younger generations of most pioneer families, over the years
the Hitches continue to return to the family ranch, and each generation builds something
new.
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Figure 5.28. Aerial photograph of the Hitch ranch taken in the 1940s.
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Cimarron County Ranches
6.1

The Clark Ranch

The Clark Ranch was listed as an Oklahoma Centennial Ranch in 1989. It was later recorded
by Bob Brooks of the State Historic Preservation Office as Site 34CI437. Five of the buildings
at the Clark Ranch-- the barn, the original house, the bunk house, the milk house and the
“west” house-- are listed in the Oklahoma Historic Landmarks Inventory (Figure 6.1).

History of the Clark Ranch
Robert (Bob) Harry Clark came to the Cimarron Valley from California in 1877. He went to
work at the Box H Cattle Company. The Box H was acquired by Muscatine Cattle around
1881. Owned by a group of Scottish and English investors, and based in Muscatine Iowa,
the Muscatine Cattle Company set up their No Man’s Land headquarters about 20 miles
northwest of Boise City, near the Clark Ranch (Chrisman 1961). In fact, the remains of the
original telephone poles that were installed at the headquarters can still be seen running
in a line along the eastern edge of the Clark Ranch. The Muscatine Cattle Company at that
time was one of the largest outfits in No Man’s Land, running more than 60,000 head
bearing a Z H brand (Federal Writers Project 1941). The ranch was colloquially known as
the Z H Ranch.
“It takes a lot of country to have a profitable [cattle] operation,” commented Hal Clark
in an interview in October 2017. This was just as true during the 1880s as it is today.
Cattle typically ranged only 6–12 miles from reliable water so it was paramount for cattle
operations to control the rivers and streams running through the arid frontier plains
(Chrisman 1961). In 1886 a blizzard hit the central plains in and around No Man’s Land,
leaving cows lost and stranded. It took weeks to round them back up, and so many cattle
died from exposure that a number of ranching operations were forced out of business.
This was the case with the Muscatine Cattle Company, who began selling off stock after
that time (Chrisman 1961).
Clark acquired the Z H brand and cattle from Muscatine, and in 1888 set up a homestead
with a dugout near the former ranch headquarters. On June 24, 1894 Robert H. Clark
obtained a homestead certificate for the land (Table 6.1).The Clark family has retained this
land ever since, though currently no one lives at the ranch.
In 1895 Bob Clark married Alza Kirkman. A few years earlier, Alza had moved with her
brother and sister from Indiana to Vilas, Colorado to homestead the No Man’s Land area.
According to Bob’s grandson, Hal Clark, Alza spotted Bob at one of the community dances
and liked the straight-backed way he sat a horse (Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.1. The Clark Ranch depicted on a topographical map (Original sources: 1968 [ed 1971]
Autograph Cliff NW and 1969 [ed 1971] Razor Blade Mesa quadrangle 7.5-minute topographic maps).
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Table 6.1. Deed History for the Clark Ranch.
Grantor

Grantee

Instrument

Date

Book

Page

Notes

U.S.A.

Robert H. Clark

Homestead
Certificate

6/28/1894

GLOs

Homestead
Certificate

Alza H. Clark, Robert
H. Clark, H & W, (of
Campo, Colorado)

Commissioner of
the Land Office

Mortgage

12/11/1926

Mortgage 11

578

Alza Clark (nee
Kirkman) (Widow of
Robert H. Clark)

R. Harry Clark

Warranty Deed

12/19/34

Deed 32

8

R. Harry Clark &
Alberta M. Clark

Frank T. Clark &
Nellie K. Clark

Warranty Deed

1/10/1939

Warranty Deed
34 (Pic 3)

33

Frank T. Clark &
Nellie K. Clark, H
& W (Washington
County)

Nellie K. Clark

Warranty Deed

5/18/1967

Misc. 127

293

Nellie K. Clark
(Single Person)

Jay A. Clark

Warranty Deed

1/31/1985

Misc. 241
(Pic 10)

792

Jay died
in 2006

Marlene Kay Clark
Henson & Robert
R. Henson (H &
W of TX County)

Marlene Kay Clark
Henson, Trustee of
Marlene Kay Clark
Revocable Trust

Warranty Deed

8/6/2008

Misc. 349
(Pic 11)

702

Land now
in Clark
family trust

Figure 6.2. Circa 1886 photograph of Robert Clark on horseback during a Z H
ranch roundup (from Boise City News Historical Edition, Summer 1968).
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Bob spotted her too but never had a chance to find out where she lived. He spent a few
months searching for her in nearby towns. The two finally ran into each other again one
very cold winter day and eventually they married (Clark 2017). Bob was 41 years old and
Alza was 33 (Figure 6.3). The couple had three children: Robert Harry Jr. (b. 1897), Merle
(b. 1900), and Nellie (b. 1902).

Figure 6.3. Undated photographs of Robert and Alza Clark ca. 1893.

The Clark family lived mostly off the ranch, fed by the Hereford livestock they raised, and
the fruits and vegetables that grew in a small house garden and orchard they planted.
Clark planted alfalfa in the fields along the river bottom, where he built a diversion dam
to irrigate the crops (Young 1989). A few times a year, the family would make the 40-mile,
three-day journey to Vilas Store for provisions.
Life was precarious in the early years, and like so many early Panhandle homesteaders
the Clark family lived at the mercy of the environment and the weather. A blizzard in 1912
left snow drifts coming off the bluffs so deep that it smothered cattle that took shelter
underneath them. A destructive flood in April 1914 changed the course of the Cimarron
River, damaged roads, bridges, dams, and fences, killing livestock and even washing away
some homes along the Cimarron and Beaver Rivers. Clark reported all his fences destroyed
and his hay fields covered in flood gravel, but otherwise the ranch survived intact (Clark
2017; Young 1989). Fires were another threat in the tinderbox conditions of the Panhandle.
Hal Clark related one story of a neighboring ranch hand named Jess Perkins who around
1916 started a controlled fire to burn off sod. Bob Clark saw the smoke from a distance and
took to his horse at top speed. When he arrived at the scene, he angrily inquired who had
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started it. Perkins sheepishly admitted to it, to which Bob responded, “Young man...the
code of the west is to tell your neighbors before you start a fire” (Clark 2017). Hal recalls
that even as late as the 1950s, an ice storm came through that knocked out power in the
Panhandle for six weeks.
In spite of hardships, Bob Clark grew the ranch to encompass land in neighboring Colorado.
In fact, it was successful enough that Bob was able to loan neighbors and other area
ranchers money or supplies when needed. At first these informal loans were made with a
handshake and a pay me when you can agreement. As time passed, however, Bob invested
in the First National Bank of Boise City as its primary stockholder. The bank opened right
after World War I and gave loans to farmers and ranchers during the great plow-up period
in the Panhandle. The bank president, however, was soon convicted of forgery and went
to jail. The bank eventually failed and Bob Clark lost his fortune as a result (Clark 2017).
Bob Clark died in 1929 (Findagrave.com 2018f). Ownership of the ranch passed to his oldest
child and only son Robert Harry Jr. (Harry) who had difficulties managing the payments on
the mortgage. According to the US Census, in 1930 Harry was living on the ranch with his
wife Alberta, their daughter Dorath, a nephew and the widowed Alza Clark. However, hard
times were ahead. The death of Bob Clark Sr., the Depression, and Dust Bowl of the 1930s
hit the Clark family hard and forced Harry and his family to sell much of the ranch land they
owned in Colorado. There was so little food for the livestock that the federal government
paid ranchers a dollar per head to shoot their cattle. Around 1938, the Federal Land Bank
was on the verge of repossessing the homestead ranch. Harry appealed to his sister Nellie,
and her husband, Frank Clark, who was well-employed as a geologist for an oil company.
They lived in Bartlesville, Oklahoma at the time. In 1939, Frank Clark agreed to take over
the mortgage and help Harry get re-established. But even after the Dust Bowl ended in
the 1940s, tough times continued. Harry’s wife Alberta died, and Harry was never able to
build the ranch back up to where it had been in its heyday. Frank and Nellie allowed Harry
to stay on the ranch through the 1940s, but Harry had lost his enthusiasm for ranching in
the Panhandle, and eventually moved to Baca County, Colorado.
In 1953 Frank and Nellie son’s Hal Clark moved onto the ranch with his new wife Pat. By that
time the ranch was badly in need of repair from years of neglect. The first improvement Hal
and Pat made was to install electric lighting in the original ranch house. Another drought in
the 1950s brought dry weather and dust into the house which undermined all of Pat’s best
housekeeping efforts. Hal dug a new well and put in an electric pump to provide water for
showers and laundry. He fixed fences and built dams and irrigation canals. Prior to coming
out to the ranch Hal had been in college studying veterinary medicine. He reviewed his
school notes about animal husbandry and learned how to start and care for a herd. At
night they’d read or listen to Gunsmoke on the radio. Hal and Pat became involved in
the local Farm Bureau, the Cattleman’s Association, and played cards with people in
nearby Boise City (Clark 2017). Hal served as director of the Cimarron County Conservation
District, as a member of the Oklahoma Conservation Commission, and as chairman of the
Farmer’s Royalty Company, a cooperative venture that enables farmers to pool mineral
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development rights in exchange for stock. In addition to operating the ranch, Hal opened
a car dealership in Guymon (Lambert 2015). Hal and Pat raised two children, Jay and Brad.
Despite the 1930s-1940s era interventions from the Soil Conservation Service, ranching
and farming in Cimarron County never recovered to its pre-Dust Bowl level. For the Clark
family, personal hardship and tragedy also played its part. Hal Clark has outlived both of
his sons. The oldest son, Jay had planned to carry on the ranch operations, and expand
the business, but he died unexpectedly in 2006. The younger son Brad is also deceased.
Although the Clark ranch continues to be a working cattle ranch, Hal Clark’s fortunes
were made largely through other business investments: his car dealership, oil and gas
investments, and other business ventures. Today the original ranch buildings are mostly
vacant. Clark’s ranch manager and employees live in portable trailers and manufactured
housing that has been moved to the property in the past 40 years.

Natural and Built Environment of the Clark Ranch
The Clark Ranch is part of a dramatic landscape defined by arid, rocky, deeply incised
canyons flanking the wide flat Cimarron River floodplain. The Clark Ranch headquarters
is situated on the north side of the river, under the shelter of limestone cliffs that rise
up about 100 feet above the channel bottom (Figure 6.4). It was listed on the Oklahoma
Landmarks Inventory in 1989. At the time of listing it covered approximately 6,400 acres
within Cimarron County (OHS 1989b).

Figure 6.4. Panoramic view of the Clark Ranch, facing northeast to northwest.

The earliest structure on the ranch was the dugout Bob Clark built to prove his homestead
claim. This structure is no longer extant, though according to Hal Clark it was located along
the river bottom south of the current ranch buildings. After the dugout, the first building
Bob built was a livestock corral out of limestone blocks (Figure 6.5). This barn was a partial
ruin as of 2017. In 1895 or 1896, Bob and Alza completed a wood-frame farmhouse, which
was expanded during the 19-teens.
Additional structures at the site include a bunkhouse, a chicken coop, a milk house, a
spring house, and a second ranch house that family calls the “West House.” According to
Oklahoma Landmarks Inventory records, this last structure was completed in 1923 (OLI
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2018; Figures 6.6, 6.7, and
6.8). Unlike many farms and
ranches in the Panhandle,
the Clark Ranch did not have
a windmill. Instead it has a
spring at the base of the cliff
above the headquarters.
Bob Clark built a stone
enclosure around the spring
and a pipe channels water
from the spring down to a
spring house near the main
Figure 6.5. Ca. 1895 photograph showing the Clark Ranch.
building complex. In later
years, Bob’s grandson, Hal
Clark dug a well and added
a pump to provide running
water into the house. Bob
Clark planted an orchard up
and planted alfalfa along
the river bottom of the
Cimarron. There would have
been a kitchen garden at the
complex as well, and this
was probably in between
the house and fields. Aerial
photographs show the
ranch as it looked between
1959 and 1966. The alfalfa
field was in front of the
Figure 6.6. The milk house and spring house
house. The photos show
built into the side of the hill, facing north.
several diversion dams used
to control water and irrigate
the fields.Trees, perhaps from the orchard, are in front of and east of the house. The rest
of the landscape is mostly treeless (Figure 6.9).
In addition to these early built-environment features, there are several stone ruins that
once served as animal pens. Walking around the original ranch complex, it is evident that
the Clarks exerted considerable effort to grade the land around the house and outbuildings.
The topography slopes from the base of the bluff down to the river bottom, and the area
around the original house must have been terraced to create a flat surface. The remains
of old stone retaining walls can still be seen in the ground between the barn and house
(Figure 6.10).
A shallow gully runs between the original ranch buildings and the more-recent “west”
house. This gulley leads back into a small canyon that winds to the north behind the house.
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Figure 6.7. The chicken house with a stone ruin in the background, facing west.

Figure 6.8. The West house facing west.
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Figure 6.9. 1959 and 1966 aerial photographs showing the Clark Ranch.
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Figure 6.10. Plan map of the Clark Ranch complex superimposed on a modern aerial photograph.
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The authors of this report noted a considerable amount of household debris from the
early to mid-twentieth century on the surface and eroding from the sides of this gulley. It
seems likely that trash disposal in the early years occurred along the gullies and up in the
canyons, where unwanted debris was burned or simply dumped.
The newer ranch buildings are located on the west side of the gully. The “west” house,
built in 1923, several recent trailers and manufactured homes for the ranch hands are in this
area, as well as more recent barns, and sheds. Farther west of the building headquarters,
in the shelter of another low limestone canyon, there is a metal-fenced cattle corral. This
last structural feature was built by Hal Clark within the last 50 years (Figure 6.11)

Figure 6.11. View of the Clark corral at the base of a canyon.

6. 2. The Skelley Ranch
History of the Skelley Ranch
The story of the Skelley Ranch is closely bound up with land and the mineral boom that
brought homesteaders from distant parts of the country to what was then called No
Man’s Land. In 1886 coal was discovered in No Man’s Land. Two mining companies laid out
a town called Mineral City to house the workers and businesses that supported the mines.
For a short period Mineral City had about 98 people, two or three general stores, a saloon,
and blacksmith shop. There was even talk of extending the rail line to transport the coal
commercially. The coal beds, however, were not as rich as mine promoters had hoped and
the boom was short-lived. Within a few years Mineral City was practically a ghost-town. In
1895, one of the stores moved a few miles south to be more accessible to general traffic
and nearby ranches. What was left of the town moved with it and changed its name from
Mineral City to Mineral (Morris 1978).
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In 1897, John and Lucy Skelley purchased the Mineral Store and for the next 13 years it
became their home and a focal point for the surrounding ranches, serving as post-office
and as a land office where official homestead claims and patents were filed.
John Skelley was born in Erie, New York in 1864. His father was an Irish immigrant who
worked a boat on the Erie Canal. In 1869 the Skelley family moved out to Trinidad, Colorado
in search of opportunity. John’s father Michael Skelley made himself invaluable operating
a freight wagon that carried supplies from the Kansas Pacific railroad to nearby military
posts, ranches and fledgling settlements of New Mexico, Oklahoma and Colorado. He
acquired land and began ranching (Thoburn 1916).
At fourteen, John Skelley began working as a cowboy on neighboring ranches, and for
the next seven years he travelled the open range, working cattle drives throughout New
Mexico, Colorado and Wyoming. For a brief time, he worked as a teamster for the army in
Wyoming and the Black Hills of South Dakota. He returned to the No Man’s Land region in
1885 and hired himself out as a cowboy and teamster to different ranches. It was on one
of his hauling trips that he met his future wife, Lucy Dacy in Elizabethtown, New Mexico
(Thoburn 1916).
Lucy had come to the Kenton area in 1886 with her family. After finishing school in Kenton
she earned money doing odd jobs, helping with housework, caring for her neighbor’s
children, and later working as a waitress in Elizabethtown’s hotel dining room. John
Skelley stopped at the hotel on one of his trips hauling building supplies from Trinidad to
the XIT ranch and met Lucy there. The two married in 1895 when John was still working on
the Cross L Ranch near Folsom. They soon moved to a homestead east of Kenton, to land
Lucy had already patented a few years earlier. Ever enterprising, Lucy had even already
acquired a small herd of cattle which she branded with a LU, for Lucy and which continues
to be used on the Skelley Ranch to this day (Young 1991). To furnish their new home, they
purchased a set of four chairs, an armchair, a table, a basket, window shades, a wool top
mattress and comforter, a carpet and an oak table and chest from Jamieson Brothers in
St. Louis, Missouri. The new furniture cost them $65.55 (OHs 2005).
Around 1896, John and Lucy Skelley began occupying land near Mineral that they would
eventually patent in 1901 (Table 6.2). In 1897 John and Lucy Skelley purchased the Mineral
Store from A. S. Baker. On April 22, 1898, John received a commission as postmaster and
set up an office in the store, which was a two-story rock building (Figure 6.12). In 1902, they
moved a quarter mile away, and built a new store and home (Figure 6.13). What was left of
the original rock store was destroyed in a tornado in 1908.
John and Lucy built a new home and general store on the banks of Carrizo Creek, where
the stream ran clear and sparkling (Figure 6.14). The store was near the Santa Fe Trail
homesteaders took into New Mexico, so it was a convenient place to stop and resupply.
Often homesteaders would camp along the creek before heading west. The store sold
supplies, food staples, and patent medicines such as sulphur, Sloan’s liniment, Carter’s
Little Liver pills, carbolic salve, fig syrup, and asafoetida. Four mail routes converged in
Mineral: from Kenton, Oklahoma, from Clayton, New Mexico, Regnier, Colorado, and
Garrett, Oklahoma.
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Table 6.2. Deed History for the Skelley Ranch.
Grantor

Grantee

Instrument

Date

Book

Page

U.S.A.

John H. Skelley

Homestead Certificate
(refiling of original certificate
dated 8/17/1901)

4/5/1910

Deed 2

373-374

Cimarron County Court

Estate of John
H. Skelley

Decree Statement:
Final Account

6/7/1929

Misc. 23

380-381

John D. Skelley, et al.
(See Document)

Lucy B. Skelley

Warranty Deed

12/27/1930

Deed 28

619

Lucy D. Skelley, Widow
of Boise City, OK

George Skelley

Warranty Deed

7/22/1940

Deed 34

118

Keith Skelley, et al.

George Skelley

Warranty Deed

1/14/1954

Deed 51

15

Kathryn Daniel &
Quinton Daniel, (H & W),
Otero County, NM

George Skelley

Warranty Deed

4/12/1954

Deed 51

50

Lucy E. Mcphetridge, Widow,
of Bernalillo County, NM

George Skelley

Warranty Deed

4/14/1954

Deed 51

48

Frances Murdock &
Harold Murdock, H & W
of Dallas CO. Texas

George Skelley

Warranty Deed

4/24/1954

Deed 51

50

Lucy B. Skelley, Estate, Dec.

George Skelley

Decree Settlement
Final Account

4/29/1954

Misc. 50

567-568

Estate of George C.
Skelley, Deceased

Catharine B.
Skelley, et al.

Final Decree

12/12/1956

Misc. 73

106-108

Catharine B. Skelley
Estate (Deceased)

Kay Prather

Final Decree

9/23/93

Misc. 284

690-700

Figure 6.12. The ruins of the original two-story Mineral Store, from Jackson et al. 1982.
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Figure 6.13. Topographical map depicting the original Skelley homestead acreage. The
Skelley family eventually made homestead applications for a number of additional parcels
(Original source: 1969 [ed 1971] Kenton SW quadrangle 7.5-minute topographic map).
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Between the post office, the
store and the land office, the
Mineral Store was a busy
place during the first decade
of the twentieth century.
The Skelleys boarded the
local school teacher as well
as men hired to help around
the ranch (Murdock 1979).
The Mineral store also had
a telephone line whose
wires ran along the barbed
wire fences from Kenton
Figure 6.14. The Skelley Store and home in 1906.
to Mineral. One year John
Skelley returned from Kansas
City with a shipment of cattle and brought back an Edison phonograph. For entertainment
the Skelley family would place the phonograph on a table near the phone and ring a
general alarm to all 13 others on the same line, then play records from the phonograph.
Members of the other families on the line would compete to hold the receiver and listen
to the phonograph (Murdock 1979).
John and Lucy Skelley had four children: John (b.1896), George (b.1899), Lucy (b.1902),
and Frances (b.1904). Another daughter, Mary Catherine, died in infancy in 1898 (Thoburn
1916). In a memoir for the Old Timers News Yearbook, Frances Skelley Murdock recalled
her childhood as a happy one with people constantly coming in and out of the store.
Because of this, they knew almost everyone on the surrounding ranches. Their toys
were all homemade. They would use nails, string, bits of wood, and old catalogs to build
miniature houses and paper dolls. They were schooled in a hand-cut rock schoolhouse
near the store. The Skelley children and their friends played in the caverns of the old coal
mines until their parents discovered them, and quickly put an end to their dangerous
explorations (Murdock 1979).
While the store was active, John Skelley was well-liked and well respected among
neighboring residents, many of whom were Mexican. He spoke fluent Spanish and loved
being at the center of community happenings. “He was never happier than when there was
a crowd around” (Young 1991:327). The Skelleys regularly hosted travelers and neighboring
families when they needed room and board. Frances Murdock recalled attending many
elaborate Mexican weddings that would last all day and night. The weddings would have
huge banquets, violin and guitar music, and plenty of dancing on hard-packed earth patios.
After statehood, many of these Mexican families were pushed off their land, which was
subsequently purchased by white landowners.
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By 1910, most of the land in Cimarron County was claimed by homesteaders, and much of
the smaller parcels were being consolidated into large family ranches. The Mexican families
that lived around Mineral sold their homesteads to these larger ranchers and moved into
New Mexico. By this time rail lines extended well into New Mexico and Colorado, and traffic
along the Santa Fe Trail dropped considerably. Meanwhile the other towns in Cimarron
County-- Boise City, Kenton, Wheeless, Doby, and Mexoma-- all had their own post offices
so business at the Mineral store dwindled. In 1911 Skelley resigned his commission as
postmaster, closed the store, and retired to ranch life (Young 1991). By this time Skelley’s
landholdings had grown in size considerably, having acquired homestead plots not only in
their names, but in the names of other family members as well (OHS 2005).
In November 1926, as Skelley was driving a supply wagon to Boise City, he had a stroke which
left him incapacitated. He died two days later. His son George, who had been working as
a cowboy on neighboring ranches since the age of 12, took over ranch operations (Young
1991).
Under George’s control, the ranch raised Hereford cattle and eventually quarterhorses that
were famous for quality. George married Catherine in the early years of the Depression,
in May 1930, and for a few years the couple lived with Lucy Skelly at the family home
in Mineral. While they lived there they held weekly dances attended by members of the
surrounding community. In 1934, they purchased an old one-room schoolhouse from
Mexoma and moved it to the Mineral ranch using horses and wagons. This became their
home where they raised five children (Young 1989).
During the Dust Bowl years, the family got by as best they could. Catherine covered the
children’s cribs and windows with wet sheets to keep out the dust. Meanwhile George
hired himself out as a cattle inspector for a government program that paid ranchers to
destroy their herds instead of letting them wither on the drought-stricken range. It was
George’s job not only to inspect the cattle and determine which price the government
would pay for them, but also to shoot them. The murdered cattle that had enough fat
would be butchered, their meat distributed to those in need. Although a loathsome job,
it was just one of the extreme measures ranchers endured to survive the horrendous
conditions of the 1930s (Young 1989).
George was elected Cimarron County Commissioner in 1949 and under his tenure, he
authorized paving of the first county roads. He also worked with counterparts in New
Mexico to help them pave their roads. He helped establish the Cimarron Memorial Hospital
and worked with engineers to plan the Black Mesa State Park. He died in 1956, when his
youngest daughter Kay was just seven years old (Young 1991). By that time, the other four
children were grown and out of the house, so Kay and Catherine stayed together on the
ranch before finally moving to Boise City in 1963. When Catherine died in 1993, she left the
ranch to Kay Skelley, who by that time was married to Don Prather. Kay died in December
2017.
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Natural and Built Environment of the Skelley Ranch
Researchers for this project were not able to visit the Skelley Ranch. Although Kay Prather
was willing to talk to the project team, her illness in the Autumn of 2017 prevented an
interview or a visit to the Skelley Ranch. She died in December of that same year and the
project team has never visited Mineral.
Nonetheless, based on a review of maps, aerial photographs and pictures provided in
numerous published sources, a physical description of the Skelley Ranch and its landscape
can be presented.
The Skelley Ranch is headquartered at Mineral in Township 4N, Range 1E, Section 13.
However, Skelley’s original patent was for 160 acres in Section 12, just north of that.
Unlike many of the early homesteads of Cimarron County, Skelley did not initially stake
out property in the canyonlands of the Cimarron River or the creeks adjacent to it. Rather,
having experience as a teamster and a trader, he settled on property that gave him access
to transportation and surrounding properties (Figure 6.15). From that location he built a
store and a home.

Figure 6.15. Detail from the 1936 County Highway map showing Mineral.
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The original rock store was likely west of the current Skelley compound. By 1902 this
store had been vacated for a newer wood-frame store Skelley built on his homestead
patent. There was a pond behind the new store, and the Skelley house was built about
four hundred feet west of the store, with a windmill in between. The Skelleys probably
had an old dugout or storm cellar on their property as well, though this is not mentioned
in any of the narratives. The road in front of the house and store led to Carrizo Creek,
where there was a crossing, and another branch of the road extended south toward the
old Santa Fe trail. Early pictures of Mineral show it on a treeless plain, the only vegetation
being short tufted grass and patches of yucca. One of the first things most homesteaders
in the Panhandle did on their ranches was to plant trees, and the Skelleys appear to have
been no exception. Within a few decades trees shaded the Skelley home and store. Aerial
photographs from 1954 and 1966 suggest that the Skelleys in fact had a fairly sizable
orchard behind their home (Figure 6.16).

Figure 6.16. 1954 and 1966 comparison photo showing Mineral and the Skelley family compound.
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Memoirs of the Skelley family also recount a rock schoolhouse in Mineral where the Skelley
children and the children of neighboring Mexican families were educated. It is not clear
where that schoolhouse was. However it was likely next to the old store. several (possible)
stone ruins are visible on aerial photographs from 1954 to the present located about onequarter mile west of the Skelley compound, just south of the road (Figure 6.17). One
measures about 29 x 50 feet which would be about the size of a one-room schoolhouse
or a store.
In 1934, George and Catherine Skelley moved an old wooden schoolhouse from Mexhoma
to Mineral to serve as their home. While crossing Carrizo Creek south of Mineral, a storm
caught the house-moving procession. The creek flooded, the house was loosened from its
wagon, and it floated downstream. It was eventually rescued and placed at Mineral. This
house was likely put in between the house and store facing the road that ran in front of
them.
This house, and presumably all of the Skelley buildings, did not have running water until
1949 (Murdock 1978). Aerial photography suggests that the Skelleys had a garden behind
the original house, next to the orchard. There was also a fenced corral behind the house,
and several outbuildings directly adjacent to the store. Today the corral is still in its original
location. The George and Catherine Skelley home is gone, as is the original Skelley home.
There are several buildings at the location of the old store, though they appear to be post1966 buildings (Figure 6.18).

6.3.

The Sparkman Ranch

History of the Sparkman Ranch
What is today known as the Sparkman Ranch began in the early 1890s when Scipio A. Fry
took up residence on a 160-acre homestead plot along Cold Springs Creek (Figure 6.19).
Scipio was born on July 10, 1860 in Wisconsin (Findagrave.com 2018g; U.S. Census Bureau
1870). According to U.S. Census records (1880), Scipio moved with his parents and siblings
from Wisconsin to Greenwood County, Kansas sometime between 1870 and 1880. In 1894
Scipio filed his homestead application with the Land Office at Woodward for 160 acres
spanning the West half of the of the SW quarter and NE quarter of SW quarter and SE
quarter of NW quarter of Section 22, Township 5N, Range 4E (OHS 1998). By 1900 much of
his extended family had moved to Beaver County in the Oklahoma Territory, including his
parents and only surviving sister (U.S. Census Bureau 1900).
Scipio worked to improve the 160 acres he claimed as his homestead. Like most
homesteaders in the Oklahoma Territory, he probably began by building his half dugout
house (Figure 6.20). Scipio built this one-room shelter at the base of a hill, about 200 yards
from Cold Springs Creek, taking advantage of the natural shelter the hill provided from the
northern wind and the close proximity of running water.
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Figure 6.17. 1959 aerial photograph showing Mineral. A stone ruin can
be seen about 0.25 miles west of the Skelley compound.
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Figure 6.18. The Skelley family buildings at Mineral superimposed on modern aerial photograph.
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Figure 6.19. Original Sparkman ranch boundary and current boundary on a topographic map (Original
sources: 1968 (ed 1971) Autograph Cliff NW, 1969 (ed 1971) Autograph Cliff, 1969 (ed 1971)
Razor Blade Mesa and 1969 (ed 1971) Flagg Springs quadrangle 7.5-minute topographic maps).
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Although it is usually dry
today, a small spring in
the cliff about 100 yards
northwest of the dugout
provided
clean,
cool
water
throughout
the
late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.
In addition to being a farmer
and rancher, Scipio was
a skilled stonemason. He
used these skills to quarry
stone from his property
and built a two-story stone
house onto the front of his
Figure 6.20. Part of the half dugout house Scipio
dugout that was completed
later incorporated into a larger stone house.
by 1901 (Figure 6.21). He
also applied his masonry
skills to supplement his ranching income and became well known in the area for his work,
especially on schools (OHP 1998). In 1912 he served as the contractor on the first “good”
school in Boise City and even quarried the rocks for the building from his own property
(Figure 6.22). Scipio’s brother-in-law, Jim Morris, who was also a well-known stonemason,
helped built the school too (Boise City News 1968).

Figure 6.21. Scipio Fry house in 1901.
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On April 10, 1901, Scipio
married Maude Morris in
Vernon County, Missouri
(Ancestry.com
2018h).
Maud’s father and brother
were stonemasons who
worked in the Oklahoma
panhandle and surrounding
areas, and it is likely that
were business associates of
Scipio Fry. After the marriage
Maude moved to her new
husband’s homestead and
later that year gave birth at
home to twin boys, but sadly
the twins did not survive.
They are buried on top of
the hill above the house that
Scipio Fry built, their grave
marked by a pile of large
rocks and a metal sign that
reads “Twin Boys Fry 1901–
1901.” Scipio and Maude
eventually had four more
children: Harriet (b. 1902),
Ethel (b. 1904), Bertha (b.
1906), and Eugene (b. 1909)
([findagrave.com
2018g];
Figure 6.23).
As Scipio’s descendant
Curtis Sparkman simply put,
life on the ranch for the
small family was “tough”
(Sparkman 2017). The Fry
ranch was geographically
isolated in rugged terrain
that did not have well
established transportation
networks. The nearest town
where the family could fully
restock their supplies was
Kenton, which was a two
day journey roundtrip.
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Figure 6.22. Building the Boise City School in 1912. Scipio
Fry is on the bottom right, Jim Morris is on the top right.

Figure 6.23. Scipio Fry and his children ca. 1910.
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Therefore, the family had to be largely self-sufficient. A large garden provided different
types of produce almost year round, and slaughtered cows and hogs were stored in
the meat house in winter or processed and canned to be preserved for later. The stone
outcrops on the property were used to construct stone buildings and a corral. Scipio
planted a grove of black locust trees along Cold Springs Creek to provide posts for making
fences.
Unfortunately, the geographic isolation also meant that the nearest doctor was a day’s
journey away in Kenton. Maude Fry had complications when giving birth to Eugene on the
ranch. Her family took her to the doctor in Kenton, but she did not live (Sparkman 2017).
In the following years Scipio enlarged his ranch by purchasing adjacent homesteads in 1909
and 1911. When Scipio died in 1928 the ranch was passed down to his four children. Between
1938 and 1945 Ethel Fry Sparkman bought out her three siblings’ shares (Table 6.3). Ethel
and her husband Dorsey Sparkman ran cattle on the land but did not live in either of the
two stone houses that were built on the property.
Renters occupied the larger house (the first house built by Scipio) until sometime in the
1950s, but no one has lived there since (Sparkman 2017). Still, the Sparkman ranch has
continued to operate, running various sized herds through the decades. Ethel’s oldest son,
Wesley, took over operating the ranch and inherited the property after his mother died in
1993. Wesley’s nephew, Curtis Sparkman, now owns the property where he continues the
family’s tradition of cattle ranching.
Table 6.3. Deed History of the Sparkman Ranch.
Grantor

Grantee

Instrument

Date

U.S.A.

Scipio A. Fry

Homestead
Application*

7/9/1894

Book

Page

U.S.A.

James R. Morris

Homestead Patent

Signed: 3/17/1910

Misc. 2

395

James R. Morris

Scipio Fry

Warranty Deed

Signed: 6/8/1911

Misc. 5

340

Scipio Fry & Bertha Fry

James R. Morris

Mortgage

Signed & Filed
6/8/1911

Mortgage 6

109

Court Oder Estate
of Scipio Fry

Ethel J. Sparkman,
Eugene Fry, et
al. (4 Siblings)

Order

2/15/1929

Misc. 23

485

6/23/1938

Misc. 34

14

10/19/1938

Misc. 32

216

4/18/1945

Misc. 40

125

Misc. 293

1

Eugene A. Fry
Harriet Shultz (nee Fry)

Ethel J. Sparkman

Warranty Deed

Bertha Suddanth (nee
Bellamy, Nee Sparkman)
Ethel J. Sparkman
est. (Note: Ethel
Dec. 11/1/1993)

Wesley Sparkman

Final Decree

9/18/1995

Wesley Sparkman
(Note: Wes is Dec’d.)

Sparkman Family Trust

Quitclaim Deed

09/26/1995

*Scipio Fry applied for 160 acres of land in the W/2 SW/4 and NE/4 SW/4 and SE/4 NW/4 T. 5N, R. 4E, Sec. 22 where he had built his home.
Deed records are unclear as to how or why Fry’s brother-in-law, James Morris, was awarded the patent for an overlapping parcel of land.
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Natural and Built Environment of the Sparkman Ranch
The Sparkman Ranch is situated in the deeply dissected valleys of the Cimarron River, about
two miles south of the Cimarron River. Unlike all of the other homesteads examined in this
study, the layout of buildings is somewhat dispersed (Figure 6.24). Cold Springs Creek runs
through the property from its northeast corner to its southwest corner. Scipio Fry built his
first home on the property, a half dugout, about 200 yards from the creek, at the base of
a sandstone cliff that rises nearly 100 feet. Scipio later added a two story stone house to
his dugout that faces south, looking toward the creek. The Sparkman family refers to this
structure as “the big house.” Today, the big house and all of the other structures originally
built on the ranch are largely ruins after more than half a century of non-use (Figure 6.25).
A stone corral was also built at the base of the hill, about 65 yards northwest of the house,
at the mouth of a gully (Figure 6.26). About halfway between the house and corral are
the remains of a stone building that measured approximately 10 x 10 feet. This outbuilding
might have been a meat house, a structure that was ubiquitous on farms and ranches
across the Oklahoma Panhandle. A windmill that sits about 40 feet from the front door of
the house would have provided fresh water (Figure 6.27).
Two stone walls were built along the slope of the cliff, leading down into the gully west of
the big house (Figure 6.28). Curtis Sparkman (2017) recalls his grandmother Ethel telling
him that in the gully across from the big house, “there was a spring above it, so it was
always runnin’ cold water. That was their ice box. Milk and anything they needed cool,
that water would keep it cold.”
These stone walls were probably built to control and possibly pool the cold water coming
out of the spring, which would have been a precious resource in the arid and often hot
environment.
Another stone house is located on the opposite side of Cold Springs Creek, approximately
500 yards southeast of the big house. It is unclear exactly when this house was built,
however, Ethel Sparkman remembers her mother’s brother, Jim Morris, living there when
she was a child. This smaller house is similar to the big house in its composition and layout.
The small house is situated a few hundred yards above Cold Springs Creek with large hills
to its east and west which would have provided some shelter from winds. The house is
two rooms and made of stone that was quarried on the ranch (Figure 6.29). The remains of
four stone walls from what were probably outbuildings are all less than 50 yards southeast
of the small house. A wooden corral, which is still in use, is located approximately 40 yards
northwest of the house. This corral has probably been rebuilt at least once over the years,
but based on aerial photos, a corral has been in this location since at least 1954.
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Figure 6.24. The layout of the Scipio Fry homestead buildings
superimposed onto a modern aerial photograph.
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Figure 6.25. Ruins of Scipio Fry’s stone house.

Figure 6.26. Ruins of the stone
corral at the Sparkman ranch.
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Figure 6.27. Windmill at the Sparkman ranch.
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Figure 6.28. Stone walls probably built for water control at the Sparkman ranch.

Figure 6.29. Ruins of the small house.
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Research Questions for Historic
Farmsteads in the Panhandle
Archeological work in the Oklahoma Panhandle has been sparse at best. The little work that
has been done has primarily focused on pre-contact period bison hunting and processing
such as the Late Prehistoric Tucker Blowout Site (34TC71) or Paleoindian such as those
along Goff Creek or Nall Playa in Cimarron County (Brooks and Flynn 1988, Ballenger 1999,
La Belle et al. 2003). A few Plains Village sites from the Antelope Creek phase such as the
Stamper Site, McGrath Site, and Two Sisters Site near Guymon have also been excavated.
Archeology of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries has been largely neglected. The
Two Sisters site is a noteworthy example. Named for the ruins of the McGrath sister’s
homestead in Texas County, archeologists completely ignored these post-contact period
ruins for the pre-contact Plains Village remains under them (Kachel et al. 2013). Even the
1865 frontier fort, Camp Nichols, which is listed on the National Register of Historic Places,
has never been investigated archeologically (Cordell et al. 2009). Archeological work
pertaining to the settlement period in the Panhandle is mostly limited to a 1979 survey
of sites around Englewood Lake in Beaver County (Duncan and Fricke 1979), and a 1983
limited testing project at Old Hardesty (Lees 1983). The former evaluated five homesteads
(34BV30, 34BV37–39, and 34BV41) and one school site (34BV33) at a survey level only.
Consequently, there have been few opportunities to develop archeological research
questions and research potential related to historic settlement in the Panhandle.
This chapter uses the information collected and presented on ten farms and ranches in the
Panhandle to develop a framework of future inquiry on archeological sites of this type.
The first part of this chapter outlines the primary archeological periods of significance
for farms and ranches in the Panhandle along with some fundamental goals for pertinent
archeological research within each period. The second part enumerates topics of research
derived from the ten farm and ranch properties that could be applied to other similar
properties.These topics are grouped into four main themes that apply specifically to the
historic context of Panhandle farms and ranches.

7.1

Periods of Significance and Research Goals

With respect to farming and ranching in the Oklahoma Panhandle, there are three main
time periods of significance for archeological research: The early Settlement Period (1886–
1909), The Great Plow Up (1910–1929), and the Dust Bowl Years (1930–1945).
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1886–1909 The Early Settlement Period
The Early Settlement Period temporally corresponds to the first farmers and ranchers
who surveyed and homesteaded in the Panhandle. For this context, the Early Settlement
Period begins in 1886 after the federal government declared that No Man’s Land did
indeed belong to the public domain and therefore was subject to squatter’s rights. It ends
with the Enlarged Homestead Act of 1909, which accelerated settlement and cultivation of
the Panhandle by doubling the allotment homesteaders could claim. Although technically
there were cattlemen, pastores, miners, outlaws and even a few saloon towns in No
Man’s Land well before 1885, archeological remains, structures and settlements related
to these historical people and places are outside the core subject material-- historic farms
and ranches-- for this context. Prior to 1885 settlement was dispersed, unregulated, and
mostly unofficial. Any material remains related to this time, while undoubtedly important,
fall within an entirely different framework of research themes and questions.
The years between 1885 and 1909 reflect official homesteading in a time primarily before
statehood (1907), when local towns, transportation, and institutions were still unorganized
or in their infancy. There was virtually no social or physical infrastructure to support the
homesteaders who staked their claims in No Man’s Land. It was a tabula rasa for farmers
and ranchers to create something from nothing and for this reason both the programmatic
and the day-to-day strategies individuals employed are of paramount interest to historians
and archeologists alike. Choices relating to land use and building arrangement come into
sharp focus, as do the constraints of the marginal environment and resources. The ways
in which people confronted the isolation, hazards and challenges of early settlement to
create new homes and communities would certainly have left a material imprint that can
be examined archeologically. Most of the farms and ranches discussed in detail for this
project originate during this same time period. How that frontierism played out materially
and spatially is an important topic for research of the Early Settlement Period.

1910–1929 The Great Plow Up
The second period of significance is the Great Plow Up which lasted from 1910–1929. This
was a period of giddy optimism for farmers and ranchers in the Panhandle. The 1909
Enlarged Homestead Act specifically encouraged dry land farming of marginal lands within
the Public Strip. Another Homestead Act in 1916 doubled the acreage again to an entire
section to support ranching. The first railroads had arrived in Guymon, Gate and Beaver
City and more were coming. Towns, churches and schools formed along with banks,
stores, saloons, and administrative offices. These new public and private institutions
helped structure everyday life on farms and ranches, connecting them more closely with
events taking place on a national level. This was the period of World War I, Prohibition,
women’s suffrage, the great oil boom, and rapidly changing technology. For the rest of
the country, it was the beginning of modernity. Yet in many ways farm and ranch life in
the Panhandle continued on much the same as it had prior to 1900. None of the rural areas
were electrified, indoor plumbing was a city amenity, there were no paved roads, and
most families still relied heavily on the products of their farms or ranches.
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Nonetheless, the increased access to national markets and technology not only opened
up the region to new settlement but also an intensification of farming that had scarcely
been imagined previously. Food shortages during World War I drove commodities prices
higher, so that farmers were earning more money on their stock and harvests than ever
before (Egan 2006). This made farming more attractive to the Nesters who streamed into
No Man’s Land to claim the last few vacant parcels. Disc plows, mechanized combines and
tractors made farming faster and easier. All the while, banks were lending money freely
to farmers who wanted to expand operations through the purchase of a new tractor,
additional land or both. When commodities prices began falling in the 1920s, farmers
simply planted more to maintain their income.
One of the important research goals relating to this time period is understanding the
articulation of modernity with traditional rural lifeways, and how that played itself out
materially on farms and ranches in the Panhandle during the Great Plow Up. Throughout
this time, the pioneering spirit still prevailed among homesteaders. Independence,
ingenuity, and isolationism still dominated the Panhandle ethos, even as greater access
to the world at large unfurled in the background. What this looks like archeologically and
how it may differ from the assemblages of the Early Settlement period is as yet completely
unexplored.

1930–1945 The Dust Bowl and World War II Years
Everything changed in 1929 when the stock market crashed and the bottom fell out of
the wheat market. Drought the following years coupled with depletion of topsoil created
an environmental and social disaster that would change the Panhandle forever. The third
period of archeological significance, the Dust Bowl Years, lasts from 1930 to roughly 1945,
or the aftermath of World War II when national forces once again reshaped the region.
By all accounts the Dust Bowl years changed everything in the Panhandle: from the way
people farmed and used the land, to their connection with the outside world. Prior to
1930 the farmers and ranchers of the Panhandle homesteaded independently, with little
thought or consideration for the social, financial, and environmental consequences. The
prevailing narrative of the post-WW I years, encouraged by banks, city promoters, and
even the federal government, was that resources of the Panhandle were inexhaustible
(Egan 2006). It was up to individual homesteaders to stake a claim and make the most of
it. However, once the stock market dropped and the dust storms blew down from the High
Plains of Colorado, Wyoming, and Nebraska it was immediately clear how closely tethered
the Panhandle was to the outside world. The Dust Bowl was a widespread environmental
catastrophe, but the Oklahoma Panhandle was at its epicenter. Houses were buried in sand,
children like Charles Dean Miller weakened from dust pneumonia, crops withered in the
fields, orchards died, and farm animals literally choked to death. At this time, government
intervention became vital to survival. The formation of the Great Plains Committee, the
Soil Conservation Service, the Civilian Conservation Corp, and various Farm Bills were all
designed to alleviate the strain of prolonged drought, get people working, and mitigate
the calamitous effects of poor land policies during the Great Plow Up (Littlefield 2008;
OCS 2018;).
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Archeologically the lean years of the Dust Bowl and the subsequent reorientation of
everyday life would have definite material manifestations. Although all of the ten family
farms and ranches studied for this project weathered the Dust Bowl years, many others did
not. Developing an archeology of abandonment for the Dust Bowl years is an important
goal for research of this period. What does that look like and what sort of material
remains were left behind? For those that managed to stay through the Dust Bowl years,
archeological remains from that time may also have a readable signature. Thrift, economy,
and adaptive reuse may be more visible in material remains. To date there have been no
archeological studies of Dust Bowl farms or ranches in the Oklahoma Panhandle.

7.2

Research Themes/Research Questions

All ten of the properties described in the previous chapters originated during the Early
Settlement Period and have been continuously occupied by the same family for at least
100 years. For this reason they serve as a baseline for research issues relating to other
farmsteads in the region, from the Early Settlement Period up through the Dust Bowl years.
These ten properties have commonalities that encompass core themes for an archeological
context of historic farms and ranches in the Oklahoma Panhandle. These themes can be
grouped into different heuristic approaches from which to direct archeological research.
The four approaches discussed below encompass a range of individual questions and
topics intended to form the basis of an archeological framework for Panhandle farms and
ranches sites. The four approaches are context-specific. Therefore, more common themes
like ethnicity, race, regionalism, and gender are not primary lines of inquiry, although
certainly in some instances these issues could be applied to specific research questions.
The vast majority of Panhandle homesteaders were white Americans from the midwest.
While some ethnic variation did exist, it was mostly confined to certain communities
such as western Cimarron County where Mexican pastores settled, or around Adams,
Turpin and Balko where German Russians formed communities (Baird and Gebhard
1992). In this sense, themes like race and ethnicity that structure inquiries pertaining to
household archeology elsewhere, are somewhat incidental to understanding Panhandle
homesteading. Rather, the four approaches that resonate most for an archeology of
Panhandle farms and ranches are 1) Environment and Cultural Landscape, 2) Daily Life and
Values, 3) Frontierism and Modernity, and finally 4) Poverty and Hardship. These topics
must be explored with specific reference to the historical circumstances of Panhandle
Settlement, as well as the various periods of significance.

Environment and Cultural Landscape
The interaction of cultural space with the natural environment is a central theme for
homesteading in the Oklahoma Panhandle. The most common quality that all the
properties share is an optimal and opportunistic use of the landscape. In many ways the
Panhandle is an unforgiving environment, featureless, windblown, and treeless. Location
and setting were clearly a paramount concern for most homesteaders. The best land was
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along the river bottoms, followed by the tablelands at the edge of river and stream terraces
(Baird & Gebhard 1992). The earliest homesteaders researched for this document were
ranchers: James Hitch, C.R. Miller, Scipio Fry, and Robert Clark. All four picked land along
the wide shallow river basins and built their homes up against the bluffs out of the active
floodplain, using the natural topography as a windbreak. Their houses and barns faced
the river. They used stone from the river bottoms or quarried from the bluffs to build their
homes, barns, well houses and other structures. Residential space was typically placed
away from major roadways. Ranchers planted crops within the floodplains and used the
high tableland for rangeland. But crops for ranchers were supplemental income only, if at
all. For these ranchers, rangeland was more important than cropland, and consequently,
visibility and access to and from extra-residential space was of less importance than for
farmers. Unlike crops, a rancher’s commodity is mobile and can be transported to markets
over unimproved terrain.
The farmers typically homesteaded a few years after the first ranchers and applied a
different strategy to their land use choices. In farming, the fields are the most important
resource and access to them for planting, harvesting and irrigating is paramount. The
farming homesteaders generally chose the tablelands with a stream nearby to give them
access to running water and a shallower water table for their wells. Their living complexes
were mostly along roads that gave them access to towns and markets. After the initial
dug-out was built, homesteaders rebuilt or enlarged their homes using wood-framing or
cement, materials available from nearby towns. The Maphet and Heard farms are both
good examples of this optimization. The living complexes for both farms are at the edge
of their section, along roads leading to the nearest town. Their original 160 acres both
sit on broad tablelands along the inside edge of a watershed. Just as the ranchers also
engaged in a little farming, usually to feed the family, the farmers all kept a few head of
livestock for milk and meat, so corrals, enclosures and stock pens are also common on
farmsteads, though they are typically smaller.
To the rear of the house was the general purpose barn, second in importance after the
house. Small granaries, feeding shelters, implement sheds, and machine sheds would be
located near the barn. Also behind the house, sometimes behind and to the side, would
be a windmill, water tower, wash house, clothes line, and tornado shelter. The vehicle
garage was almost always detached from the house but close to it. On the other side of
the rectangle, and closer to the house than the barn, would be poultry houses and the out
house. Other structures might be located away from this core rectangle of buildings, such
as hog houses and larger granaries with elevators.
The suite of built environment features at all ten properties was fairly standardized and
generally conforms to farm plans advocated during the progressive agricultural movement
(Adams 1990). Baird and Gebhard (1992) observed that farm buildings were typically
centrally situated to maximize convenient access to the farm lands. At the very least,
most farm and ranch complexes had a house placed close to the center of the complex.
The house anchored one corner of a rectangle of domestic and agricultural buildings. A
barn would be built 100–200 feet away. Other buildings included a well and windmill, a
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well house or pump house, a dugout or storm shelter which may have been part of the
original house or near it, an outhouse, a chicken shed, a granary, and a machine or tool
shed. Clotheslines would be near the house and well. Living space was also separated
from cultivated or what Adams has called “affected” space in formulaic ways (Adams
1990). For instance, almost all farms and ranches had an orchard, at least during the preDust Bowl years. Orchards were multifunctional: providing fruit, serving as windbreaks,
offering shade, and conferring aesthetic appeal to otherwise featureless landscapes.
Likewise, beside cash crops, all ten properties studied had smaller kitchen gardens where
the families would grow fruits and vegetables for personal use. Placement of vegetable
and flower gardens, trees, and shrubs were variable (Baird and Gebhard 1992). Although
the domestic and agricultural complex often formed a rough rectangle, in reality, this
arrangement was quite variable; throughout the Panhandle, “The only commonality
seemed to be that the farm house would be closer to the road than the barn” (Baird and
Gebhard 1992:77).
In a survey of historic barns in northwest Oklahoma, (Bays 2011:39) found that areas of
ethnic German settlement “exhibited a tendency for farmsteads to be located near the
center point of sections….” Local informants suggested this spatial organization was
established with the specific goal of allowing several related homesteaders to claim the
same improvements for more than one 160-acre parcel (Bays 2011). This was the case
for the O.N. Heard farm in Texas County, although Heard and his family were not ethnic
Germans.
The research questions presented below are predicated on the idea that the cultural
landscape of farms and ranches reflect ethnic traditions, social class, and socioenvironmental considerations (Adams 1990). With regard to space and landscape,
archeological research topics could focus on:
• Farm and Ranch typologies. How did environment and economic focus affect the
organization and layout of space? For instance, the climate and topography of
Beaver County at the eastern end of the Panhandle differs from Cimarron County
at the west. How did that affect the way farms and ranches evolved in those areas?
How does the built environment reflect the functional differences of certain types
of farms and ranches?
• Evolution of space and place. How did use of space change over time to meet
changing concerns or conditions?
• Ethnicity, race and regionalism. Does location and orientation of built environment
and affected space reflect certain ethnic or regional traditions? What can the
use of certain materials tell us about ethnic or regional traditions, or individual
circumstances?
• Environment and Risk. How did the threat of natural disasters such as fire, floods,
and tornadoes affect the use of space and built environment?
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Daily Life and Values
The theme of daily life has always been important to historical archeology and it is no
less so for an archeology of Panhandle farms and ranches. The daily life of the original
homesteaders is clearly a source of pride and nostalgia for their descendants. Picnics in
the creek bottoms, ice cream socials at the schools or churches, fresh daily biscuits and
homemade fried chicken are the memories people hold dear. Even the drudgery of handirrigating, laundry out of doors, or baling hay can be recalled with nostalgia. In some case,
the items of daily life are still kept and commemorated at both the household and the
community level. Ernestine Maphet showed researchers a pair of china platters handed
down from her husband’s grandfather. Hal Clark donated his mother’s first laundry
machine and other artifacts to the No Man’s Land Museum. The Miller wagon is in the No
Man’s Land Historical Museum in Goodwell.
Although daily life is remembered through oral histories, books, photos and museum
displays, archeology can still contribute to the narrative. As James Deetz remarked,
“in the seemingly little and insignificant things that accumulate to create a lifetime, the
essence of our existence is captured” (Deetz 1996). It is discarded objects of everyday life
that have potential to unlock long-forgotten stories of people and places; they capture
attitudes, values, beliefs and numerous other intangible aspects of lives past. The items
of daily life could be materials relating to education, religion, foodways, farm tools, and
social gatherings enumerated in detail below:
• Foodways and the Kitchen. This is an important topic for household archeology
and no less for an archeology of Panhandle settlement. The oral histories of most
families touch on foodways. Where foods were cooked, how they were cooked,
and what types of foods were prepared have specificity to the Panhandle’s unique
historical context. With regard to foodways, ethnicity or region of origin may also
have an impact. For instance John Skelley grew up in New Mexico and lived near
one of the main Mexican communities in Cimarron County. Would this be visible in
the material culture of the Skelley kitchen?
• Work. The ways in which Panhandle families approached work on the farm reflect
temporally, culturally and socially situated attitudes about labor, gender, class,
and many other things. Do tools reflect work beyond farming and ranching, such
as blacksmithing or carpentry and were these separated spatially from the tools
needed for farming or ranching? On most farms and ranches, women controlled the
domestic sphere of the house, while men controlled the commercial agricultural
sphere (although there was certainly overlap). Did each of these spheres benefit
equally from new technologies, or was one privileged? How do discard patterns
reflect attitudes toward obsolete tools and technology?
• Education. The homesteaders of the Panhandle placed great importance on
education. This emerges strongly in the oral histories for all the families in Chapter
3. Many small, one and two-room school houses served children in the Panhandle
before WW II. These were mostly consolidated after WWII, but prior to this school
houses were set up every 2–4 miles to serve the 15-40 neighborhood students in
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the immediate area. People donated land for school houses, the Skelleys, Maphets,
Heards, and Frys all had school houses on their land where their children attended
school. Most of these are gone. Teachers boarded with neighborhood families or
sometimes were the sons and daughters of neighborhood families. Artifacts could
include pencils, slates, marbles, and toys that children would bring to school.
• Religion, Spirituality, and Superstition. What role did religion, spirituality and
superstition play in the lives of farmers and ranchers and how is this expressed
through household remains? The oral histories of the ten families in this study all
touch on religion of one form. Many of the first homesteaders also deeded land
for churches or became church leaders in their community. How was religion
manifested in the material culture of daily life? In addition to organized religion,
spirituality and superstition also played a role for most farmers and ranchers. What
did homesteaders do to protect their homes and families? Horseshoes, buried
deposits, charms worn around the neck (such as the asafoetida bags worn by the
Skelley children) to protect against illness or spiritual malaise are all examples.

Frontierism and Modernity
Another common theme that threads through narratives of all ten homesteads examined
in this study is that of isolation and self-sufficiency. As previously discussed, in 1886 the
Oklahoma Panhandle was incredibly remote. For the homesteaders who settled in No
Man’s Land it was a true frontier, a blank slate from which to build a home. But life was
tough. C.R. Miller’s mother, Martha, froze to death alone on her homestead in 1901 while
her husband was away on business (Miller 2014). Young children like the Scipio Fry twins
died in infancy, and later Maud Fry herself died in childbirth without doctors to attend
them (Sparkman 2017). The Heard and the Maphet families describe having to walk two
miles for water before they had wells. The homesteader ethos was entirely anticipatory,
where the future was seen as a series of ambushes of risks and dangers (Berger 1979). In
the absence of towns and markets, families had to be self-provisioning and self-sustaining.
The local economies were largely severed from broader markets. In short, the individuals
who chose this land were fiercely independent by temperament, self-sufficient not only by
necessity but also in spirit. This ethos is one that persisted well into the twentieth century,
even after towns, transportation and civic institutions took root.
Functionally, this attitude of independence created distinct patterns of material
consumption characterized by reliance on natural local materials, practical innovation,
conservation, and adaptive reuse. As Berger described it, work primarily involved
intervening in or aiding an organic process (Berger 1979). Scipio Fry planted locust trees
on his property to have wood for building fence-posts. Frances Murdock (daughter of
John Skelley) and Charles Dean Miller (grandson to C.R. Miller), described all their toys
as homemade from natural or recycled materials around the farm. Fruits and vegetables
were canned in summer to be eaten during the winter. Farmers and ranchers built their
own dams and water control features. Building materials and even buildings themselves
were moved, adapted and reused, just as discarded trash was picked over and reused
(Maphet 2017). Even as the world was changing around it, becoming increasingly modern,
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farm and ranch life in the Panhandle persisted in much the same way as it had in 1886.
When the Soviet Union scored the first point in the space-race in 1957, for example, indoor
plumbing and electricity was only just reaching most farms and ranches of the Panhandle.
This continuing dialog between frontierism and modernity is an important theme for
Panhandle history and one that can be explored archeologically. William Lees’ 1983
investigations of Old Hardesty in Texas County offers an example of archeological research
along these lines. The work consisted of limited testing at two households and identified a
prevailing artifact pattern characterized by very low frequencies of kitchen-related artifacts
and items of domestic comfort compared to households of the same period elsewhere in
the nation. Lees attributed this non-conformity to Hardesty’s small local economy and
remote location (Lees 1983).
As Lees’ limited work at Hardesty shows, the blurred lines between frontierism and
modernity raise a unique set of research topics that could include:
• Isolation and lack of access. Farms and ranches during the Early Settlement and
Great Plow Up periods were relatively isolated and homesteading requiring almost
complete self-sufficiency. How do material remains reflect this lack of access to
broader markets?
• Technology, national markets, new trade networks, and new transportation. The
invention of mechanized farming equipment coupled with better transportation
networks radically altered a farmer’s potential crop yield creating new wealth
and more importantly completely new relationships to markets nationwide. Did
material consumption patterns change along with these new relationships from
one period to the next?
• Ingenuity and adaptation. Were certain classes or functional categories of material
remains more likely to have been homemade than others? For instance, narrative
accounts suggest that toys are one type of artifact that were either homemade, or
at least multi-purposed. Meanwhile, Frances Murdock recalls having certain types
of manufactured patent medicines at her father’s store in Mineral. Were there
other categories of materials that were more commonly homemade as opposed
to imported from elsewhere, and if so, what factors influenced these choices?
Did gender, age, ethnicity, or class play a role in the use of homemade or adapted
materials?
• Conservation, disposal, and reuse. Similar to ingenuity and adaptation, conservation
and reuse are common threads in the oral histories of farms and ranches. Materials
from old buildings were saved to be incorporated into new ones. Both the Heards
and the Maphets discuss this for their farms. Waste was discarded in pits, privies
and nearby ravines. But even these were mined for useful materials. For instance
Ernestine Maphet recalled throwing waste in the draw behind the original house,
but also mentioned that scrappers had picked through the materials looking for
metal and other items of resale value during World War II and even later. How
do visible remains reflect the conservation ethos that prevailed in the Panhandle?
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What materials were considered suitable for discard and what were not? How were
things that initially served one purpose reused for another?

Poverty and Hardship
Poverty is another important theme for homesteads in the Panhandle, not only for the
Dust Bowl period, but also during the Early Settlement period when people migrated
into the region with nothing but what they carried. The materiality of poverty has been
explored for various ethnic groups in urban and rural areas elsewhere (Barnes 2011;
Matthews 2011; Mullins 2002; Stine 1990; Berger 1979). For instance, Jodi Barnes explored
the social construction of poverty with respect to African American farmers in Appalachia,
describing them as being “land rich and cash poor.” This is not unlike the circumstances
of the mostly white Panhandle farmers and ranchers during the first part of the twentieth
century. Archeologies of poverty observe that among both rural and urban poor, exchange
economies were just as important (if not more) than cash-based economies, and selfprovisioned goods often dominated manufactured goods. Based on narrative and oral
histories of the ten Panhandle farms and ranches, this may be the case for these families
as well.
During the Dust Bowl, however, poverty took a different shape from the frontier form it
assumed in the Early Settlement years. The Dust Bowl was the single most transformational
event in the Oklahoma Panhandle. It forever altered land use, economic activity, and the
region’s relationship to the rest of the country. Between 1930 and 1940 the three counties
comprising the Panhandle lost nearly 30 percent of its population and 78 percent of its
farms (Baird and Gebhard 1992). Unable to withstand the grinding poverty brought on
by economic depression and drought, many Panhandle homesteaders simply shut the
door on their homes and drove away, never to return. This rapid abandonment would
leave a material signature that could be explored through archeology. For the families
that remained through the Dust Bowl, this period was marked by extreme hardship and
privation, even compared to the Early Settlement years. Minnie Heard kept a log of the
number of eggs her hens laid every day in 1937. The family barely managed to get by, and
only thanks to the salaries of young O. R. Heard and his wife, who both worked outside the
farm. The Clark family nearly lost their ranch during this period due to overextended credit.
To make ends meet, John Skelley hired himself out to the Farm Bureau, killing livestock to
save them from starvation. Women covered their windows, doors, and their children’s
cribs in wet rags during dust storms.
The steps Panhandle households took on a day to day basis to materially mitigate their
poverty has yet to be explored archeologically. Yet for homestead period archeological
sites in No Man’s Land, the material traces of poverty must surely be evident in assemblages
from the Early Settlement through Dust Bowl periods. Understanding archeological
remains through this lens is critical. Questions relating to self-provisioning and adaptive
reuse have been articulated for the Frontierism and Modernity theme and are equally
pertinent to the theme of poverty. Other topics that could be considered under this
approach are:
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• Food consumption Patterns. Did these change over time? In what ways does poverty
affect food consumption? For instance are canned and preserved goods more
common during lean times? Several families including the Maphets and Heards,
told about relying on their chickens during the Dust Bowl years. Can this reliance be
seen archeologically? There are a variety of questions along these lines that could
be considered for this topic.
• Health and Medicine. Poverty is one of the primary factors that influence health.
During the Dust Bowl years families suffered the dual effects of poverty and
blowing dust. Young children and older people commonly died from dust
pneumonia. Similar to the miner’s coal lung, dust pneumonia effectively coated
the lungs in fine dust. Other health problems due to poor diet and poverty include
a host of vitamin deficiencies which can cause tooth loss, stomach ailments, skin
lesions, muscle aches, and gastrointestinal problems. How these were treated, and
evidence of treatment would certainly be of interest to an archeology of poverty.
Francis Murdock discussed wearing bags of asafoetida around her neck to ward
off colds when she was a child on the Skelley Ranch. She also described the sorts
of patent medicines her father sold in his store in Mineral. These included muscle
liniment, pills for stomach ailments, carbolic salve for skin lesions and burns, and
the laxative fig syrup. What can medicine bottles such as these and other items
related to health care tell us about health and treatment of illnesses among those
in poverty?
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A Model for Archeological Resources
and a Framework for Evaluation
Chapter 7 laid out periods of significance and four themes by which to frame archeological
research questions. This chapter discusses potential for archeological remains, types of
remains, and what they may look like. In terms of site formation processes, the Panhandle
offers a potentially unique environment for formation and preservation of historic period
farm and ranch sites. The Dust Bowl years initiated a rapid abandonment of homesteads
in the Panhandle; many of which were never reoccupied. Some these homesteads also
became buried under several
feet of sediment from repeated
dust storms (Figure 8.1). Today
there are hundreds of farm ruins
that stand like life-size dioramas
frozen in time (Figure 8.2).
It is this rapid abandonment,
coupled with potential for rapid
burial from blowing dust that
makes the possibility of finding
intact features and artifacts so
exciting.

A

8.1

B
Figure 8.1. Two homesteads the Oklahoma Panhandle
region during the Dust Bowl A) a Panhandle farmhouse
and field half buried in dust; B) barren fields and dust
drifts around a farm in Cimarron County (Photos taken
by Arthur Rothstein for Farm Service Agency).

Site types

There are two primary site
types for this context: farms
and ranches. The differences
between them have been
discussed
tangentially
in
the
preceding
chapters.
Nonetheless, it is useful to
distinguish
them
formally
here. As previously discussed,
ranches tend to reflect an earlier
period of settlement than
farms. Ranches were mostly
settled between 1885 and 1893,
whereas initial farm settlement
began in the 1890s and lasted all
the way up through World War I.
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Ranch headquarters were
built along the margins of
river and creek floodplains,
using natural topography
for shelter and wind breaks.
They also took advantage of
the natural resources such
as springs, the rock outcrops
for building material, and
the annual flooding of the
river bottoms for their family
gardens. The single most
important consideration for
ranches in the Oklahoma
Panhandle
is
space.
Ranching requires much
more space than farming,
particularly in the dry
marginal environment of the
Panhandle, where grazing
resources can be scarce.
Most of the early ranches
sought to take advantage
of a diversity of resources
and space to make their
operations successful.
By contrast, most of the
farms in the Panhandle,
Figure 8.2. Two abandoned farmsteads in Texas County.
even the early ones, were
settled as dryland farms. The
dryland farming movement,
which took hold after the Civil War, was integral to the settlement of the Plains states
west of the 100th meridian. It was promoted not only by the Homestead Acts of 1862 and
1909, but also the Morrill and Hatch Acts of 1862 and 1867 which established networks
and stations for agricultural experimentation across the county. Dryland farming involved
finely discing soil early in the year, packing subsoils, cultivating with a disc harrow after
each to build up a dust mulch to retain moisture, and minimizing weed invasions (Phillips
1999). Functionally, this meant that settlers sought to build near waterways that could
be accessed for irrigation, but not right on them. Due to the ease of cultivation, flat land
was more desirable than topographic relief. Most of the farm complexes examined in this
study are on uplands with easy access not only to fields but also roads leading to market
centers. Farms are smaller than ranches; the buildings are more frequently made of wood,
concrete or sod, rather than local stone.
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Although functionally and temporally farms and ranches are distinct site types, there is
significant overlap between them. Ranches grew crops, just as farms raised livestock; and
farms and ranches co-existed temporally. Therefore, the general suite of material remains
at farms and ranches is expected to be roughly comparable, with a few key differences
discussed below.

8.2

Types of Features that may be present

The study of ten Centennial farms and ranches has helped identify key types of features
one could expect to find at a historic Panhandle settlement. These include remains of
dugouts, frame or rock houses, windmills and wells, pump houses, barns, chicken houses,
animal pens, water tanks, outhouses and sheds. Additionally, there would be fences and
corrals to separate domestic space from different types of agricultural space. Trash or
debris disposal pits might also be common. Windmills are universal on farm complexes,
but not necessarily on the residential space of ranches, particularly if natural springs were
available. Ranchers often took advantage of springs by constructing enclosures around
them and diverting water into a spring house, as was the case for the Clark Ranch. Fences,
corrals, and animal enclosures would be more common on ranches than farms, as would
isolated water tanks and windmills to water ranging livestock. Irrigation features such as
sluices and pipes might be more common on farms.

8.3

Types of Artifacts that may be Present

The types of artifacts and materials that could be found on both farms and ranches include
the general suite of rural household materials: building and architectural materials;
ceramic table and storage wares; glass bottles, jars, and window pane fragments; metal
tools and items of personal use and adornment; buttons; and farm implements. We will
not enumerate the full array of typical household goods that could be found. Given the
particular circumstances of Panhandle homesteading, however, it is useful to highlight
a few less common items that might be present. For instance, hand-cut, or uncut native
stone used for building materials would be common on sites from the Early Settlement
period, particularly on ranches. The Clarks, Millers, Hitches, Skelleys and Frys all built their
homes and some farm buildings with stone quarried from nearby cliffs. Hand formed
mud bricks and hand mixed cement might also appear on Early Settlement sites, as they
were used on the Maphet farm. Because most farms and ranches did not have electricity
or running water until the middle of the twentieth century, one would expect to find
kerosene lantern material and privy pits reflecting use all the way up to World War II. This
was the case for almost all of the farms and ranches in this study. Additionally, given the
common theme of self-provisioning, ample evidence of canning and food preservation
might be expected among the household remains. Recycled building materials and other
reused items should also be a common occurrence on farm and ranch sites.
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The location of archeological remains

Review of the ten Centennial farms and ranches suggests that the layout of most
Panhandle homesteads was fairly predictable. Starting with a dugout, which could then
become a house, like the ones at the Heard or Hitch properties, the building complex would
cluster around the living space. Sometimes, wood frame, stone or concrete homes would
completely replace the dugout in a new location, but typically the location of the family
home was not far from the original dugout. In fact, it was common for all of the buildings
to be centralized in one single complex. Unlike farms and ranches in other parts of the
country, most Panhandle homesteads did not have tenants living on them and if they did,
they would most commonly live in the house with the family. Therefore, it is uncommon
to have more than one building complex on a single property, unless that property were
very large, like the Hitch Ranch. In cases where more than one generation of a family lived
on a homestead, additional houses could be built at or near the main residential complex,
as was the case with the Hitch, Miller, and Clark Ranches. Schools were the exception to
this pattern. Many early homesteaders built community schools on their properties. These
would be located a slight distance from the main residential complex at a crossroad or
other accessible point for the surrounding community.
The types of features and artifacts that would likely contribute data to the evolving
narrative of Panhandle homesteading would be found in the headquarter complex which
typically occupies one to four acres on any homestead tract. Foundations of ancillary
buildings discussed above would surround the main administrative center or house. Items
of domestic use would be found around the house, though materials such as jars, nails, or
bits of wrought iron collected for recycled use could be stored in a shed. Fully used and
discarded materials would likely have been buried, thrown in a ravine or nearby creek, or
put down the privy pit. At ranches one might find debris dumps or burn pits along canyons
or blufflines, a slight distance from the main residential compound. Work and farm-related
items would be stored in a barn or shed.
It is worth acknowledging that the preceding discussion does not take into account
post-depositional and taphonomic forces. Structure demolition and rebuilding, plowing
for agriculture, and other new land uses certainly would shift integrity, location, and
relationship of remains. Nonetheless, an understanding of patterns of use and discard on
farmsteads should ideally inform any archeological investigation.

8.5

Developing a Framework for Evaluation

Chapters 4-6 discussed the history, land use, and built environment of ten different
Centennial farms and ranches in the three-county region comprising the Oklahoma
Panhandle. Periods of significance and major themes for potential archeological research
were discussed in Chapter 7. This chapter has defined a range of site types, features,
artifacts, and spatial arrangements that could be identified to support various archeological
inquiries. The remainder of this chapter provides guidance on how one might evaluate farm
and ranch sites in the Oklahoma Panhandle using the historical context and frameworks
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for archeological research presented in Chapters 4-6. Here we outline parameters of
significance for homesteads that are primarily archeological in nature as defined under
the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended.
The National Historic Preservation Act outlines a federal policy to preserve and protect
historic heritage resources in the United States. In addition to directing federal agencies
to consider the effects of new undertakings on cultural resources, it created the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) that lists “districts, sites, buildings, structures, and
objects significant in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture.”
Guidance developed by the National Park Service (NPS; 36 CFR 60.4) for implementation
of the National Historic Preservation Act defines the criteria for significance or inclusion
to the NRHP. Under this guidance, a resource can be considered a “historic property” and
hence, eligible for listing in the NRHP if it is 50 years in age or older, possesses integrity
of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association and if it
(emphasis added):
A) is associated with events that have made significant contribution to the
broad patterns of our history;
B) is associated with the lives of persons significant to our past;
C) embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction, or that represents the work of a master, or that possesses
high artistic values, or that represents a significant and distinguishable
entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or
D) has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history.
There are additional criteria considerations for properties that have not yet reached 50
years in age. However, none of these would apply to farms and ranches in the Panhandle
that fall within the framework of this context, since the latest period of significance for
them ends right after World War II.
Buildings, objects, standing structures, and landscapes are commonly evaluated under
Criteria A-C, while archeological sites and resources are typically evaluated under Criterion
D. Pre-contact sites are often evaluated solely under Criterion D; whereas post-contact or
historic period sites, particularly those with still-readable built-environment features such
as the ones discussed in this context, are often considered under Criteria A-C as well.
In addition to being significant under one or more of the criteria listed above, a NRHP
property must also retain integrity of those features necessary to convey its significance.
The seven common aspects for measuring integrity are location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling and association. It is worth pointing out that measuring integrity for
archeological sites is different from measuring integrity for standing structures, buildings
and objects. This is particularly true for more recent archeological sites of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, where the concept of integrity is frequently misapplied.
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Researchers will commonly invoke lack of integrity for a nineteenth century house ruin,
for example, as rationale for why it is not eligible for the NRHP, without truly considering
the data potential of the remains that may be buried or archeological in nature. However,
archeological sites evaluated under Criterion D, are by definition, remnants or ruins of the
human environment, and thus their importance lies in the archeological data they offer.
Those who evaluate historic period archeological resources frequently employ the same
standards one would use for a standing structure or building complex, rather than consider
the integrity of the data set or the data potential embodied in the remains.
Historical context is a critical component for understanding the integrity and data potential
for archeological properties such as Panhandle homesteads discussed here. Archeological
remains cannot be understood without it. How readable are the buildings, features and
artifacts of the former human environment, and do they represent important themes
within their particular historical context? Hardesty proposed that in order to understand
individual archeological properties within a historic context one must assess such sites as
a component of a larger landscape that reflects “general historical themes, places, and
time that define historic contexts” (Hardesty 2003:21). More than that, he also proposed
that archeological sites and features must be evaluated as part of a larger network with
reference to clear research goals and needs. These considerations should all be part of any
evaluation of integrity for a property assessed under Criterion D.
What then, would significance look like under Criterion D for farms and ranches in the
Oklahoma Panhandle? The preceding chapters of this report develop a context for those
resources using ten early homesteading farms and ranches as baseline resources. Within
this context, to be eligible under Criterion D:
• First, a property would have need to fall within one of the three periods of
significance outlined in Chapter 4: Early Settlement (1886–1909), the Great
Plow Up (1910–1929), the Dust Bowl and World War II years (1920–1945).
• Second, a property would need to contain archeological remains in the form of
features, structure ruins, and/or artifacts from one of the periods of significance.
• Third, these material remains must have sufficient integrity that can be interpreted with
reference to one or more of the major themes articulated for Panhandle homesteads.
In other words, these remains must be readable not only in relation to their former built
environment, but also to their situated historic context. Ideally such remains would be
able to communicate a sense of the past, as well as inform multiple lines of inquiry related
to key research topics, such as the ones articulated in Chapter 7.
The ten sites discussed in Chapters 4-6 are not singularly archeological in nature, but they
could contain artifacts and features that could be evaluated under Criterion D (as well as
others). Given their age, their association with community leaders, and their pertinence to
all of the three periods of significance outlined in Chapter 7, many of the properties could
be considered eligible for listing under one or more of Criteria A-C, if they retain sufficient
integrity of the built environment to convey their historical associations. Many of them
do not, but they may still have archeological resources that have integrity and that can
convey significance.
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Take for example, the Heard Ranch, which contains virtually none of its original buildings.
The modern residential complex is still within the original rectangular living complex set
out by O.N. Heard at the beginning of the twentieth century, but the buildings have been
rearranged and replaced with modern prefabricated structures that post-date 1950. Due
to that fact, the property as a built environment feature has largely lost its integrity with
respect to the periods of significance. While the property might be considered significant
under Criteria A and B due its association with an early homesteader who was important in
the local community, the overall loss in its ability to convey that historicity through its builtenvironment would make the resources ineligible for listing in the NRHP. Yet an overlay
of former building locations onto modern aerials offers clues about where archeological
remains could be found. For instance, the old dugout location appears to be near where
a new barn now stands. Visual inspection and shovel testing of this location might yield
artifacts or even building and feature foundations. If such remains were found, and if
they were of sufficient quantity and diversity to engage in research in one or more of the
topics in any of the important Panhandle historical approaches, then this would represent
integrity under Criterion D, making it possible that the Heard Farm could be eligible for the
NRHP as an archeological property.

8.6

Applying the Framework

To operationalize this framework on other types of properties we lay out steps designed
to guide archeologists in their assessments. Recognizing that field and project constraints
vary in practice, these steps represent an ideal-case scenario for farm and ranch site
recording and research. They should be applied whenever feasible in the order outlined
below, but when actual conditions preclude these operations, taking these steps in
different order can still provide informed assessments.
Step 1. Pre-field map research. Aerial photos, topographical maps, 1936 county road maps,
and General Land Office maps identify the general location of houses and structures with
remarkable accuracy. Overlaying these resources onto modern maps predict where preWWII farm and ranch sites might be. If good aerial photographs are available, overlays
of these can even predict where certain features might be. These overlays can be used
to guide visual and subsurface inspections in the field to assess whether archeological
remains are present.
Step 2. Understanding spatial organization and evolution for farms and ranches. Good aerial
photographs are not always available and lacking these, through informed deduction, it is
still possible to predict where certain features may be. For instance, a farmhouse generally
faces a road and is often the closest structure to the road. A cistern, which is designed to
catch rainwater off a roof will always be placed directly adjacent to a structure. Windmills
and water tanks were usually between houses and farm buildings. Gardens were behind
or on the sides of houses. Understanding how space was organized will help researchers
make better assessments not only of presence/absence of archeological remains, but also
the integrity of those remains.
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Step 3. Sufficient visual and subsurface inspections in predicted high probability areas.
Investigations must include thorough visual inspection and shovel testing at areas posited
to have archeological remains. The placement of buildings at farms and ranches changes
over time and while some sites may appear to have no archeological potential based on
the young age of current buildings, in fact, there may be areas where remnants of earlier
structures are still intact. Ravines and draws often contain household refuse. Former
outhouse pits may be in backyards. Foundations of dugouts could be near a modern barn.
Although most remains are likely to be shallowly buried, given the particular context of
the Panhandle and the impacts of the Dust Bowl, it is also possible that some remains
could be buried under close to a meter of soil.
Step 4. Post-field research. As stated above, the integrity of archeological remains cannot
be understood without reference to both general and specific historic context. The
general historical context of the Panhandle is outlined in Chapter 3 and 4. However, the
specific context of individual remains must be researched on a case by case basis. This
work situates a site with reference to time, place and social context. Property specific
research includes deed and census research at a minimum to establish a framework for
ownership and occupation. Additional sources could include cemetery records, county
archives and historical museums, oral narratives, the Encyclopedia of Oklahoma History
and Culture, and other secondary sources.
Step 5. Analysis of findings in relation to the Panhandle historic context. Once field and
historical research is done, the findings and artifacts must be assessed in relation to
the Panhandle context. In checklist fashion, archeologists should consider 1) whether a
property falls within one of the three periods of significance; 2) whether the property
contains archeological remains in the form of features, structure ruins, and/or artifacts
from one of the periods of significance; and 3) whether these material remains are
sufficient with the respect to integrity, quantity, or diversity, or uniqueness that can be
interpreted with reference to one or more of the major themes articulated for Panhandle
homesteads. If the answer to each of these questions is yes, then the archeological site
may have data potential (Criterion D) that would make it eligible for listing in the NRHP.
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Conclusion
The project was not designed to explicitly evaluate any one archeological resource, or even
a class of resources under the National Historic Preservation Act. Yet, an important goal
of the project was to develop a context and a usable framework for archeological inquiry
that can be deployed for future evaluations. The problem of evaluating historic period
archeological resources under the National Historic Preservation Act is an oftentimes
challenging and frustrating process. Donald Hardesty (2003) has suggested that the key
making more meaningful evaluations for historic period property types is to develop both
better middle range concepts and research designs that are tightly linked to historic and
archeological contexts. Toward this end he suggests that archeological remains should
be understood as a “feature-system,” which is a concept wherein material remains
articulate not only with each other to form a readable complex, but also with history and
ethnography in a dialectic process (Hardesty 2003). Historical and anthropological context
informs understanding and interpretation of material remains, which in turn can be used
to enrich or modify the documentary record. The process is by nature interactive and
multi-disciplinary.
This project recognizes the vital role farm and ranch families have played in the state’s
past and will play in its future. The hard work and determination necessary to succeed
in farming and ranching make it clear that those families who have been involved in the
business for 100 years or more are certainly a special group of people. We extend our
appreciation to rural families for their contributions to the State’s heritage and to its
economy. This archeological context provides a foundation for recognizing resources-farms and ranches in the Oklahoma Panhandle – which may have been overlooked in
the past regardless of their importance to the broader history of the state and region. It
pairs general historic context with specific data derived from evaluations of ten baseline
examples of these property types. The research revealed important themes that connect
the lived experience of many Panhandle homesteaders: Frontierism, isolation, poverty,
and the tyranny of the environment are among them. Between the dust and drought,
snowstorms and tornadoes, prairie fires and floods, conditions were so unforgiving,
the land so remote, it begs the question of why would anybody want to live here. Yet
the oral histories reinforce time and again how strongly rooted people are to even this
hardscrabble patch of earth. It was theirs by right (under the Homestead Act), and theirs by
sweat effort. The overarching narrative amongst all of the interviewed families is a familiar
American story: One that weaves together defiant pride, determined perseverance, and
sense of belonging to a community with a shared past and identity. Their homesteads
offer solid case examples from which to develop research questions and goals for future
archeological studies of the three periods of significance.
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However, not everyone stayed. In fact, during the Dust Bowl years the Panhandle lost
nearly a third of its population. Many people during this time, particularly young children
and the elderly, died from malnourishment or respiratory illness due to constant dust
storms. Others, fed up with the struggle to make ends meet, left for places with seemingly
better opportunity. While it was useful to look at still-living resources to understand the
historical context and evolution of the built environment of this region, it is crucial to
understand how to apply both history and context to abandoned resources, as these are
the types of resources that will most often be evaluated for significance under Criterion D.
The context developed here applies to both abandoned and still-living resources as do the
frameworks and research questions. In developing context, we’ve outlined ways to think
of archeological remains of farms and ranches as “feature-systems” that can be read and
understood with reference to historic context and research goals.
The last generation who can remember the Dust Bowl years, which represents that final
period of significance under this context, are now in their 90s. Soon living memory of
this catastrophic event will be gone, just as living memories of the Early Settlement and
Great Plow-Up periods before it have already vanished. This means that there is much that
archeology can contribute to the ongoing narrative of homesteading in the Panhandle.
The fact that virtually no archeological work has even been done on sites of this type also
means that the canvas for research is practically a tabula rasa. This context should serve as
a springboard to more thorough research and better evaluations.
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